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S U M K A TL Y THESIS

he thesis consists of an analysis of "speaker-switch nonfluencias",

which include some periods of simultaneous speech and certain inter¬

ruptions in verbal continuity. The data are drawn from a total of

just over eleven hours of spontaneoust informal conversation.

lour types of nonfluency are distinguished on the basis of behavioural

and linguistic differences. The linguistic differences are dealt with

in some detail (Chapter 3)• Che nonfluencies are then examined in a

number of other ways: their reception, rather than production, by

both dialogue participants and non-participating listeners is assessed

(Chapter 4)? conversations where the speakers could not see one

another are looked at in terms of alterations in nonfluent speaker-

switching (Chapter 5); finally, speaker-switch nonfluencies are

correlated with individual differences in dominance and latency of

verbal response (Chapter C) .

On the basis of the various finds of this investigation, tentative

descriptions of the four nonfluency types are put forward. In

addition, some suggestions are made about possible future uses of

speaker-switch nonfluency data (Chapter 7)•
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Summary of Introduction

A dibtinguishing feature of spontaneous speech is its lack of

fluency. Float studies of speech errors deal with nonfluencies such as

filled pauses, slips of the tongue and repetitions, which can occur

in monologues as well as dialogues. Comparatively little attention

has been paid to periods of simultaneous speech and interruptions -

nonfluencies which involve two speakers. These phenomena have most

often been examined in the context of psychotherapeutic or "psycho¬

logical investigative" interviews, and they are usually interpreted

in terms of interaction between speakers. There do not appear to be

any thorough examinations of both the linguistic form and the inter¬

actional significance of two-person nonfluencies.

Periods of simultaneous speech and interruptions take place because

humans use language as a means of communication. When examining

dialogue nonfluencies, one may be obliged to take into account a

feature of normal language use; interaction between individuals.

The concepts of the speaker-listener relationship and communication

as an interactive process are mentioned,

lost studies of speech errors, whether these errors involve one or

two speakers, have dealt with either monologues or interviews. It
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is suggested that, in an exploratory study of this nature, informal

conversations may provide more suitable data. At the end of the

chapter, some studies of interruptions and periods of simultaneous

speech in conversations, as opposed to interviews, are briefly

reviewed. Since conversation is an integrated process of communi¬

cation, it may be important, at least initially, to employ methods of

observation which do not disrupt that process.

Introduction

It is now a commonplace observation that one of the distinguishing

features of spontaneous speech is its lack of fluency, as judged by

standards of written language. This lack of fluency appears to be

present, at least to some extent, in the speech of almost all native

speakers of a language, regardless of factors such as intelligence,

age, sex and social class. Normal nonfluent* features include filled

and unfilled pauses, repetitions of words and syllables, false starts

and slips of the tongue.

Considering how common nonfluencies are in spontaneous speeoh and how,

in general, such speech is probably most frequently used during

"ordinary" conversations, it is perhaps surprising how little

attention has been paid to nonfluencies which involve two speakers.

* The term "nonfluency" will be used to refer to various phenomena

which either interfere with the flow of speech, or are accompanied

by a temporary cessation in the flow of speech. The prefix non-,

rather than dys-, is used in order to minimise connotations of

defectiveness.
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Kuch of the speech error literature deals with so-called mistakes in

linguistic performance, which can occur during spontaneous monologues

as well as dialogues, lor instance, all twelve papers in iromkin's

(1973) collection of papers are concerned with slips of the tongue.

Such errors do not require two speakers for their production. ■ aclay

and Osgood's (1959) four "hesitation phenomena" - filled and unfilled

pauses, repeats and false starts - can be produced by one speaker in a

monologue, and the same is true in the case of the pauses to which

Goldman-Sieler (e.g. 1968) has devoted considerable attention.

Some hesitation phenomena have been dealt with, more or less directly,

in terms of their interactional significance. lor instance, '"aclay

and Osgood's (1959) suggestion, that repetitions and filled pauses act

as means whereby a speaker can hold the conversational floor, has

stimulated a continuing debate to which a number of workers, including

Boomer (1965) and Lalljee and Cook (1969)9 have contributed.

Jefferson (1974) has discussed error corrections involving the filler

"uh" in .more general terms of conversational interaction. In

addition, some investigators, such as I-ahl (1956), Dibner (1956) and

i\rause and lilisuk (1961), have used various measures of speech

disruption as indices of anxiety or other psychological individual

differences, Such findings can be interpreted in terms of interaction

between speakers. Kevertheless, none of the error types mentioned

above occurs only during spontaneous dialoguej in all cases the errors

can be produced by one person speaking in a monologue.

The main, distinguishing feature of any dialogue, as opposed to

monologue, is the "speaker-switch", a term employed by Jaffe and

Feldstein (1970) to describe the phenomenon that occurs when one

participant in a conversation finishes speaking and another begins.
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In principle, only one speaker at a tine "holds the floor". However,

as a number of writers, including Clancy (1972) and Crystal and navy

(19^9)* have noted, this principle is often disregarded in practice,

with periods of simultaneous speech and interruptions sometimes being

frequent occurrences in spontaneous conversations. Such events may be

regarded as the nonfluencies peculiar to dialogue, since if no change

in speaker can or may take place the output is a monologue.

he term generally employed to describe these two-person nonfluencies

is "interruptions" and, although definitions of "interruption" vary

from study to study, they all appear to include nonfluent speaker-

switches. Some investigators define interruptions an "all periods of

simultaneous speech" (for instance, I eltzer et al, 1971'» -lens et al,

1966, and it seems probable that Argyle et al, 1968, and endon, 1963,

also employ this definition) or "double actions" (for example, Chappie

and Lindemann, 1942). Clancy (1972) distinguishes overlaps (simul¬

taneous speech at the speaker-switch) from interruptions (simultaneous

speech at the speaker-switch which involves a break in the continuity

of o, e speaker's verbal output), while a number of investigators

(e.g. Leighton et al, 1971) appear to provide no precise definition of

interruption.

■examination of nonfluent speaker-switching has been based largely upon

interviews, and the results have been interpreted mainly in clinical

or normal personality terms. As examples of interview-based studies

which include examination of nonfluent speaker-switching, one might

mention the large body of research stimulated by Chappie's Standard

experimental Interview (see happle, 1940» and atarazzo et al, 1956),

In general, and the Interruption Period of this interview, in

particular (see Chappie, 1953)* "his standardized interview is
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structured in quite a precise manner. The interviewer interacts with

the subject in various different ways, in a predetermined sequence.

At one point the interviewer consistently interrupts the subject and

Chappie (1953) states that the purpose of this Interruption Period iB

to determine the subject's persistence and his tendency to be either

dominant or submissive. Natarazzo and Saslow (1961) have used

Chappie's Interview in a number of investigations of the differences

in interaction patterns between "normal" and "abnormal" subjects.

Abnormals, in their study, included chronic schizophrenics, acute

psychotios and neurotics,

ACL though studies employing Chappie's Standard Interview "induce"

interrupting, in a rather unusual type of dialogue, they, and the

studies on normal speech errors carried out by linguists, do highlight

the possibility of looking* at formal rather than content variables of

language for both linguistic and psychological information. In a

discussion of this distinction, "rasner and Ullmann (1965) note that

"reudian writings on the interview stress content variablesj that is,

they emphasize what is said rather than how it is said. Similarly,

the Ireudian treatment of slips of the tongue (Freud, 1914) is in

content rather than formal terms, since these speech errors are held

to reveal repressed thoughts,

Nevertheless, oven though the linguistic research and the intei-view-

baeed studies mentioned above have both examined formal variables of

language behaviour, one area of the investigation of normal nonfluency

appears to have been overlooked because of these two separate

approaches. Linguists have examined the precise linguistic form of

the speech errors, with which they have been concerned, but they have

rarely interpreted their findings in terms of social interaction.
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Psychologists, psychiatrists and anthropologists who have studied

two-person speech nonfluencies have used these "mistakes" almost exclu¬

sively as indicators of patterns of interaction between individuals.

Unfortunately, there do not appear to be any thorough investigations

of two-person nonfluencies in terras of both their linguistic form and

their interactional significance. J oscovici (1972) has suggested that

"linguists are not interested in the psychosociological aspect of

language and psychosociologists are not concerned 1 ith the linguistic

aspect of social behaviour" (p.v.). The lack of interest in speaker-

switch nonfluency, as a process of communication by linguistic pro¬

duction, appears to be one outcome of these largely independent interests

in linguistic phenomena on the one hand and psychosociological events

on the other.

In the pre. ent study of speaker-switch nonfluency the "basic vorIcing

material" of interruptions and periods of simultaneous speech,

language, is examined in some detail. On the basis of this and some

behavioural information, four types of speaker-switch nonfluency*

are distinguished (the classificatory system specifically excludes

interjectory remarks which involve simultaneous speech). hen the

nonfluencies are considered in broader psychological terms. 'Typically,

"interruptions" have been treated as a unitary phenomenon. hey are

frequently defined as "all periods of simultaneous speech" and any

details of their behavioural and linguistic form are disregarded.

This approach would appear to be at least questionable on the basis of

the present findings.

- definitions of the four nonfluency types will be found in Chapter 3

pp. 47-9 , and on removable cards inside the back cover of the thesis.
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Speaker-switch nonfluencies would not occur if humans did not employ

larv;:uage as a means of communication. However, if an examination of

speaker-switch nonfluency is to be made, a feature of normal language

use, which is often overlooked, may have to be taken into account,

Jaffe and I eldstein (1970) found that their study of dialogue patterns

made then "poignantly aware" that the largest unit dealt with in

contemporary linguistics is, at most, the monologue and usually the

isolated sentence. Yet, if monologues alone are examined, then a

feature of normal verbal behaviour is ignored; interaction between

individuals. Of course, speakers ma^ not always interact; they may,

at least upon occasions, produce isolated performances which may either

alternate or occur simultaneously, nevertheless, it is probably

important to remember that speakers, and their utterances, may

interact.

As V/atzlawick et al (1960) have emphasized, psychology has tradition¬

ally taken a non-interactive approach to communication. This approach,

which is also evident in some linguistic research, has led to an over¬

sight of one of the more important pragmatic aspects of dialogue.

Communication by speech demands that participants listen as well as

speak. Although a great deal of research has been carried out on

speaking, listening has been almost totally ignored. Yet, as

Clevenger (1971) points out, listening plays an active role in both

the nature and the outcome of any communicative encounter. One should

remember that any speaker-switch may be simultaneously a "listener-

switch", and that nonfluencies in speaker-switching may be equally

informative about productive and receptive processes.

The speaker-listener relationship and the possibility of interaction

may be important concepts in linguistic communication, and their
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significance is highlighted in investigations of phenomena such as the

speaker-switch, Interaction obviously cannot be completely ignored in

a comprehensive consideration of these events, any more than language

itself can be. To overlook the speaker-listener relationship may be

to misunderstand the nature of conversations.

It was suggested above that "errors" In linguistic performance have

been the subject of two, apparently independent types of academic

enquiry: the linguistic and the anthropological/psychological. One

of the outcomes of these separate kinds of investigation seems to have

been the lack of any linguistic and social account of two-person non-

fluencies, A tendency to concentrate upon two separate data sources,

the monologue (or dialogue treated as if it were monologue) and the

interview (psychiatric, psychotherapeutic or psychological investigative),

may be another related res-alt of the independence of the two approaches.

This concentration upon the monologue and the interview seems to have

produced a notable lack of the type of data which Soakin and John

C1963) have referred to as "spontaneous talk". By "talk" they mean

"the particular kinds of transitive acts by which the individual

creates and manages his minute by minute and day to day associations

with other people" (p. 228).

In a survey of "permissible variations" in speech, Kahl and Schulae

(1969) include a section on nonfluencies which consists of 36 studies

carried out between 1940 and 1962. It is of some interest to note that,

of these 36, 26 studies draw their data from interviews of the sort

described above. A further six entries are made up of studies whose

data are in the form of spontaneous monologues in response to TAT cards.
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lost of the remaining entries appear to be concerned with essentially

monologue material, since reference to the original papers suggests that

the verbal data were treated as if they were monologues, even if

produced during dialogues.

Interviews of any kind axe unlikely to be classified as "talk" by

Soskin and John. Psychotherapeutic interviews are, as I.ahl and Lchulze

point out, somewhat unusual dialogues in terms of roles, role relations,

goals and needs of the participants, and most people do not create and

zaanage their "minute by minute and day to day associations with other

people" in this manner. Interviews in general tend to be structured in

a way that casual conversations (which presumably do conform to Soskin

and John*s definition of "talk") are not. Crystal and I)avy (1969)# in a

discussion of the language of conversation, emphasize the randomness

of subject matter in such dialogues, and Jaffe and Feldstein (1970)

have described ordinary or natural conversations as having minimal

formal structure.

..here are such considerable differences between the interviev; and the

everyday, casual conversation* that some investigators feel obliged

to draw a sharp distinction between them. Jhe interview and the

* 1'hroughout this thesis "conversation" is defined as "the total system

of communication employed by participants in face-to-face interaction"

(Laver and Ilutcheson, 1972; p. 11), with the proviso that that inter¬

action is of a casual, informal nature. In those circumstances where

conversationalists cannot 3ee one another, "the total system of

communication" will obviously be based solely upon auditory

information.
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conversation can probably only be considered similar in the broadest

terms. Data from Kendon's (1963) and Jaffe and Feldstein's (1970)

investigations shov that interaction in interviews and in conversations

differs in a number of ways - including speaker-switching. From

Kendon's data it appears that speaker-switches are effected more slowly

during interviews, while Jaffe and Feldstein report that simultaneous

speech occurs infrequently in interviews, but it is relatively common

in "unstructured dialogue" or conversation.

Konologues may not be "talk" either, since few day to day associations

with other people are created and managed, without at least the

opportunity for give and take of signals, v/hether those signals are

verbal or nonverbal. It has been suggested that monologue is a

specialized linguistic category, which may have developed out of

conversation (Abercrombie, 1965)» and Jakobson (1964) claims that

monologue "is a very complex superstructure, unfamiliar to many ethnic

and social groups" (p. 162).

The basic data for the present study was drawn from informal and

unstructured dialogues; the only instruction given to the partici¬

pants was to chat to each other for half an hour. Interviews may seem

to provide more "manageable" data since the interaction involved is

specialized and constrained; both in terms of form and content, inter¬

views are highly structured. However, there is some evidence to

suggest that they may be somewhat unusual forms of linguistic inter¬

action, and the data from such dialogues may therefore be of limited

generality. Similarly, monologues may appear to provide comparatively

simple data because, in this case,no interaction between speakers is

involved, but they may in fact be examples of a highly complex,

secondary behavioural system in man's repertoire of language performance.
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It would seem that the most suitable source of linguistic data for the

study of normal language use, at least in initial, exploratory studies,

is the experimentally unstructured, "ordinary" conversation.

In all dialogues participants speak and listen, communicating by a

process of mutual exchange of the speaker and listener roles. The

concept of communication as a "process phenomenon" (liarves, 1973) may

be as important as the idea of interaction mentioned above. "Process "

implies a series of continuous actions which have no discrete begin¬

nings and ends. One pictorial representation of communication,

originally proposed by Dance (1967)» takes the form of a helix and so

attempts to symbolize the process since, while moving forward,

communication is at the same tine coming back upon itself and being

affected by its past behaviour. In this way, particular points in a

dialogue, such as speaker-switches, are all intimately connected in a

total process of interaction.

However, recognition of communication as a process phenomenon has

considerable methodological implications, Gince episodes within a

process will be closely interwoven, isolating single events, for the

purposes of observation or experimentation, may be an invalid

procedure. The attraction of studying monologues or solitary sentences

is obvious.

In the context of the proi of communication, a distinction drawn by

Barker (1963) should perhaps be reviewed, marker recognizes the

difficulties in dividing the "stream of behaviour" (as he describes it)

into units suitable for description and analysis, v/ithout destroying

the essential nature of this stream, in which individual events are

complexly interrelated. He distinguishes "behaviour units" from

12



"behaviour tesserae": the former, it is claimed, are inherent segments of

the stream of behaviour, since their boundaries occur at points in the

stream where changes take place "independently of the operations of the

investigator"; behaviour tesserae, on the other hand, are segments of

behaviour which are created by the investigator and produced by question¬

naires, experiments, tests and interviews. Barker maintains that "Behaviour

units are discovered and behaviour tesserae are designed" (p. 16). One

night suggest that the distinction is not so clear-cut in practice, since

any discovery roeedure requires at least some design so that it can be

carried out in an organised fashion. Perhaps a more realistic inter¬

pretation is that one might be more likely to reveal natural behaviour

units by employing non-interfering methods of observing the behaviour

stream, at least initially and in a comparatively unexplored area of

human performance,

Noi -interfering methods of observation are one of the characteristics

of etiological research. Hutt and Hutt (1970) have contrasted the

ethological approach with the so-called ecological approach taken by

Barker. They claim that the units of behaviour chosen by the ecologists

are too large for satisfactory study of behavioural phenomena, and that

Barker et al emphasize the goals of behaviour and meka inferences about

the attitudes, motives and intentions of their subjects. In the present

investigation, behavioural units of a more delimited nature will be

used and these units will not be defined in terms of their goals.

As mentioned above, non-interfering methods of observation were

employed initially in this study. It was thought important to discover

what there was to be modified before modifying it. Any research

constraints were chosen so as not to interfere with the dialogues once

they had been started. The behavioural unit of the speaker-switch has

13



not been "designed" insofar as changes in speaker occur naturally in

everyday conversations without interference from social scientists of

any sort, nhe various types of speakers-switch nonfluency were distin¬

guished only after the tapes of the dialogues had been transcribed.

Some 'ad hoc' descriptions of these nonfluencies, which the investigator

supposed occurred in conversations, had to be discarded and other new

categories had to be created.

However, this non-interfering method of investigation is time-consuming

and, while the experimental approach may be inappropriate in early

studies, the rigour and control which it con introduce may prove

valuable once units have been "discovered". Barker's insistence upon

observing behaviour may have some justification, but the natural stream

of behaviour may also be susceptible to some sympathetic selection and

control. Experimental design may benefit from an initial consideration

of the behaviour to be tested within the natural, undisturbed stream

of behaviour, particularly when that behaviour consists of complex and

probably easily disrupted interaction between individuals,

combination of open-minded observation and sensitively designed

experimentation may be a productive compromise between Barker's ideals

and the views of those psychologists who regard the stream of behaviour

as too complex and unstable to investigate without experimental

restraints.

irevioixs examinations of nonfluent speaker-switching have been based

mainly upon interviews. However, some investigators have used informal,

unstructured face to face conversations as their data source and have

noted, at least in passing (e.g. Crystal and Davy, 1969, and Bowman

14



1966), certain instances of speakers-switch nonfluency.

Both Kendon (1963) and Jaffe and I'eldstein (1970) have carried out

studies on informal conversations as well as interviews. Kendon•s

subjects talked to strangers and to people they knew very well; with

the former they were asked to get acquainted and with the latter they

were invited to "sit and talk" for fifty minutes. In Jaffe and

leldstein's study subjects took part in both structured and unstruc¬

tured dialogues; in the first they were given a topic to discuss, and

in the second they could discuss anything they liked, Both these

studies indicated that there is more interrupting or simultaneous

speech in conversations than in interviews. 1 erhaps interviews dis¬

courage interruptions in normal, well-socialized subjects since they

usually have a highly constrained question-and—answer structure, with

correspondingly restricted role relations between interviewers and

interviewees, "endon found that strangers interrupt one another more

than intimates do; intimates tend to give way to the other speaker's

interruptions, while periods of simultaneous speech usually last

longer when strangers are involved. It seems probable that a number

of factors, including knowledge of individual interaction styles and

maintenance of an already established equilibrium in a relationship,

could account for the results obtained with intimates.

In neither of the studies above is there any attempt to analyze the

form of interruptions in detail. lor instance, no indication of differ¬

ences among periods of simultaneous speech is given, although Kendon

does mention briefly that short, interjectory remarks involving

simultaneous speech may be more appropriately thought of as listening

signals rather than interruptions. Jaffe and Feldstein treated all

periods of simultaneous speech as a dyad parameter; that is, they did

15



not separate the contributions of individual speakers. It is suggested

in this thesis that there are at least three different types of non-

fluency during which simultaneous speech occurs (the fourth nonfluency

type does not involve simultaneous speech). "This count specifically

excludes simultaneous interjections.

In one preliminary investigation of a conversation, by Clancy (1972),

a distinction is drawn between two kinds of simultaneous speech. It

is noted that speaker-switches frequently involve the new speaker

beginning to talk before the last speaker has finished. This leads to

broken-off, unfinished sentences (interruptions) and to situations in

which the previous speaker completes his utterance while the new

speaker is beginning (overlaps). Clancy remarks that the latter type

cf speaker-switch nonfluency seems to be unconscious, both from the

hearer's and the speaker's point of view.

Sacks et al (1974) also appear to distinguish overlaps from those

speaker-switches which involve one speaker stopping prematurely.

Their data are based upon a wide variety of conversations, most of which

seem to be of a spontaneous and informal nature. Both the general

features of conversations and the rules which may govern turn-taking

are considered. Although it is noted that "Overwhelmingly, one party

talks at a time" (p. 700), the authors of this paper are also aware

that simultaneous speech is a common occurrence in conversations.

There is a discussion of the manner in which overlaps take place. In

addition, the behaviour of speakers involved in errors and violations

of turn-taking is commented upon.

Although Meltzer et al (1971) do not draw distinctions between

interruptions, which they define as all periods of simultaneous speech,
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their paper deals exclusively with these phenomena and it is rare in

this respect# Their data are drawn from what appear to be loosely

structured conversations which the;/ describe as "problem-solving

discussions". They suggest that the outcome of interruptions - that

is, who wins the floor - is decided on the basis of a number of variables

including increments in vocal amplitude and how much "interruption

credit" a speaker has (speakers exhaust their credit if they interrupt

too frequently or do not give way often enough to other speakers'

interruptions)•

Duncan and "iederehe (1974) also discuss the resolution of what they call

"simultaneous turns". In their investigation the data are based on two,

19-minuto samples of what seem to be one interview (between a therapist

aid a patient, who were strangers) and one conversation (between the

therapist and another therapist, who were friends), Duncan and

kiederehe suggest that the participant who succeeds in holding the floor,

does so by displaying a number of auditory and visual signals, particu¬

larly head shifts and manual gesticulations. In an earlier paper

(Duncan, 1972), based upon the same material, a distinction is drawn

between two kinds of simultaneous speech; these night be described, in

general terras, as interjectory, listener responses, on the one hand,

and speaking turr>3, on the other. This difference will be discussed

in the following chapter (p, 43),

A similar distinction is employed, by Yngve (1970), Yngve bases Ills

observations upon an hour-long, videotaped conversation, between a man

and a woman who were strangers. He notes that mistakes in turn-taking

can occur and that these may result in simultaneous speech. Although

no definition of the terra is given, it is suggested that certain visual

end auditory signals may accompany "interruptions". In addition, it
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Is proposed that there may be a limited number of points in a conversa¬

tion, vhere "polite" interruptions can be effected. TJhfortunately,

none of these observations and suggestions is discussed in detail.

Although many of the studies mentioned above deal, at least to some

extent, v/ith the interactional and social implications of nonfluent

speaker-switches, there is little systematic examination of the form
v "

„ "■ * ■ - ■ - /

of these nonfluencies. In subsequent chapters, detailed consideration

is given to the behavioural and linguistic features of various types

of speaker-switch nonfluency. ahese features are taken into account

whenever social and interactional variables are commented upon.

he following chapter consists of descriptions and discussions of the

methods and procedure used in obtaining seven and a half hours of

informal conversation. Uuch of the subsequent analysis and discussion

of nonfluent speaker-switching is based upon this material.
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CHAPTER 2

INITIAL OBSERVATIONS t METHOD AND PROCEDURE

including METHOD OF TRANSCRIPTION OF VERBAL DATA

Introduction

Method

(a) Subjects

(b) physical setting

(c) Apparatus

Procedure

Method of Transcription

Introduction

The observations were designed as non-experimental investigations into

the form and organization of speaker-switch nonfluencies in spontaneous

conversation. A full description of the various nonfluency types will

be found in the first section of the next chapter.

The data is drawn from conversations between two participants, since it

appears that, in broad terms, these are the simplest kind of inter¬

actions. From the "small-group" literature it seems probable that

there are a number of unique aspects two-person groups. Bales and
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3orgatta (19&5)» for instance, have noted that there is a particularly

high rate for showing tension and a low rate for showing disagreement

and antagonism in two-member groups. They suggest that since, in a

group of two, one cannot have a majority without unanimity, social inter¬

action in such a group is characterized by a "gentle, persuasive

approach", which maintains the delicate balance between dominant and

nondondnant partners. Considerations of group size are obviously

important in assessing the generality of the findings presented here.

ihe introductory chapter stresses the importance of observing spontan¬

eous and experimentally unstructured linguistic interaction, at least

during initial investigations. Some research has been based upon samples

of spontaneous speech which have nevertheless been structured, although

pertaps only loosely. For instance, Goldman-Eisler (1963) has

examined cartoon descriptions and interpretations, Gottschalk et al

(1957) have looked at T.A.T. stories and numerous investigators have

used interview material, which is structured in a somewhat different

manner. In all these cases, subjects are constrained in terms of what

they talk about. Everyday conversation is charactei'ized by a random¬

ness of subject-matter and a lack of overall theme, characteristics

which Crystal and Davy (19&9) have also noted.

In this initial investigation, it seemed important to examine inter¬

action and particular aspects of interaction in as natural a setting

as possible. Therefore, the basic data of this study consists of

material recorded during spontaneous, experimentally unstructured,

dialogues between friends. The conversations vera spontaneous in the

sense that subjects were not reading nor had they prepared what they

said, itiey were unstructured since subjects were not told to discuss

any particular topic.
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In Joos' (1962) terns the style of these dialogues is "casual". The

two defining features of this style, ellipsis and slang, are present.

The findings of these investigations are obviously limited to conver¬

sations of this style, or in this "behaviour setting" as Barker and

'./right (1955) have called it. However, the "casual" conversation is

arguably one of the nost common forms of linguistic interaction, much

more common than, for instance, the "consultative" dialogue of

psychiatric or psychotherapeutic interviews.

The unstructured, spontaneous nature of these conversations probably

makes aspects of method and procedure (such as recording techniques,

choice of subjects and the physical and social setting of the inter¬

action) particularly influential in terms of their behavioural effect.

Once begun, none of the conversations was interfered with in any way.

'This chapter consists of a detailed description and discussion of the

methods and procedures employed. Throughout the chapter the basic

points of design are underlined, to enable quick reference to the

general outline of the methodology, with discussion of particular points

immediately below the underlined portions.

Method

(a) Subjects

j t seems probable that factors such an age and sex influence the pro¬

duction of speaker-switch nonfluencies. However, this study had

limited objectives, and variables such as age and sex were held oonstant,

as far as possible. This obviously, but intentionally, limits the

generality of the findings.
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.11 sixteen subjects used in these initial observations were fenale

and their ar;es ranged iron 20 to 22 years, 3eveil subjects were 20

years old, six wore 21 and three were 22, lemales were employed for

several reasons: first, during preliminary enquiries to obtain

subjects, this investigator found that, whereas females appeared to

find the prospect of a half-hour conversation with a friend a pleasing

one, males did not; secondly, if female recorded speech is played at a

slower-than-nornal speed to aid detailed transcription, it remains

intelligible which is not the case with all, male, recorded speech;

lastly, all the subjects were female, 3ince there is some evidence

(pease, 1970) to suggest that females are most "comfortable" during

conversations when they interact with same sex friends#

he conversations were organised in such a way that one, "main" subject

participated in all fifteen recording sessions, talking to a different

partner on each occasion, his vas an attempt to introduce something

approaching a constant factor into these unstructured, spontaneous

dialogues, eltzer (1972) has noted, in some preliminary investigations,

that individuals adjust their behaviour when interacting with different

people. However, he also notes that the more similar the situation is,

the more consistent the behaviour is, over time, I'oreover, there

appears to be more self-consistency in conversations with friends than

with strangers, I eltzer draws his conclusions from analyses of certain

aspects of verbal behaviour, including mean length of vocalizations and

silences, and the percentage of total time each individual vocalizes,

Inch of his subjects, and all subjects were fenale, took part in a

number of different tliree-person conversations. In the present study,

the participants were all friends of the main subject and the situation,

both in the sense of "locale" and the general type of interaction that
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took place, remained similar throughout the observations. According

to Keltzer's results, these two factors should encourage some self-

consistency in the main subject's behaviour and so validate comparison

of speakers-switch nonfluencies drawn from the various conversations,

Jaffe and Feldstein's (1970) study also provides some relevant

information. In their third experiment, dyads of females, with an

average age of 20 years, had unstructured, half-hour conversations:

an observational design very similar to the one employed here. liach

participant talked to three other people. Unfortunately, Jaffe and

Ieldstein treat simultaneous speech as a dyad parameter and do not

separate the performances of individual members of a dyad. However,

speakers appear to influence the length of each other's pauses (joint

silence within one speaker's utterance) and switching pauses (joint

silence between utterances by different speakers), to a significant

degree. Length of vocalizations (continuous soimd by a speaker who has

the floor) is not affected in this way. Therefore, there is a tendency

for interacting speakers to match some aspects of the temporal pattern¬

ing of each others' speech. In terms of the present study, the main

subject's behaviour may have matched and been matched by her various

co-subjects. Hence, she is unlikely to have been behaviourally

constant, in any precise sense of the phrase, but she probably limited

the variability of her partners' behaviour to some extent.

3y using one main subject with fifteen different conversational

partners, it was hoped that a px-oductive compromise, between variety

and uniformity, would be obtained. One alternative arrangement is to

choose two subjects and to record a number of conversations between

them. hile this ensures a considerable degree of homogeneity of one

sort in the data, the very small number of subjects involved would

:ee ppendix, p. 192b
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seen to limit unduly any interpretation of the results. Another

arrangement consists of collecting data from dialogues in which both the

participants are always different. This ensures a wider sample of

behaviour but it might make any comparison or combination of data

from different dialogues open to question.

he main subject was 22 years old. Taking the rounded figures given

above, the average age of her partners was 20 years 8 months. here-

fore, the main subject was over a year older than the other partici¬

pants. However, all these other subjects were friends of hers, and

they were chosen by hex* because she laiew them well and liked them,

furthermore, hor fiance is a year younger than she is and so it would

appear that, generally speaking, she is not adverse to mixing with

people somewhat younger than herself. At the end of these first

fifteen conversations, the main subject was asked whether she felt

"older", "younger" or "about the same age" as most of her friends with

whom she had talked, during these recordings. She replied that she

never thought about the age difference until it was expliciJly

discussed in conversation, and so she supposed she felt about the sane

age. It is possible that, by the time people reach their early

twenties, an age difference of one or two years, given common interests

and compatible personalities, is of little importance.

To recapitulate: subjects in the initial observations were female

and of approximately the same age. In addition, all subjects knew the

main subject well and she considered them to be friends of hers ("friend"

was defined in terms of "know well and have feelings of affection for",

and cor.trasted with both "stranger" and "know and don't have any

feelings of affection for").
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All the subjects spoke English as their first language. One subject

was Janadian out, since both her parents had been brought up in England,

arid since she had received all of her secondary and most of her

university education in Aritairi, she did not speak with a conspicuous

North American accent or employ any non-Jritish expressions during

the recorded conversations. Ahe main subject spoke with an educated

accent, characteristic of the south-eastern region of England.

Ho subject had any abnormality in her speech which impeded the flow of

sound.

I.a subject had any obvious mental disox-der.

hen asked to name the social class to which they thought they belonged

twelve subjects, including the main subject, said they were "middle

class", two said "upper-Middle class" and the remaining two said

"loworwnlddle class" and "working class" respectively.

Only four of the sixteen subjects had ever participated in z. psycho¬

logical investigation. In all four cases the task had consisted of a

personality or IQ test; such tests differ markedly from the kind of

observational design employed here.

An attempt was made to obtain subjects from similar academic backgrounds.

All c iects were in their third year at Edinburgh University and reading

arts subjects. As the Scottish university system is based on an academic¬

ally broad first year, three subjects had done one science course initially

but had read only arts subjects in their second and third years.

Psycholinguistic investigators and experimenters often use students

reading psychology or linguistics as subjects. Siegal and Hanson (1972)

note that their results differed when they used students from speech or
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speech pathology classes, and when they used volunteers obtained

through an employment agency. It was thought important not to use

students who had any academic connections with psychology and linguistics,

in the observational period of this study. Subjects involved in these

academic disciplines might, as Siegal and Hanson suggest, be unusually

concerned about, or attentive to, their speech and so produce abnormal

samples of spontaneous conversation.

Since this sample is a deliberately limited one, in terms of the

subjects' academic specializations, it is of interest to make a very

brief survey of some of the relevant literature about the homogeneity

and distinctive characteristics of arts students, compared to science

and social science specialists. Hudson's (1968) distinction between

"divergent" and "convergent" cognitive bias is a familiar one. It is

suggested that there are two somewhat dissimilar kinds of intelligence;

these are exemplified by the "convergent" thinker, who typically excels

in conventional tests, pursues technical and mechanical interests in

his spare time, is emotionally inhibited and tends to specialize in

the physical sciences or the classics and, on the other hand, by the

"divergent thinker" who characteristically does best in open-ended tests,

pursues interests which involve people in some way and often specializes

in the arts or biology; in contrast to the "convergent" thinker he is

usually emotionally uninhibited.

Hudson's convergent/divergent distinction has been criticised by a

number of writers. I.ackay and Cameron (196&) have suggested that

arts/science specialization may encourage the divergent/convergent bias,

rather than vice versa as Hudson maintains, their sample is of

particular interest in the context of this discussion since it con¬

sisted of undergraduates at a Scottish university. Academic
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specialization is less marked in the Scottish, as opposed to the

English, educational system, both before and at university. Given this

less specialized sample, Jackay and Cameron did not find a relation

between convergent cognitive bias and science specialization. How¬

ever, the divergent bias/arts specialization association was still

strong in their sample. Although much of the literature on cognitive

bias and academic specialization is complicated by different methods

of analysis, varying measures of attainment and dissimilar family

backgrounds of the subjects, there does seem to be some support for the

idea that people who read arts subjects differ, in a number of ways,

from those vho specialize in the sciences.

There is also some evidence to suggest that those who read arts subjects

may differ from social science students. Singh (19&5) applied a

number of tests of values, interests and personality traits to second-

year students of both sexes at English higher-education institutions.

His sample included students reading science, social science

(psychology, economics and geography) and humanities (English, history

and philosophy). Kearly half of the last group were history students}

over BCf of the subjects used here were reading history. Gingh

concludes that the humanities group is the group "most significantly

differentiated" from all other subgroups. On the other hand, the

social science group was the least distinctive sample.

herefore, in obtaining a group of arts students as participants, one

might secure a relatively distinctive and homogeneous sample in

comparison with groups of social science or science students. urther-

raore, there are some indications, according to Hudson and other workers,

as to the distinguishing character!sties of arts specialists. Tor in¬

stance, the present sample is likely to include individuals who
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pursue interests which involve people in some way, and who are

emotionally uninhibited. These two characteristics might be construed

as useful attributes when individuals are asked to chat to close

friends, while being recorded by a stranger.

(b) Physical letting

.he conversations were recorded in a room which was convenient for,

and familiar to, most of the subjects, 4 plan of the room on p. 29
\ r. :■ ■ : ' ci r vn» -1 '• c\ : • \ ill ] I ' ' . i.

shows size, furniture arrangement and so on.

Ij •»

Limiting was in the form of two fluorescent strips which were

illuminated for recordings carried out after 4»00 p.m.

The room had some rudimentary sound-proofing, in the form of acoustic

tiles over the right-hand part of the ceiling (the stippled area in

the plan), and carpeting on the floor. The ceiling v/as 8' 2" high on

the side covered by acoustic tiles and 7' 4" to the left of this.

The room looked out over a small area of waste ground to a fairly busy

road which ran past the building approximately 40 yards away. :iince

the waste ground was surrounded by a stone wall, most of the traffic

was visually obscured. The window was kept shut during recording.

Some noises such as doors shutting, traffic and conversation could be

heard intermittently and indistinctly from inside the room. However,

the room was in a quiet part of a building; no lecture hall or

seminar room was nearby, adjacent rooms belonged to members of the

university staff.

The main subject always sat in the chair nearest the window. The
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D I A G li A K 1

Room arrangement during initial observations
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chairs were -laced 5' 5" apart. Tn Hall's (1966) terns, when people

are between two and a half and four feet apart they are in the "far"

phase of "personal distance" (the latter term was originally used by

Hediger, 1941» to designate the distanoe constantly separating nenbers

of noncontact species). ccording to Hall, in this far phase subjects

of personal interest and involvement may be discussed and the voice

level is moderate. It would seem, therefore, that the participants in

this study vere at an appropriate distance from one another to carry

on a friendly conversation.

Conner (196?)» drawing together evidence from a number of his studies,

suggests that the upper limit for comfortable conversation i3

approximately 5' 6" between individuals (which corresponds to about

3' 6" between chairs). In addition, he notes that most of his subjects

preferred sitting opposite one another and at some angle, rather than

side by side. he "opposite but at some angle" arrangement has been

adopted here.

(c) Apparatus

Conversations were recorded on Ion/:>-playlivtapes at a speed of yg"

per second. . ye "Cambridge" tape-recorder was used and this was

placed underneath a table in the room used for recording (see plan on

p. 29)• 'he tape-recorder was then out of the subjects' sight.

he output of each speaker was recorded on a separate track, in order

to facilitate later analysis of simultaneous and indistinct speech,

rom the few available published samples of spontaneous conversation

(e.g. Clancy, 1972} crystal and Davy, 1969} Soskin and John, 1963)»

it appears that recorded speech is often unintelligible during
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nonfluent speaker-switches, Since nonfluent speaker-switches are the

particular phenomena studied here, it seemed important to ensure that

recorded speech was as distinct as possible at these points in the

interaction,

Jach subject wore a lavalier microphone. This was a Fye mono cardioid

microphone with a loop of string attached to it in such a way that,

when worn, it hung about 8" below the subject's mouth and rested on

the chest. In a small pilot study subjects said that they found this

arrangement comfortable and unobtrusive. Since looking and eye contact

generally form important parts of normal conversation, a lavalier

microphone is less noticeable to the wearer than one placed, on a

table for instance, in front of each subject. Each speaker can, of

course, see the other speaker's microphone. However, lavalier micro¬

phones appeared to be the most satisfactory arrangement since they

are relatively unobtrusive, but provide good separation of each

person's output.

Bach recording session lasted 50 minutes.

From the description of the apparatus, it will be obvious that the

recording was carried out overtly. This limits the spontaneity of the

dialogues to some extent. The conversations which Crystal and Davy

(1969) describe and analyze were surreptitiously recorded. As they

themselves point out, covert recording requires some technical pre¬

paration which precludes its frequent use. However, they suggest that

language which has been recorded overtly cannot be taken as a reliable

sample of spontaneous, informal conversation as there seems to be a

cyclic pattern of remembering and forgetting about the microphone,
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with concomitant alterations in language use.

Speaker-switch nonfluencies are the particular phenomena described

and analyzed in this study. Such nonfluenoies generally involve

simultaneous speech and the individual contributions of the two

dialogue participants must be "separated out" in many instances. Any

detailed analysis of these nonfluencies is hindered by unintelligible

data. Since this is the case, a moderately high technical quality of

recording is required. If the conversations were surreptitiously

recorded, lavalier microphones would obviously be unsuitable and, since

subjects could move about freely, their speech might be directed

tovaxds separate, concealed microphones during only part of the

conversations. hey might also alter furniture arrangements and so

make any recording set-up effectively useless.

Since it was important in this study both that simultaneous speech

could be "disentangled", and that the data was gathered from informal,

unstructured and unplanned dialogues, an attempt was made to reach a

compromise. .1though the conversations were recorded overtly, a

number of factors were introduced to encourage spontaneity and informality,

lor instance, subjects were told that they could tallc about anything

they liked (they were asked to have a "chat"), and that their conver¬

sations would be heard only by the investigator. A main subject, vrho

participated in all fifteen conversations, was employed: she quickly

became familiar with the situation and, as the recordings proceeded, it

became apparent that she enjoyed having informal conversations of this

nature. During one of the recordings confirmation of this latter view

came spontaneously from the main subject herself, She explained why

she wanted to become a teacher:

".... it enables you to talk and I couldn't, I couldn't bear
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a job I've got to be quiet all day. Y'knov, it would be

terrible, it really would, I've got to gossip even if it's

to kids."

Since, according to Keltzer (op. cit.), we adjust our manner to other

people's behaviour, this main subject may have assisted in making the

other subjects act with spoi taneity.

In addition, the investigator was not present during any of the con¬

versations, and she made a point of saying that she was leaving the

area of the recording room during conversations. Soskin and John (1963)»

with a somewhat different setting for spontaneous dialogue, stress the

importance of no observer being present and report that their subjects

appeared to become unconscious of the apparatus very quickly, as they

became "absorbed" in conversation.

A similar process of absorption was noted in these conversations. It

seems that, if the observer is known not to be listening during a

conversation, the participants sometimes forget that what they say will

be heard in the future. Subjects often discussed the investigator and

rather intimate personal details of their own lives, very occasionally

following such discussions with remarks like, "Ch Oodl I forgot, we're

being recorded, aren't we?" '.[his phenomenon would seem to be due mainly

to the subjects' absorption in their conversations. The lack of plan¬

ning which characterizes this type of verbal interaction probably

ensures that participants have to concentrate upon the interaction

itself, and perhaps particularly when there are only two speakers.

Asking the main subject to talk to friends, rather than strangers, may

have encouraged this absorption in the conversation, since the partici¬

pants often had many common friends, interests and problems. Four of
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the participants spontaneously expressed surprise, immediately after

the recording had finished, at how quickly the time had gone.

The one published paper, on the different effects of covert and overt

recording, which is known to this investigator, analyzes monologue

material. Sauer and ; arouse (1957) examined the differences in

response to T.A.T. cards by particularly high and particularly low

anxiety subjects, while they were being covertly and overtly recorded.

Their findings suggest that overt recording makes high anxiety subjects

talk at a faster rate, use a greater number of words and respond more

quickly; this is true, generally, but to a lesser degree, with the

low anxiety subjects. However, they refer to similar research, carried

out by West (unpublished thesis, 1953)» on relatively well-adjusted

and non-anxious individuals which revealed no significant differences

in speech under overt and covert recording conditions. Moreover,

their overt recording seems to have been carried out particularly

conspicuously: both the microphone and the recording equipment were

close to and in full view of the subjects. In the present observations,

as mentioned above, an effort was made to ensure that recording was as

unobtrusive as possible. In addition, conversations may be differently

affected by overt recording. Nevertheless, Saucr and Karcuse's findings

must obviously be taken into account when extrapolating the results of

this study of speaker-switching to language and interaction in truly

spontaneous conversation.

No standardized measure of the relative anxiety of the subjects used

here was obtained. However, the main subject was asked to rank her

fifteen co-subjects in a number of different ways, including how

"nervous, tense and highly-strung" she thought they were and a Latency

of Verbal Response (LVR) task was given to all subjects (see chapter 6,
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section 2). It was found that the main subject's anxiety rankings were

negatively correlated (Spearman's rank correlation) with the LVR

indices; that is, the main subject tended to rank those subjects with

short LVR* as low in anxiety. The correlation coefficient obtained

was significant beyond the .01 level of probability. This correlation

is in the opposite direction to that obtained by Sauer and Earcuse.

There is the possibility that a short LVR is not necessarily inter¬

preted as a sign of anxiety when it is a feature of a conversational

partner's speech.

One further study may be evidence of the effect of overt recording upon

speech. droen and Siegal (1972) examined the speech of 40 subjects

under three, separate conditions. It seems that it was made clear to

the subjects that their speech was being recorded in the first two

conditions, while this was not the case with a final, informal con¬

versation. Speech was most dysfluent during the conversation

(dysfluencies were defined in terms of "any repetition or interjection

of a sound, syllable, word cr phrase").

Therefore, general increased tempo and decreased dysfluency of speech

may be among the possible effects of overt recording. It should be

remembered, however, that both Sauer and I-arouse and Broen and Siegal

examined mainly monologues (in the latter case only 12 minutes long);

half-hour conversations may differ from monologues in a number of ways.

Procedure

Altogether 19. half-hour conversations were recorded during these

preliminary observations. In each case, the main subject came to the
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room described above under "Physical Setting", in which all the

conversations were recorded. She brought one friend each time , having

been told that the people she brought must be female friends of hers,

speak English as their first language, have no speech pathology, be

reading an arts subject and in their third year at university. The

number of subjects (excluding the main subject) is limited to fifteen,

since this is the number of friends the main subject had, who fulfilled

all the considitions mentioned above.

The main subject was paid 55p a session; other subjects were paid 25v

a session. Subjects were informed of the payment beforehand and '/ere

paid after being recorded. ;he main subject was paid after each

conversation she took part in. Since she had to coiae to a considerable

number of recording sessions, twenty-four in all, it was felt necessary

to offer some financial encouragement. As she was paid, other partici¬

pants were also given money for participating, although rather less per

session 3ince their total contribution was less.

Subjects were told that they would be expected to talk to each other

for half an hour. s Sacks et al (1974) point out, in normal

circumstances, the length of conversation is not specified in advance.

* The main subject chose the order in which she brought her fifteen

friends. At a later date she was asked to rank her friends in terms of

how much she liked them. If these ranks are correlated (Spearman*s

rank correlation) with the order in which these friends appeared in

the fifteen conversations, a nonsignificant, positive correlation

(p - .5072) is obtained, That is, the main subject showed a Blight

tendency to bring those people she liked most to the earlier conver¬

sations.
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However, when conversations are to be observed, some obvious practical

difficulties arise if subjects are not told how long the observational

period will be.

It was hoped that thirty minutes would, on the one hand, be long enough

for subjects to become relaxed, yet not bored with each other's company

and, on the other hand, provide an adequate sample of dialogue and

speaker-switching. Since subjects often discussed very personal topics

and appeared to be abcorbed in their conversations, sometimes express¬

ing surprise at how quickly the tine had .gone, the first conditions

seems to have been at least partly fulfilled, altogether, in these

preliminary observations, ovor 3,500 speaker-switches and nearly 1,500

speaker-switch nonfluencies were noted; it is hoped that this provides

an adequate sample of the phenomena under investigation.

It was explained to all the subjects that they should feel free to talk

about any topic whatsoever, since the investigator hoped that the

conversations would be as similar as possible to a normal chat between

friends, ."hey were not to feel it was inappropriate to talk about

friends, acquaintances or situations which the investigator did not

know about. The investigator emphasized that only she would listen to

the recorded conversations and, although parts of the conversation might

be reproduced as written examples, whole conversations would not be

made available, in any form,to other people. The main subject was asked

to inform her friends of the confidentiality of their recorded speech,

when she invited them to volunteer as subjects.

At the beginning of each session, the main subject introduced the

investigator to her friend and vice versa. After having thanked her

for coming, the investigator asked each new subject nine short questions.
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in the following order:

1. Could you tell rae your name so that, if necessary, I can get in

contact with you again?

2, that age are you?

5. Do you speak English as your first language?

4. Do you have a stutter or stoppage or any other difficulty in

speaking?

5. Could you tell me which social class you think you belong to? (if

the subject had any difficulty in deciding, she was asked what her

father's occupation was.)

6. Are you in your third year at university?

7. that are you reading at university? Have you ever done any science

subjects?

8. Have you ever taken part in a psychological experiment?

9. Are you used to being recorded?

'nee seated, the participants were shown how to put the lavalier micro¬

phones around their necks, although this was unnecessary for the main

subject after the first conversation. As mentioned above, they were

told that they could talk about anything they liked and that the

conversations were confidential. The investigator then announced that

she vas going to switch on the tape-recorder, that she would be back

in half an hour, and that she would leave the area of the recording room

during the conversation, only returning to switch off the tape recorder.

The recording then began, and the investigator left the room as quickly

and quietly as possible.

The starting time and date of each conversation was noted. The fifteen

dialogues were recorded over a period of seven weeks and one day. The
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mean starting time was 1.19 p.m.; the earliest starting time was

11.00 a.m. and the latest 4*37 p.ra. I'ost subjects were recorded between

12 noon and 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

After thirty minutes the investigator vent into the room and immediately

turned off the tape-recorder.

Subjects were not told what the purpose of the investigation wan, and

it was explained that no information could be given until all recording

sessions and additional experiments had been completed,

■ ethod of Transcription

'■hen the conversations were transcribed from the tapes, all normal

nonfluenoies. such as filled pauses, repetitions and slips of the tongue,

were noted and an attempt was made to reproduce what was said in as

accurate a manner as possible. In nine of these first fifteen conver¬

sations, only passages which contained interruption-type speaker-switches

were transcribed. The remaining six conversations veve transcribed in

full, so that there was a written and a spoken record of speaker-switch

nonfluencies, set in the context of whole conversations.

All dialogues were listened to several times to check the accuracy of

transcriptions. Any nonfluent speaker-switches were given additional,

more detailed attention, hhen transcribing these nonfluencleo tapes

were played at half-speed, so that the beginning and end of simultaneous

speech in each speaker's utterance could be precisely located, Each

speaker's output was listened to on a separate track to ensure that all

speech was heard and transcribed.
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■u.o automated systems of encoding simultaneous speech, such as those

employed, by Jaffe and ieldstein (1970) and Keltzer et al (1971)» were

used here. A human observer who records conversational behaviour while

it is talcing place probably does so inaccurately, since many aspects

of such behaviour either take place so rapidly or are of a nature that

they are overlooked. Clancy's (1972) and Boomer and Laver's (19^8)

remarks about the ease with which overlaps and slips of the tongue,

respectively, escape conscious attention are corroboration for such a

view. However, the observer who has a record of behaviour may operate

at a considerably higher degree of accuracy, especially if the record

enables him to perceive the behaviour at a slower-than-normal speed, and

in manageable fragments which can be varied in size and, if necessary,

can be heard or seen time and time again.

Jaffe and Aeldstein compared the reliability of their automated trans¬

action Analyzer with that of a "highly trained" operator, basing their

estimates upon successive one- and two-minute speech samples. Overall,

the reliability of the system was consistently higher than that of the

human operator. In particular, the latter's performance was seriously

impaired when the recording contained a high incidence of simultaneous

speech. However, their operator had to encode the output by "pressing

the appropriate switch as each subject spoke" (jaffe and eldstein,

1970, p. 131? my underlining), a technique very similar to that used with

the Interaction Chronograph (chappie, 1940). "On the spot" detection

of various aspects of simultaneous speech behaviour seems to overload

human information processing capacities to a considerable degree, A

record of the type described above alters this information load, not

only by allowing multiple perceptions of any event, but also by

enabling the operator to concentrate upon one variable at a time (in
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Jaffe and ieldstein's second reliability study the operator had to

monitor nine variables at oncej).

Nevertheless, the human observer nay still be less accurate than an

automated encoding system, even when equipped with such a record.

However, this inaccuracy may be at least partly compensated for.

Keltzer et al (op. cit.) used a computer to encode all periods of simul¬

taneous speech in their data. 'hey mention the possibility that their

results may have been biased by the inclusion of brief utterances such

as "yes" and "uhhuh", ,1 though these are obviously not attempts to

take the floor, if they involved simultaneous speech they were

classified, by the computer, as interruptions. Meltzer et al maintain

that these simultaneous interjections probably did not enter into their

data in "any sizeable way". No indication is given of the relative

proportions of simultaneous speech interruptions and simultaneous

speech interjections in their data. When three hours of the data for

the present study were examined, it was found that, on average, 68'

of brief interjections, of the sort described by I eltzei- et al,

involved simultaneous speech-*. In terms of raw scores the lowest

number of simultaneous interjections in any of the six conversations

in this sample was 135$ they therefore appear to be more numerous than

all the other types of simultaneous speech put together,

Meltzer et al's methods differ from the methods used here in a number

of ways? for instance, their subjects are males, and they take part

* Yngve (1970) notes that, in his tape-recording of a conversation,

remarks of an interjectory nature "often" occurred simultaneously with

the main message. However, no definition of the terra "often" is given.
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in a "problem-solving discussion", not an informal conversation on

any topic. It is possible that simultaneous interjections are less

frequent under those conditions. However, if Keltzer et al's highly

accurate simultaneous speech detection system had been used to analyze

the present conversations, some apparently valuable distinctions could

not have been made. Therefore, while the human observer is not a

perfect encoder, he may still have advantages over the automated system.

These advantages may be particularly useful when investigations are of

a preliminary or exploratory nature. Ideally, of course, a combination

of human observer and automated encoder is probably most valuable.

sample of one of the conversations will be used to illustrate a

number of points related to the method of transcription.

In all examples, A refers to the main subject, who participated in every

dialogue, and 3 refers to one of her partners. .11 simultaneous speech

is underlined, and the underlining indicates the extent of simultaneous

speech in each speaker's utterance. Speech enclosed in round brackets

is produced by the person who is not currently holding the floor; it

may or may not involve simultaneous speech.

• Before she went to nursery school, I mean, you couldn't have met
(Yeah)

anybody more boisterous and um extrovert and er naughty and

cheeky. But she's -

B. Is she an only child?

A. Yes. She's ha-, well . ars Adacison's finding it difficult having

children, (Yeah) and, um, the fertility drug that enabled her to

have Jane, well, she's now been taken off that, they'd switched

her onto another one which they perhaps shouldn't have done. They

now realise it was a mistake 'coz she can't have any more at the

moment.
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The tern "uttercvnc: " is used, throughout tills study to refer to "those

chunks ox talk that are marked off by a shift of speaker" (Tries, 1952;

p. 23)• A speaker-switch, or shift in speaker, takes place when one

person in a conversation stops talking and another begins; the

characteristic give and take of dialogue. A speaker-switch does not

always involve a period of joint silence between constituent

utterances; simultaneous speech may take place, that is both partici¬

pants may talk at once. Brief inter;]ectcry remarks which are produced

during another speaker's utterance, such as /ufcra/*, /That's true/,

/Exactly/, /Goodnessi/, /Oh, see, yes/ and in the example above,

/Yeah/ are not held to constitute utterances and therefore do not

involve speaker-switching. These interjections correspond to Yngve's

(1970) "back channel behaviours", Dittraar and Llewellyn's (196?)

"listener responses" and Tendon's (1967) "accompaniment signals". As

mentioned above, they are enclosed in round brackets and written in the

utterance with which they are associated; if necessary, simultaneous

speech is noted.

The function of these interjectory remarks seems to be the very

opposite of effecting a change in speaker, since they appear to ensure

that the speaker who is holding the floor continues to do so. These

interjections are usually stereotyped phrases of little or no semantic

weight. In the conversations recorded here they seemed to be produced

at a lower than normal vocal amplitude. Duncan and I'iederehe (1974)

* In this thesis, pairs of oblique "slashes" (//) do not denote the

phonemic representation of sounds, words and utterances which appear

within them. Slashes have been used merely as a convenient way of avoid¬

ing both a proliferation of inverted commas and any confusion with

other parenthesis symbols.
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distinguish back channel behaviours from speaking turns (when the

spealcer "holds the floor1') on the basis of a number of visual and verbal

cues. Only verbal material was recorded in the present investigation,

and it is possible that some interjections were classified incorrectly

as utterances and vice versa, due to the lack of visual data.

Incorrect classification is most likely to have occurred with some

short phrases vhich seemed to possess inierjectory qualities. However,

these were relatively infrequent, the vast majority of interjections

being1 of the one or two word variety described above.

It should be noted that, while interjections are usually one or two

words long, remarks of this length are not always interjections. For

instance, /'of and /Yes/ can constitute utterances when they are in

reply to a question. In the example above, if A's second turn at

speaking had consisted only of /Yes/, this would nevertheless have

been an utterance since /Yes/ was in reply to B's question, /is she an

only child?/, and, as such, this one word carries considerably greater

semantic weight than 11s interjectory /Yeah/s during Is utterances;

in addition, it was said with a voeal amplitude appropriate for

utterances rather than interjections.

''ill be obvious from the example above, no attempt was made to

indicate tempo, stress or intonation in transcribing these dialogues,

.s ,ulrk (1955) and others such as Fries (1952) have emphasized, there

is probably only a very limited correlation between the symbols of

written language and the formal markers of such features as pauses and

intonation curves. However, this study is of an exploratory nature;

it was felt that an accurate representation of what was said should be

given, and any portrayal of how this speech was produced should con¬

centrate upon a few directly relevant variables, such as simultaneous

speech and sudden cessations of speech .ccompanying incomplete utterances.
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C E A P " E H 3

hESUIhS .ED DISCUSSION

of the initial observations

Introduction

fter all fifteen conversations had been transcribed, it became

apparent that S] eakeavswitehing could be nonfluent in a number of differ¬

ent ways, and a uniform treatment of all periods of simultaneous speech,

as carried out by, for instance, 1 eltzer et al (1971) and Jaire and

. eldstein (1970)» seemed inappropriate. Differences between speaker-

switch nonfluercies were initially formulated in cross behavioural

terns, such u whether the initiator of simultaneous speech interrupts

or becomes interrupted. s the study proceeded and various linguistic

and psychological aspects of nonfluent speaker-switching were examined,

these initial distinctions were vindicated.

In the first section of this chapter, the four nonfluencies will be

defined, and their absolute and relative frecuencies in the conversations

will be examined. hen, since language is the main comnunioative

medium in which these nonfluencies take place, the following two

sections will deal with some aspects of their linguistic form. nomin¬

ation of the nonfluencies fron a linguistic viewpoint lends further

3ixpport to the notion that they are a number of distinct phenomena.

here appropriate, aspects of the nonfluencies' linguistic form are

interpreted in psychological and social interactive terms.
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For convenient reference, definitions and examples of the four non-

fluency types will he found on removable cards, inside the back cover

of the thesis.

S30TI0N 1

Definitions of speaker-switch nonfluencies and
frequency of nonfluenoies in the Initial observations

After the fifteen conversations wore transcribed, definitions of four

types of speaker-switch nonfluency were formulated, each in contrast

to the notion of the perfect speaker-switch. A perfect speaker-switch

takes place when a change in speaker is effected in such a way that:

(a) there is no simultaneous speech;

(b) the first speaker1a utterance appears to be complete in every way:

seraantically; syntactically; phonologically, both segmentally

and supra^-segmentally.

Definitions of the terms speaker-awitch. simultaneous speech and

utterance will be found in the section entitled "Method of Transcription"

(chapter 2, p. 45)#

Two transcribed samples of speech (both drawn from the same conver¬

sation) will be used to illustrate the four nonfluency types* As

mentioned before, underlining indicates simultaneous speech, speech

enclosed in brackets is produced by the person vho is not currently

holding the floor, and A and B refer to the main subject and her

partner, respectively, I, CL, SI and BIX refer to the various

nonfluenciee.
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Sample 1

B. I know and what made me mad was that other people had gone
(uhm)

to see their directors of studies later than I had (uhm)

and got in because they'd just, he'd, they had said that the -
I

A. 'Phon-. he'd 'phoned up at the time probably,
OL ~ " " —

B. Something like that, you see. And lowler hadn't bothered.

In this first sample, there is an example of a speaker-switch nonfluency

which involves an incomplete or interrupted utterance. This nonfluency

will be referred to as a "simple interruption" (abbreviated to "I" in

the transcripts), simple in the sense that it involves:

(a) simultaneous speech,

(b) a break in the continuity of the first speaker's utterance, and

(c) the initiator of simultaneous speech takes the floor.

The other nonfluencies may be seen as more complex variations on this

theme.

All types of interrupted utterances are characterized by incomplete

intonation patterns and unfinished syntactic and semantic structures.

Occasionally, the interruption will take place in mid-word, so that the

utterance is also phonologically incomplete. In most cases, interrupted

utterances are marked by an abrupt cessation of speechj this is

particularly noticeable when both speakers talk at once.

This sample also contains an "overlap" (abbreviated "0L")| simultaneous

speech is present and the initiator of simultaneous speech takes the

floor. However, in contrast to the simple interruption, there is no

apparent break in continuity in the firBt speaker's (A's) output.

In the first utterance in this sample there is an interjection - /uhm/ -

which involves simultaneous speech. If interruptions are defined as all
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periodB of simultaneous speech, this vould be treated as an interruption.

However, as discussed in the '1'ethod of transcription" section (Chapter

2, pp. 45-44), interjections in general are treated as "back channel

behaviours" (Yngve, 1970) in this study, and, therefore, simultaneous

interjecting is not treated as a speaker-switch nonfluency.

Sample 2

B, and he was saying that h-he always has a scapegoat in

every tutorial,

A. Ch yes, he had one in ours,
0L

13, And it's usually a girl •

A. It wasn't in ours actually it was a bloke, (Yes) and uia-
SI

B, But anybody who's a bit lazy I suppose, is it, that he

used to picks on?
OL

A, A bit weak I'd say.

3, eak? :eally?
(Jr)

311 A, lie dislikes anybody who's * you've got to put on the
(Yes, I see)

appearance of being quite a resilient, thick-skinned person

( = nonlinguistic, vocal sound)

In the second sample of conversation the first speaker-switch is

"perfect", since there is no break in continuity and simultaneous speech

is not present, "he next speaker-switch involves an overlap. At the

fourth speaker-switch the.first speaker's utterance is incomplete

(finishing, /and urn-/), but there is no simultaneous speech, Ahis is

a "silent i2-terraption" (abbreviated Si) since, in contrast to the other

nonfluencies, no simultaneous speech takes place.

Another overlap follows this silent interruption and, in the final

utterance, there is an example of the fourth nonfluency type. his
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involves an interruption or break in continuity in one speaker's out¬

put. In addition, simultaneous speech ia present but here, in contrast

to simple interruptions, the initiator of simultaneous speech does not

take the floor. Instead, she breaks off before completing her utterance

and produces only the sound /B-/. '.'his nonfluenoy will be referred to

as a "butting-in interruption" (marked 311 in the transcript).

In about 1$ of overlaps, 19; of butting-in interruptions and 22/ of

simple interruptions the initiator of simultaneous speech begins speak¬

ing during a pause in the other person's utterance. ~ or instance, in

an overlap:

B, ... I can remember what 1 get,sixty I think something like

that - fifty-nine or something.

A. —, I. I was f-furious once ...

in a butting-in interruption:
(Yes)

B, ... I would like to go up, (Yes), up north or outside Edinburgh
(I think, I don't -) (ulua'j

more than, in it perhaps - and yet as a city I think it's

beautiful ...

and finally in a simple Interruption:

A. ... And I think tea-, in teaching -

B, You mean sort of - (uhm) singing or what?

In all these cases, the first syllable or two of the overlapping or

interrupting utterance does not involve simultaneous speech. However,

taking the first example, of an overlap, to illustrate the point, it

seems obvious (from both the content and, in the original recording,

the intonation) that /59 or something/ is a somewhat belated completion

of an utterance, and not a new utterance coinciding with A's turn at

speaking. "Backing on" of delayed completions .and minor clauses was a
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marked feature of the language used in these conversations. To have

treated these afterthoughts, retraced false starts and corrections as

new utterances would have led to misleading classification of a con¬

siderable proportion of nonfluencies. They have therefore been dealt

with in the manner illustrated above.

These four nonfluencies (simple interruptions (is), overlaps (OLs),
silent interruptions (Sis) and butting-in interruptions (tils)} appear

to be the main types of speaker-switch nonfluency in the present collec¬

tion of data. However, speaker-switches can be other than perfect in

at least two other ways. irst, no break in continuity or simultaneous

speech need be present, but the time between the two speakers' utterances

can, in some sense, be too long, and can produce an "awkward silence".

Unfortunately, it seemed to be extremely difficult to formulate a

precise and stable definition of this overlong switching pause, Lhere-

fore, it does not appear in this classificatory system. However, it

is hoped that it will be included in later studies. Secondly, a

speaker-switch can be nonfluent because two utterances are exactly

co-teminous; that is, they begin and finish together. Both overlong

switching pauses (as judged intuitively) and exactly co-terminous

utterances occurred infrequently in these conversations. Indeed, only

one example of the latter was noted and, for this reason, no examina¬

tion is made of co-terminous utterances. inally, it is possible that

when conversations with more than two participants are examined,

additional speaker-switch nonfluency categories will have to be

formulated.

1though there are considerable behavioural differences between the

four' types of nonfluency, they all appear to be normal, in the sense

that every subject produced at least ore example of each type. his
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was true in additional recordings of two, independent male-female pairs

in conversation. However, the four nonfluencies were not equally common,

either in the fifteen conversations as a whole, or in individual speaker's

contributions to those conversations, 'the original data on which the

following and other discussions are based will be found in the appendix

(see pp. 193-196),

In each conversation, the total number of speaker-switches was noted

and the numbers of overlaps, simple interruptions and silent interruptions

were expressed as percentages of this total, lor instance, in a convex—

sation where, for the purposes of illustration, there were 100 speaker-

switches and ten of these involved overlaps, 10 of speaker-switches in

that conversation were overlaps, since the number of speaker-switches

in a conversation varied from 154 to 285 in these initial observations,

it seemed more satisfactory to employ this type of measure than raw

scores, . total of ten overlaps in a conversation consisting of only

150 speaker-switches, is probably somewhat different from a total of ten

overlaps in a 280 speakers-switch conversation, even if both these

dialogues lasted the same length of tine.

Butting—in interruptions do not, of course, bring about a speaker-

switch, but occur in mid-utterance, ..he number of utterances in a con¬

versation equals the number of speaker-switches plus 1, Butting-in

interruptions were expressed in terms of a percentage of the total

number of utterances in a conversation. However, the similarity in

the speaker-switch and the utterance figures means that the "percentage"

measures for butting-in interruptions, and those for the other non-

fluency types, are comparable,

he table on the following page indicates the relative frequency of the

four nonfluencies, when data from the fifteen conversations were averaged,
'O- , '



TABLE 1

Relative frequency of the four nonfluency types

SI

BE

OL

Total raw score from
15 conversations

176

229

10 20

% of speaker-switches/utterances

342

705
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Overlaps are therefore the most common, and silent interruptions the

least common, speaker-switch nonl'luencies. 'this ordering of overlaps,

simple interruptions, butting-in interruptions and silent interruptions

does not appear to be an artefact of averaged data. If individual non-

fluency scores are prepared for the main subject and for her partners,

conversation by conversation, the order is preserved.

In this case the four nonfluencies were defined in the following ways

L t= number of times speaker becomes overlapped

I = number of times speaker becomes interrupted

BII = number of times speaker butts in

SI a number of tines speaker produces an incomplete utterance.

Defined in these terms, the nonfluencies have one feature in commons

the speaker either loses or, in the case of the butting^-in interruption,

fails to gain the floor,

he four nonfluency types were ranked from 1 to 4» from th.e most to

the least common, and Kendall's coefficient of concordance was estimated

on the basis of first, the 15 sets of ranks for the main subject who

participated in all the dialogues and secondly, the 15 sets of ranks for

hex' 15 conversational partners. In both cases "S" was significant

beyond the ,01 level of probability (!". m 4, nonfluency types} K m 15,

conversations), he ranking tended to be 1) overlaps, 2) simple

interruptions, 5) butting-in interruptions and 4) silent interruptions.

lor the main subject's ranks "5" = 795*15, and for her conversational

partners' "S" = 646*55, This suggests that, even though the main subject

may have been altering her speaker-switching in accordance with the

behaviour of her various partners, she also maintained a degree of

self-consistency in this particular respect throughout the 15 dialogues.
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However, it ia of some interest to note that, in all conversations

except one, the overlap was the most frequent no. fluency for both

participants; in the fourteenth conversation the main subject and her

partner had overlaps as the second most frequent nonfluency. There is

the possibility that Hatching of behaviour v/as taking place on this

unusual occasion.

Gpeaker-switch nonfluencies appear to differ in behavioural terms;

they also appear to display some distinctive regularities with respect

to their relative frequency both in averaged and in raw data. In the

next two sections,the "basic working material" of these nonfluencies •

language - will be examined in greater detail. here appropriate,

reference will be made to related psychological and social interactive

variables.

G: R'jaEi-ay.TrcH HOinxunbciss AID LA^GUAG^

Simultaneous speech and interruptions in verbal continuity are the

most prominent features of speaker-switch nonfluency. .'he following

two sections of this chapter will deal with some of the linguistic

concomitants of these features.
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Simultaneous Speech

Simultaneous speech is present during three of the four nonfluencies

(no simultaneous speech takes place when the speaker-switch involves

a silent interruption), and it is perhaps nost appropriately thought

of in behavioural terns, at least initiallj'-.

In the present study, the length of periods of simultaneous speech was

measured in terms of syllables; sounds less than one syllable long were

treated as a "hole syllable.

n the example below, simultaneous speech lasts for 5 syllables in both

speakers' utterances:

'. hev're very nice and super.

'• y excuse, my excuse was that urn I've broken the zip of my others

and they've gone in to be repaired ....

ccasionally, one speaker will produce more syllables then her

conversational partner does. or instance:

A. 1 mean, what do these s" and "3 rinses" and things, mean?

. I dov't know what they mean, I think it. you see, I think really

they, they, it means they can s-, fiddle them around.

In the extract above, produces 7 and TJ pi'oduces 9 syllables, in the

same period.

fhe numbers of syllables of simultaneous speech produced by speaker A

and by speaker were compared in a total of 840 instances of simultan¬

eous talking, fhe three relevant nor.fluancy types were treated separate¬

ly. JLthough there were some variations, these were not statistically
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significant (p. < .01 or .05) in any cose. Both speakers tended to

produce approximately the seme number of syllables as each other,

whether they were speaking simultaneously during an overlap, a simple

interruption or a butting-in interruption.

Therefore, during simultaneous speech, the performance of both dialogue

participants appears to be equivalent, in terms of the number of syllablss

produced. If, for the purpose of illustration, the performance of one

speaker - the initiator of simultaneous speech in the three nonfluencies —

is concentrated upon, it is also apparent that the length of simultaneous

speech, measured in syllables, does not vary with statistical signifi¬

cance (p.<.01 or .05), between the three nonfluencies, he table on

the following page illustrates the frequencies, in percentage terras,

of the varying lengths of simultaneous speech during overlaps, simple

interruptions arid butting-in interruptions. In all cases, the number

of syllables are counted in the utterance of the initiator of

simultaneous speech.

Is mentioned in the first section of this chapter, overlaps (CL) are

the most common speaker-switch nonfluencies. lor the data in Table 2,

a sample of overlaps was drawn from a third of the conversations which

were recorded for the initial observations,

. chi square test of the differences in the length of simultaneous speech

in the three relevant nonfluencies, vob carried out on the raw data,

tQOd a statistically nonsignificant result was obtained (X? = 15.095;

df m 12; p,<.50). The greatest differences appear to be between

overlaps and simple interruptions. separate cl i square test on these

two sets of frequencies yielded a value which approached significance at
p

the ,05 level of probability (X im 12; df » 6; p.<.1). C verlaps seem
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to involve an usually large proportion of the longer periods of

simultaneous speech. This finding will bo discussed later, in connec¬

tion with other aspects of simultaneous speech.

In the majority of cases, intervals of simultaneous speech are short;

periods 7 or more syllables long are comparatively rare. The nodal

length of simultaneous speech is one syllable in both simple interrup¬

tions and overlaps, and two syllables in butting—in interruptions,

bout 73/ of simple interruptions involve periods of simultaneous

speech one to three syllables long. The corresponding figures for

buttin;-in interruptions and overlaps are approximately "JO, and 58; ,

respectively.

Jaffe and eldstein (1970) state that the average duration of simul¬

taneous speech in their data was roughly .4 second. he mean length

of simultaneous speech in eltser et al's (1971) data was approximately

•G second. hey include all periods of simultaneous speech in their

~asurenents; simultaneous interjections are excluded from the present

data, since they are not speaker-switch nonfluencies (see p. 43 )• -s

interjectory rem, rki tend to be very brief, the average length of

simultaneous speech in these conversations may be slightly longer than

iii Jaffe and old stein's and elisor et al's dialogues. In any case,

most periods of simultaneous speech are much shorter than the majority

of utterances. Jaffe and I eldstein also make this point, in connection

with their data, and they suggest that it may indicate that an

'•'inhibitory processis operating in one or both speakers. he nature

of this inhibitory process is not specified, .The limited variability

in the length of periods of simultareous speech in these conversations,

both within and across nonfluency types, might also be cited as

possible evidence for the operation of an inhibitory process, estricted
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variability across nonfluency types, in terms of simultaneous speech

duration, is in narked contrast to the considerable differences

usually found between these nonfluencies in this study.

It seems probable that, whatever the nature of this hypothetical

inhibitory process which limits the length of periods of simultaneous

speech, the process will bo a complex one. It is likely to involve

social, cognitive and linguistic variables.

t the level of social interaction, for instance, the number of

participants in these conversations may have liad an inhibitory effect

upon simultai sous speech. .s mentioned in the previous chapter, &les

and torgatta (1%5) have noted a particularly low rate for showing

disagreement and antagonism in two-member groups. ■ delicate balance

is maintained between dominant and non-dominant partners. Jaffe and
"

eldstein's conversations and interviews also had two participants,

j erhaps simultaneous speech is particularly short and limited in

variability in two-person interactions, because this delicate balance

is being preserved; some, though not all, lengthy stretches of joint

talking may indicate overt competition for the floor, .s noted above,

there was a tendency for particularly long periods of simultaneous

speech (seven or more syllables) to be associated with overlaps. In

a later chapter of this thesis, nonfluency types are correlated with

self- and other-rated measures of dominance. ?he nonfluency which was

most highly correlated (p. <.Op) with self-rated dominance was the

overlap. Other-rated dominance was also positively (though

statistically nonsignificantly) correlated with this nonfluency.

he length of intervals of simultaneous speech may also be restricted

by limitations in human information processing abilities. During long



stretches of joint talking, speakers may be unable to hear each other

efficiently and, perhaps equally important, they may have difficulties

in monitoring the production of speech under such conditions.

Opinions about human information processing capacity during simultaneous

speech, seem to vary somewhat. For instance, Miller (1963) has suggested

that "one voice is poor masking noise for another", and that "There is

no a priori reason why two people who have questions to ask one another

could not question simultaneously and ansv/er simultaneously", (p. 418)•

Gn the other hand, Mttman and Llewellyn (1968) maintain that brief

interjectory remarks (such as, /mm-hmm/ and /i see/) are produced

after terminal junctures in the other speaker's utterance because, in

those positions, they do not interrupt the speaker and "vocal

interruption makes it difficult to hear the speaker" (p. 83). It should

perhaps be emphasized that Dittman and Llewellyn are referring to very

brief listener responses.

In the present conversations,68?' of a sample of over 2,000 interjections

involved simultaneous speech, There was no apparent disruption in

either speakers' linguistic production or reception on these occasions;

the interjector did not ask for any repetitions or clarifications and

the main speaker did not seem to become unduly dysfluent while the inter¬

jections were being produced. In Bamford's (1971) terms, efficient

division of attention appeared to be taking place, since each speaker

was performing two tasks without detriment to either. However, Bamford

suggests that, in many divided attention tasks, one channel is auto¬

mated. Interjections are usually extremely stereotyped in linguistic

form, which probably enables both their reception and production to

become automated.
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hiring the present conversations there were, however, a number of

instances when division of attention, between production and reception,

seemed to be taking place with linguistic oxitput of a considerably less

stereotyped nature. Altogether, 48 examples of divided attention during

simultaneous speech were noted in these initial observations. In all

cases, one of the speakers made explicit reference to her conversational

partner's speech, which had been produced siraultaneously with her own

output, lor instance:
(The second term) (■ell ~)

'■» .... I presume he's doing the church sort of side. Yeah. Ch, he's

doing the second term?

appears to have heard the exact content of l's "The second term",

although this was produced simultaneously with B's own "(oh)urch sort

of side". Similarly:

.. .... I think Yl was terribly lonely this year she really was she she

said she -

« here? The lives In "dinbuxyh. does she?

. Yes, in Locharten Gardens ••••

In this inste/ace, ,'s reply to B's question is appropriate (and

corx-ect), even though the major portion of the question was produced

simultaneously with 's first utterance. If A had replied merely "Yes",

this would nob have been taken as sufficient evidence of divided
t

attention.

in average, the "divider of attention" talked through, and then gave

evidence of having heard, 4*8 syllables of her conversational partner's

verbal output. The modal length of 3peeoh, over which divided

attention spanned, was 4 syllables. There were ten examples of

attention divided during seven or more syllables of simultaneous speech,
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including one instance where thirteen syllables were involved. In

these longer stretches of joint talking, some sampling of verbal output

ray have taken place, and the few syllables which were heard nay have

been sufficient for grasping the other speaker's meaning.

Perhaps attention v/as divided efficiently between production and

reception more often during these conversations. Examples of divided

attention were only noted when a speaker made explicit reference to

her partner's simultaneously produced utterance. Instances where 'the

reference -ppeared to be only implicit - and frequently this consisted

solely of /Pes/ or / o/ - were disregarded, tnfortunatoly, experi¬

mental evalui.iion of this type of divided attention, vhere verbal pro¬

duction and reception take place simultaneously, appears to presffl.it

some difficulties. In particular, the instructions, which would have

to be giver; to participants in an experiment, would probably ..Iter the

situation so radically that, not only would it no longer resemble a

conversation but, perhaps more importantly, attention would probably

be divided, in a quite different manner. or this reason, extrapolation

of experimental findings to the more natural, conversation;J. situation

would be unwarranted.

herefore, on the basiB of instances which tool place during these

conversations, rather than exerinei tal findings, it seems that speakers

can simultaneously produce arid receive verbal signals; in about 65: of

cases, this division of attention takes place over stretches of speech

between one and four syllables Ion . If data for the three simultaneous

speech nonfluencies are averaged, approximately 60 of all periods of

joint talking involve one to four syllables. Hence, most periods of

simultaneous speech during nonfluent speaker-switching are of a length

over which attention can be divided.
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However, this correlation does not prove that periods of simultaneous

speech are short because of limitations in human information processing.

Indeed, three instances of explicit lack of divided attention were noted,

and an average of only four syllables were involved in each of these

cases. ':he ability to divide attention between verbal production and

reception obviously has a more complex basis than simply "length of

period of simultaneous speech dditional evidence, concerning some

linguistic aspects of nonfluerrfc speaker-switches, suggests that, during

simultaneous speech, linguistic and related cognitive capacities may

become overloaded.

"his evidence is drawn from several observations, hirst, and this

will be dealt with more extensively in the following section, breaks in

verbal continuity quite frequently coincide with periods of simultaneous

speech. Simultaneous interjections, which are usually produced with

datively low vocal amplitude and in a stereotyped linguistic form,

hardly ever accompany interruptions in verbal output, ;.heir nature

seems to ensure that they do not interfere with the main speaker's

utterance. Sowever, in these initial conversations, nearly. 1,300 other

instances of simultaneous speech were noted, and in 45; of cases they

coincided with a break in verbal continuity. these breaks in

continuity appeared to take place on a somewhat limited variety of

syntactic units. his suggests that the precise linguistic structure

of an utter _:ce mag influence the length of simultaneous speech, since

there may be some specifically linguistic points at which a speaker

is likely to interrupt himself and so terminate simultaneous speech.

realcs in verbal continuity are sometimes treated 13 evidence of more

general, psychological "interference", lor instance, filled and

unfilled pauses, which also temporarily interrupt the flow of speech,
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are often discussed in terms of anticipation of incx-eased information

and momentary uncertainty of prediction. It is possible that tvo-

person interruptions take place for a variety of social, linguistic and

psychological reasons, including overloading of attentional capacities.

his overloading may take place to the extent that one speaker breaks

off in mid-utterance in order to restore the information load to a more

manageable level.

Interruptions are not the only examples of interference in performance,

during nonfluent speaker-switches involving simultaneous speech. eltzer

et al (1971) have noted that speakers .ho temporarily raise their voice

during a period of joint talking, tend to succeed in holding the floor,

hey suggest that one of the reasons why an increment ir, vocal ampli¬

tude is successful in this situatioi , may be that it interferes * ith the

other speaker's control of hiB cognitive and motor processes. One

might also suggest that the increment in vocal amplitude indicates

interference in the first speaker's utterance. If a speaker raises

his voice he may "block out" his conversational partner's speech and

enable himself to attend exclusively to his own verbal output. his

raising of the voice during periods of simultaneous speech vas also

noted in the present conversations.

Speakers interrupt themselves and raise their voices during some

instances of joint talking, hey also show a tende cy to repeat them¬

selves when taking the floor during simultaneous speech, and this

repetition may also be a sign of interference. In these cases,

repetitions consisted of at least one whole word, although repetitions

of /Yes/ and / 0/ were not included. t least part of the repetition

took place during simultaneous speech, for instance :

1. y excuse, my excuse was that um I've broken the sip ....
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2. Hie sane, the sane bits of evidence used ....

3. 'ell that's, that's a very nor-, it's a very, urn ....

Occasionally, as ir; the third example, the repetition would be preceded

by "utterance openers" such as /well/, /yes/ and /so/.

(ver 14. of overlapping utterances were begun with repetitions and the

corresponding figure for simple interrupting utterances was about 65'.

It will be remembered that overlaps tend to involve a liarger proportion

of the Ion 'est periods of simultaneous speech, when compared with simple

interruptions. .'his may, at least partly, account for the different

percentages above. Simultaneous speech and repetition are probably

intercorrelateds repetition may prolong simultaneous speech, and

simultaneous speech nay produce dysfluencies such as repetition. here

nay not be a single causal a rent in this relationship. In addition,

the behaviour of the other speaker may influence repetition by the
- erlapper. 'inultaneous speech, like all other aspects of speaker-

svitch nonfluency, is the outcome of two people's performances, curing

overlaps, the first speaker does not break off in raid-utterance. his

may increase the likelihood of repetition by the overlapper, who may

keep 3lis hold on the Conversational floor by employing a linguistic

strategy vhich minimizes cognitive and motor interference. .rom the

point of view of the overlapped speaker, such repetitions may highlight

the initiation of simultaneous speech during his utterance; it may

serve generally as a social cue indicating an effort to take the floor.

In addition, it may aid this speaker's selective attention to the

beginning of an overlapping utterance.

However, it should be noted that speakers have a tendency to repeat

themselves at the beginning of utterances, whether or not simultaneous

speech is present. bout 6.55 of utterances after perfect or silent
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interruption speaker-switches open with repetitions of the sort

described above. Repetition may, therefore, be more closely correlated

with an utterance initial position, than with periods of simultaneous

speech. Such a view is supported by comparison of the amount of

repetition which takes place at the beginning of overlapping utterances,

and at the end of overlapped utterances. A similar period of simultaneous

speech is involved in both cases, but the percentages of utterances

during which repetition takes place differ considerably! about 14/

with overlapping utterances and 1.5% with overlapped utterances.

Nevertheless, repetition may be caused, in part, by interference and

its incidence may rise during speaker-switches such as overlaps which,

for various reasons, are associated with particularly long periods of

simultaneous speech. Like all aspects of simultaneous speech,

including possible limitations in its length, a number of factors are

probably interacting in a complex manner; not least, perhaps, because

conversation itself is characterized by the intricate interaction of a

variety of social, cognitive and linguistic variables.

The length of periods of simultaneous speech does not appear to differ

very greatly between overlaps, simple interruptions and butting-in

interruptions. However, the points in the other speakers' outputs,

at which overlappers and interrupters initiate their utterances, do seem

to vary considerably between nonfluency types.

The precise positions to be discussed here will be marked with arrows

in examples of the three simultaneous speech nonfluencies.
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1. Overlapi
(Ko« I know. Yes)

B. . ... she won't be working to the same pitch obviously.

You couldn't expect her to be.
T

A. This is what I'm worried about you see ••••

2. Simple Interruption:

B. Oh I was telling you about her last night, was I? Or didn't -
T

A. I think you mentioned her by name

3. Butting-in Interruption;
(Well —)

A, what sort were you looking for, a Grundig? Mine's not, mine's
(is it -) T
not a Grundig.
T

In all cases, these are the points at which the interrupter or over-
»

lapper comes in during her conversational partner's utterance. In the

second example, A's utterance was initiated during an unfilled pause in

B's speech; this is a fairly common occurrence in all three nonfluency

types. The onset of simultaneous speech sometimes coincides with the

end, rather than beginning, of a word (for instance, during the first

butting-in, in the third example). It was thought most profitable to

look at whole words regardless of where, in their written form,

simultaneous speech began. This is, of course, an arbitrary decision;

speech is a continuum of sounds and one articulation affects another,

both within and across word boundaries. However, great care was taken

to locate the onset of simultaneous speech (see Chapter 2, p. 39) and

it is hoped that the word is a suitable linguistic unit for the

purposes of the presont analyses and discussions.

The syntactic function of the words on which simultaneous speech was

initiated were classified according to Fries (1952), with some modifi¬

cations made mainly for statistical reasons. This classificatory
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system will be used again in the final section of this chapter, in con¬

junction with the last words of incomplete or interrupted utterances.

Altogether, twelve categories are employed^ in addition, in this

section, a "pause" category is used for interrupting or overlapping

utterances which begin during an unfilled pause.

Fries' system of classifying parts of speech is not perfect, and it

has been the subject of criticism over the years. However, it was felt

that a number of points justified its use in this study. First, other

investigators of normal nonfluency in speech, such as Haclay and

Osgood (1959) and juinting (1971)» have employed this system. It

therefore facilitates comparison between studies of different non-

fluency types.

Secondly, many of the utterances in the present sample were incomplete.

Fries' emphasis upon the position of parts of speech within "utterance

units", provides a useful organizational basis for this data.

Grammatical systems which rely upon complete clauses or sentences for

identification of units would obviously have posed some difficulties.

Thirdly, Fries' system is based upon an analysis of a sample of speech

which was spontaneous and experimentally unstructured. I-'ost of the

conversations recorded by Tries were conducted by telephone, and

lasted between five and thirty minutes. (Crystal and Davy, 1969,

while noting some differences between face to face and telephone con¬

versations, conclude that telephone dialogue is probably a "subprovince",

rather than a separaw type, of conversation). The system's basis

upon everyday language use probably makes it a particularly appropriate

method for arranging the data collected during these informal conver¬

sations.
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lor statistical reasons, soeie of the infrequently occurring function

words were placed, in related word categories. ...his was felt to be more

satisfactory than combining all of these words into a "miscellaneous

function words" category, -he numbers involved do not unduly distort

•the main categories into which these words are placed but, taken

altogether, there are a considerable number of them. Some of these

rarer words vary markedly in terms of their syntactic position in an

utterance, or clause within an utterance. It seems that syntactic

positions, as well as syntactic units, may be important in interrupted

utterancesj this point will be discussed later.

fen of the twelve categories employed here include items which

correspond to Ties' definitions and fit into his appropriate test

frames. wo additional categories were drawn up: one of these is made

up of "fillers" and filler-type phrases such as /um/, /er/, /all/ end

/sort of/, /l mean/, /y'know/; these words and phrases are ignored by

fries although they occur frequently in spontaneous, inform -J.

conversation. The other category consists of aub.ject personal pronouns.

Approximately 32/ of all the nouns, in the present conversations, were

subject personal pronouns. By separating subject personal pronouns,

which frequently occur in a sentence initial position, from all other

nouns, information about syntactic position was available and statistical

analyses on these large numbers of words was more satisfactory. his

separate treatment of nouns and subject personal pronouns is also

present in /aclay and Osgood's analysis of nonfluencies.

„ries does not mention either proper nouns or /to/ as an infinitive

marker of a verb. Here the former were classified as Class 1 words

(corresponding roughly to traditional nouns) and the latter as a
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Group B word (approximately modalo and auxiliaries).

Words in Fries* Groups M (Look, say, listen, as in "Look, I want to

ask you.."), K (please) and 0 (Let's) did not occur in the particular

positions selected for statistical analysis in these conversations.

Nor were they present in a sample of about 1,000 words of continuous

speech also drawn from these dialogues,

the following categories were employed. (Words in inverted commas and

brackets after the category titles are approximate, traditional

descriptions of the categories} there is no exact correspondence.)

i) Glass 1(a) ("nouns"), including Group H (/there/, when used

as a subject of a verb),

ii) Class 2 ("verbs") as defined by Fries,

iii) Class 5 ("adjectives"), including Group C (not) and Group D

(called "intensifiers" by Fries, such as /very/, /really/ etc.),

when those words negated or intensified a class 3 word,

iv) Class 4 ("adverbs"), Including Groups C and 1), when those words

negated or intensified a class 4 word.

v) Class 1(b) subject personal pronouns,

vi) Group A ("determiners") as defined by Fries} definite and

indefinite articles, possessive pronouns etc,

vil) Group B ("modale and auxiliaries"), combined with /to/ as an

infinitive marker of a verb (see above), Group C (net) when it

negated a class 2 word ("verb") and Group G (/do/, /does/, /did/),

viii) Group B ("conjunctions"), including Group J (.Fries' "signs of

inclusion", such as /after/, /because/, /if/, /until/, etc.)

ix) Group r ("prepositions"), as defined by Fries,

x) Group I (/when/, /why/; /where/, /how/, /who/, /which/, /what/),
as defined by Fries.
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xi) Group K (/well/, /oh/, /how/, /why/; often produced at the

beginning of utterances), including Group L (/Yes/ and /Ho/)

when, because of rising intonation and lack of any preceding

question, the latter appeared to be preceding an utterance in

much the sane way as the words of Group K, Subsequently

referred to as "utterance openers",

xii) "Fillers" and filler-type phrases (for examples, see above).

In the table on the following page each simultaneous speech nonfluency

type is dealt with in terras of the word, in the other speaker's output,

on which the overlapper or interrupter initiated her utterance. If

the first word of such utterances coincided with a pause in the

conversational partner's speech this was noted in the "pause" category,

The original frequencies are presented in percentage form in this

table, to facilitate comparison between nonfluency types.

A sample of 323 overlaps was drawn from six of the fifteen conversations.

Altogether, over 700 overlaps were recorded during these initial

observations; it is hoped that the number examined here is sufficiently

large to provide adequate information. Of these 323 overlaps, there

were eleven cases where the syntactic function of the word upon which

simultaneous speech was initiated was uncertain. There were seven

uncertain cases in the simple interruptions and two in the butting-in

interruptions. The uncertainty was due to indistinct pronunciation

or incompleteness of utterance. These cases were excluded from the

calculations in Table 3» leaving totals of 312 overlaps, 355 simple

interruptions and 227 butting-in interruptions.

A chi square test, for three independent samples, was carried out on

the raw data. A value of 95»034 was obtained. This is significant
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TABLE 3

Points at which Simultaneous Speech was Initiated
during Overlaps, Simple and Butting^in Interruptions

OL I 311

Glass 1(a) ("nouns") .. •• .. 25.64 % 9.85 % 18.06 %

Class 2 ("verbs") .. .. •• .. 9.94 8.06 12.78

Class 3 ("adj.") .. .. .. .. 10.26 7.16 9.69

Class 4 ("adv.") .. .. .. .. 10.58 3.88 5.29

Class 1(b) ("s.p.p,") ., .. .. 4.81 11.34 10.13

Group A (("det.") .. .. .. .. 1.28 .89 1.76

Group B ("mod, & aux.") .. .. 5.13 5.67 3.08

Groups S & J ("conj, & incl,") .. 2.89 13.13 6.17

Group F ("prep.") •• •• •• .. 4.49 2.99 .44

Group I (when, why, etc.) .. .. .96 1.49 3.08

Groups K & L ("utt. openers") .. 4.49 4.48 3.97

Fillers .. .. .. .. .. .. 7.05 9.25 6.61

Pauses .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.5 21.79 18.94

K a 312 N - 355 N a 227

dditional chi square tests were car:rued out c:n T-he distribution of
raw scores, across the nonfluency types, in those particular
categories where comparisons of obtained and expected frequencies, in
the ori, ir.'\l chi square test, indicated that the dissimilarities
etvoer norfluency types were greatest (see p. 73). In each case
the data were classified into two ca.teyori.es: the particular class
or -your of words under scrutiny (see below) and all other points
at which simultaneous speech was initiated"*, he following1 results
were obtained (df = 2, in all cases; = p. < .01, a p,< .001):

la • y — 07 70**. •"l-oc. /' 10 707,;.. riPRq -tp . O /Aft-K-.J. . I > XX — t - | • / , j i>.vut - u h • y / ✓ ? Xt-vfcj —1 1 a #

Groups J : 24.95 '' 5 I auses : 9.Go9 .
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beyond the .001 level of probability (24 df). therefore, it is

unlikely that the points at vhioh simultaneous speech is initiated are

independent of the type of speaker-switch nonfluency.

It seems that overlapping utterances are most likely to be initiated

on nouns (25, 64^) or during pauses (12,5/ ) I the same is irue in the

case of butting-in utterances, although the figures here are 18,06) and

13,94, respectively. Interrupting utterances, in simple interruptions,

are most likely to coincide with either pauses (21,79/0 or conjunctions

(13*15, ) in the other speaker's output,

-he differences between nonfluency types seem to be centred on overlaps

and simple interruptions in particular. This observation is confirmed

by separate chi square tests comparing two nonfluency types at a time,

-he highest value was obtained when frequencies for overlaps and

simple interruptions were contrasted (all values were significant p.

<,01 or beyond).

Overall, the dissimilarities are mainly in terms of a few syntactic

categories. Comparisons of obtained and expected frequencies, in the

original chi square test with all three nonfluency types, indicate that

the differences are greatest in relation to nouns, adverbs, subject

personal pronouns, conjunctions and pauses. Compared to overlapping

utterances, simple interrupting utterances are initiated more

frequently (than expected by chance) on subject personal pronouns and

conjunctions, and during pauses; they are initiated less frequently on

nouns and adverbs,

Butting-in interruptions seem to come between overlaps and simple

interruptions in respect of the onset of simultaneous speech. Compared

with simple interruptions, they coincide with about twice as many nouns,
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rather more adverbs, fewer conjunctions and fe: er pauses. In all

these cases, the proportions observed for butting-in interruptions

fall between the overlap and the simple interruption percentages.

It will be remembered that butting-in interruptions are apparently

unsuccessful attempts to take the floor. Ibis lack of success may be

due not only to the syntactic function of the words upon which

simultaneous speech i3 initiated, but also to the position of those

words vithin an utterance. For instance, both overlaps and butting-in

interruptions are quite often initiated on nouns. In this sample of

spontaneous, conversational language there was a narked tendency for

speakers to produce simple S V-6 (subject-verb-object) sequences; the

subject was often a personal pronoun*, seems likely that many

overlapping utterances are coinciding with the final nominal structures
in these S-Y-Q sequences, when these sequences are produced at the end

of an utterance, (Over 43 of a sample of 3^0 completed, rather than

interrupted, utterances finished with nouns. See Appendix, p,19?)»
However, it is possible that such an attempt to take the floor could be
misjudged. Some utterances are made up of a number of S-Y-0 sequences,

frequently linked in a simple manner by the conjunctions /and/ and
/but/. Such configurations might encourage misjudged speaker-switching,

* If this is a feature of everyday language in general, it may account

for Sever's observation (see, for instance, 1970) that EVH sequences are

assumed, in certain language perception tasks, to correspond to an under¬

lying SVC arrangement, to the extent that this assumption creates what

might be described as a "linguistic illusion", : oore (1972), in

investigating the recognition of ungrammaticality, also found that

subjects appear to look initially for a 3Y0 sequence.
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especially if they are produced with cone of the intonations! and

visual cues which are associated with the end of utterances (for

descriptions of such cues see, for instance, Tendon, 1967 and 1970}

Duncan, 1972). then butting-in utterances coincide with nouns, in the

other speaker's output, they may sometimes be unsuccessful attempts at

overlapping, and the utterance position of the nouns may, at least

partly, account for the lack oi success.

Simple interruptions do not appear to be initiated on nouns so

frequently as is the case with the other nonfluency types. Like all the

simultaneous speech nonfluencies, however, the beginnings of simple

interruptions quite often coincide with an unfilled pause in the

conversational partner's speech. A number of investigators, including

Goldman-THsler (1968) and Bowman (1966), have noted the fragmentary

nature of spontaneous speech. Unfilled pauses and the loose coordina¬

tion of clauses within utterances are two of the features which

probably contribute to this impression of fragmentariness. 'They may

also encourage both nistimings of speaker-switches and attempts,

successful or otherwise, to get a word in edgeways. These mistimings

and attempts to take the floor may become particularly likely if

pausing or loose coordination coincide with the production of what

pdrk (1955) has aptly called "lean-to structures".

Quirk has noted that, during informal speech, a drop in intonation at

the end of a syntactic unit is often followed by a structure which

would be incomplete on its own. (Frequently such a structure is

affixed to the main utterance by one of the recurrent co-ordinating

conjunctions of colloquial liiglish, ©specially /and/ and /but/)s
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Quirk cites the following example among others:

"Then he criticises points in the pragmatic approach - tests of

experience all the time."

The second half of the utterance is bounded by two lowerings of

intonation and, although it is structurally incomplete, it "leans

to! the first half because it is seinantically related to that first

half. In the present sample of conversation, lean-to structures were

sometimes of very little semantic weight and, perhaps particularly in

the case of overlaps, they often consisted of repetitions or even

filler-type phrases. For instance:

B. Um, axe you, is it a quite sociable flat, the flat?

A. Yes, yes very ....*

and:

B. •••• It's an absolutely grotty street, mind you, next door's

derelict, and things like this.

A. Well, wh-. what's the street called? ....

Speaker-switch nonfluencies, of any type,can never be said to be caused

by one person alone. The examples of overlaps with lean-to structures,

cited above, are excellent illustrations of this point. In one sense

B, in both of the overlaps above, could be regarded as the speaker who

caused the overlaps, since she "tagged" fragmentary structures onto

apparently complete utterances. However, the overlap would not have

come about unless A had also spoken at those points.

* /Yes/ in this utterance is not an interjection, since it is in reply

to a question.
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The general fragmentary nature of spontaneous speech may increase the

likelihood of all three nonfluency types. Such fragmentariness may

be connected with hesitancy, and interrupters (perhaps particularly those

who bring aboxit simple interruptions) may be using points of hesitancy

and planning, such as conjunctions and pauses, upon v/hlch to initiate

simultaneous speech, Clancy (1972) notes that, in her sample of

conversation, "the hearer often interrupts either immediately or soon

after .... hesitations since the speaker is not holding the floor

effectively" (p. 85).

However, it will be remembered that, compared with simple and butting-

in interrupters, overlappers initiate simultaneous speech infrequently

on conjunctions and possible points of hesitancy such as pauses, never¬

theless, there may be one underlying principle upon which the initiation

of simultaneous speech, in general, is based. Both interrupters and

overlappers may be attempting to take the floor at what Sacks et al

(1974) have referred to as "transition relevance places". 'These places

are points, within utterances, where the current speaker can or should

give the floor to the other speaker. In the examples of lean-to struc¬

tures above, the transition-relevance places in 3's utterances are

after "sociable flat", in the first instance, and after "next door's

derelict", in the second instance. In both cases B could have completed

her utterance and given the floor' to A, since up until the transition-

relevance places the utterances are syntactically and semantically com¬

plete. As Duncan (1972 and 1974) has observed, the completion of a

grammatical clause Mch involves a subject-predicate combination, is

one of a number of speaker turn signals. If a listener responds to

this particular signal and, at the same time, the current speaker

continues talking, simultaneous speech may coincide with a number of

features which follow completed clauses within utterances. These
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features are likely to include brief, unfilled pauses (see example 2,

P» 67), conjunctions (see second example of an overlap with a lean-to

structure, p. 76), and filled pauses (see first example p. 96 )• Filled

and unfilled pauses nay also be responded to as indicators of hesitancy

and an insecure hold upon the conversational floor.

Although response to transition-relevance places may account for some

instances of simultaneous speec anticipation of these places may also

be an important consideration, particularly in the case of overlaps.

It seems probablo that there are a number of intonational, linguistic

and visual cues which indicate that a speaker is approaching the end

of a clause or utterance. Ihese cues may include particular intonational

curves (perhaps especially lowering of pitch), certain head postures and

and patterns of eye contact, as well as characteristic syntactic and

semantic configurations, On the basis of this information a listener

may be able to anticipate the end of a clause or utterance. Anticipation

of transition-relevance places and possible completions may have played

some part in the following overlaps!

1. 3. That's Innocent and Gregory, isn't it?

. Yeah, well, it's partly investiture ....

2. A. •••• J expect you would like to go with him.
(Ism)

B, Fell, I'd prefer it. yeah, (Yes) but then he would want me

to go to a "anger's football match ...

3. A. Yes, I take far too many notes.

B. Yes, I do. T^'s and, eh, half of them, I don't use ••••

Sacks et al (op. cit.) give similar examples and they also suggest

that overlappers may be predicting the end of an utterance or a place

at which they can take the floor.
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Of coiorso, not all transition-relevance places coincide with the

ends of utterances, nor are they all positions at which the current

speaker is necessarily willing to give up the floor. Presumably, this

could lead to instances where the initiator of simultaneous speech was

unsuccessful in an attempt to take a speaking turn. Such instances

will consist of butting-in interruptions which, it has already been

suggested, may sometimes be misjudged overlaps.

It will be remembered that butting-in interrupters often use some of

the same points, as overlappers and simple interrupters, at which to

initiate simultaneous speech. However, unlike simple interruptions and

overlaps, butting-in interruptions do not result in a speaker-switch.

This suggests that, while the success of an attempt to take the

conversational floor nay be partly linked to transition-relevance places

and certain syntactic structures in the other speaker's utterance, these

are not the only determinants of the outcome of speaker-sv/itch non-

fluency, Vocal amplitude (see eltzer et al, 1971)» the relationship

between speakers, the topic under discussion and even the particular

vocal habits of individuals are probably additional variables of some

importance.

lievertheless, the concept of transition-relevance places appears to be

a useful one in the context of the present discussion, since it provides

a basis around which to organize the differences, between nonfluency

types, in terms of the syntactic positions at which simultaneous speech

is initiated. During all three nonfluencies there may be an attempt to

take the floor at a trans^eion-relevance place: on occasion, these
places may be anticipated by listeners, and this may be particularly

true in the case of overlaps; during simple and some butting-in

interruptions, on the other hand, suoh places may more often be responded
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to (that is, simultaneous speech may be initiated after the transition-

relevance features have been produced by the current speaker); finally,

responses to, and anticipations of transition-relevance places may be

unsuccessful, for a number of reasons, and the initiator of simultaneous

speech may have to interrupt him-or herself. Since there are tendencies,

in spontaneous speech, first, for different types of words to be

associated with different clausrl positions and secondly, for trans¬

ition-relevance places to coincide with the ends of clauses, it is

perhaps not unexpected that simultaneous speech is initiated on some

types of words more often than others, according to whether the over-

lapper or interrupter speaks before or after a transition-relevance

place.

The concept of transition-relevance places may also be of some value

in the initial, more general discussion about the length of periods

of siraultaneous speech. Sacks et al (op, cit,) suggest that overlaps

involve only brie^ periods of joint talking because they appear at

transition-relevance places. It is argued that, since these places

are positions at which a speaker can or should give up the floor, this

removes one speaker from the overlap and therefore the overlap itself.

However, while transition—relevance places may be places where speakers

can or should relinquish their turn, this does not, in itself explain

why first speakers in overlaps do give up their turns. Indeed, it seems

that, upon some occasions they do not, and simultaneous speech is

limited by a different methods breaks in verbal continuity in the form

of butting-in interruptions. It seems probable that, from the speaker's,

rather than the listener's point of view, transition-relevance places

are associated with considerable linguistic and cognitive planning,

:he production of speech at these points may therefore be liable to

disruption, and particularly when simultaneous speech takes place. In
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the following section of this chapter, there is evidence to suggest that

interrupted speakers break off at points of hesitancy and planning,

soae of which are associated with transition-relevance places. IMs

liability to disruption (whether or not it involves breaks in verbal

continuity) nay account for the brevity of simultaneous speech more

satisfactorily than the mere pre-once of transition-relevance places.

In summary, the length of periods of simultaneous speech appeal's to be

limited both within and across nonfluency types, fhere is the

possibility tliat some inhibitory mechanism is involved in this

restricted variability.

Speakers seem able to divide their attention efficiently between

production and reception for short periods. Although there are some

differences, simultaneous translation also involves concurrent pro¬

duction and reception, Aith training and experience this capacity,

to divide attention between one's own arid another speaker's utterance,

may increase. In the normal conversational setting, however, this

potential capacity seems to be rarely employed.

If there is an inhibitory mechanism limiting the length of periods of

simultaneous speech in everyday dialogues, it probably involves social,

cognitive and linguistic processes. A number of variables may be

intercorrelated in a complex manner. lor instance, it seems likely

that there are social conventions about the length of simultaneous speech

(although these may alter aocording to the relationship between speakers,

the topic under discussion and so on). Guch conventions may be related

to considerations of cognitive difficulty and linguistic planning, tv/o

variables which, in their turn, may be related.
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Although the length of periods of simultaneous speech may not vary

greatly between overlaps, simple interruptions end butting-in interrup¬

tions, the points, in the other speaker's utterance, at which this

simultaneous speech is initiated, do differ considerably between the

three nonfluency types, However, in all three cases, there may be

attempts to take the floor after points of possible completion in the

current speaker's utterance, Iron the evidence here, it appears that

overlapping utterances may be deliberately - although perhaps not

consciously - timed to coincide with, or even anticipate, these points.

Simple interrupting utterances may, intentionally or accidentally, come

in at places of hesitancy or planning in speech; these places may often

follow points of possible completion or, as Sacks et al (op, cit.)
call them, points of transition-relevance. Butting-in utterances are

unsuccessful attempts to take the floor; this lack of success may have

several causes and this suggests that, in all cases, syntax may be

only one of a nur *<er of variables which influence the outcome of

speakers-switch nonfluency.

Humans possess a number of cognitive skills, some of which are

particularly closely connected with language use. In addition, humans

are social beings and they use language as one means of communicating

with one another. Therefore, simultaneous speech, like other aspects

of linguistic interaction, involves social, linguistic and general

cognitive variables.
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3SCTICI; 5

Interruptions In Verbal Continuity

\1though social and cognitive factors must be taken into consideration,

as they were in the discussion of simultaneous speech above, the

linguistic aspect of speaker-svitch nonfluency is perhaps most

immediately evident in those nonfluencies which involve an interruption,

or break in verbal, continuity, in one speaker's utterance.

Breaks in verbal continuity take place during simple, but ting-in and

silent interruptions, they do not take plane during overlaps, 1 or

the purposes of this discussion, interruption is defined as an

intonationally, semantically, and syntactically incomplete utterance

at a speaker-switch (or, in 'the case of butting-in interruptions, at

an attempted speaker-switch), Occasionally, an interrupted utterance

is also phonologically incomplete, that is, the break in continuity

occurs in mid-word. In most instances, interruptions are characterized

by an abrupt cessation in speech and a rising or "continuing11

intonation.

Since the distinguishing mark of interrupted utterances is incomplete¬

ness, the final words of such utterances were examined in order to pro¬

vide information about this feature, The throe relevant nonfluency

types were treated separately in this respect.

As an initial point, it v s noted that some of the last words of

interrupted utterances were phonologically incomplete, that is, thf^

utterance finished on a part-word, lor instance, in a simple

interruption:
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A. In' I love, I love redbrick houses, Pobert ha-, Bobert hates

them. He think they're horrible, he thinks they're garish, But -

I pref-

3. I can't think. I don't "think I really like redbrick houses ....

"Prof—" is obviously only a part-word. It seems likely that, if A's

utterance had been phonologic ■ly complete, then "pref-" would have

been the first syllable of "prefer".

It was calculated that nearly 24/ of last words in simple interruptions

were incompletej the corresponding figure for butting-in interruptions

was approximately 2%', while only 5 of silent interruptions ended in

this way. Silent interruptions do not involve simultaneous speech.

If there are inhibitory mechanisms limiting the length of simultaneous

speech, they may operate in such a way that, once a threshold of joint

talking- has been reached, a speaker is obliged, for various reasons,

to break off rapidly, sometimes in mid-word. Breaking-off may be

effected rather more slowly during speech which does not involve

simultaneous talking, as is the case apparently, with silent interrup¬

tions,

ill the final words of interrupted utterances were classified in

accordance with the twelve syntactic categories defined on pages 69 to

71, The incompleteness of utterances in the various types of interrup¬

tion occasionally made the syntactic function of a final word uncertain.

However, all final vorIs, or part-words, were set in the context of

utterances and conversations, furthermore, interrupted speakers have

a tendency to begin subsequent utterances by retracing part of their

interrupted speech. For instance, in two simple interruptions:
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B. .... Joes he c-, oh he, he won't coun-, y-, but you're

all girla - but he o-

4. I'm kiss Hill.

B. Yes, but he calls, he calls all the boys by their surname ....

ands

B. Yes. You see "au-

A. The silly twiti The woman wears one as well as hia.

B. aughan, .;aughan did the same tiling ....

Sometimes, as in the first example, the retracing of an interrupted

utterance is preceded by an "utterance opener", such as /Yes/, /fell/

and /You see/. This tendency, to repeat part of an interrupted output,

varies with the nonfluenoy type: over 22/ of butting-in interruptions

display this behaviour pattern, while the corresponding figures for

simple and silent interruptions are approximately 10/ and 7; »

respectively, this suggests that inter uptions which occur because

of butting-in are particularly closely connected with deliberate

attempts to take, or maintain, a speaking turn, since it seems tha^

on occasion, some effort is made to continue talking, despite

interruption.

Both the context of an utterance and the retracing described above

assisted the classification of final words in interrupted utterances.

However, there were some cases where, in spite of these factors,

syntactic function was unclear. These cases were excluded from the

analysis and Table 4 (see p. 89) is based on the remaining 314 simple

interruptions, 216 butting»-in interruptions and 173 silent
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interruptions, (the original totals vere 342, 229 and 176 respect¬

ively)*. As in Table 3* the raw frequencies are converted to

percentages, to aid comparison between nonfluency types, nefore

presenting this table however, two general points, about interrupted

utterances, will be dealt with.

First, it appears that all type? of interrupted utterances differ from

completed utterances, in terms of the syntactic function of their

final words. Completed utterances take place when the speaker-switch

is perfect or involves an overlap (there are no significant differences

between the final words of the first utterances of these two speaker-

switch types). A sample of 360 completed, as opposed to interrupted,

utterances was drawn from the six fully-transcribed conversations in

these initial observations, "be final words of these utterances were

then assigned to the twelve categories employed in Table 4**. 'hree,

separate chi square tests vere carried out on the final word frequencies

for the various interruption types, each in comparison with the

frequencies for the completed utterances. All the values obtained were

significant beyond the ,001 level of probability, (in order to avoid

expected frequencies of less than 1, Groups I (when, why etc.) and A

("determiners") were combined into a "miscellaneous" category. 'The

largest N involved in any pair of frequencies was 11. It is therefore

* Occasionally, an interruption would end on a word whose function was

clearly verbal, but, because of incompleteness of the utterance, it was

not evident whether this item was a main verb or an auxiliary. These

doubtful verbal words were divided equally between Class 2 and Group B

for each nonfluency type.

** Details of the percentages of words in each category will be found

in the Appendix, p. 197.
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unlikely that this modification -unduly distorts the overall pattern
2

of the individual sets of data. The three values of X were: completed

utterances + I = 209.74; + BII = 175.4} + SI = 268.89. Df = 10, in all

cases). The main differences between the last words of completed and

interrupted utterances appear to be in terms of nouns, verbs, conjunc¬

tions and fillers. Completed utterances finish frequently on nouns

(45.55 of the time, compared with an average of just over 8- for the

three interruption types) and infrequently on conjunctions (only one

instance, out of a total of 360, was noted). In contrast to simple

and silent interruptions, completed utterances end with few fillers,

although speakers sometimes finish with /y'know/. hen they are

compared with simple and butting-in interruptions, verbs and auxiliaries

are not common as final words.

Secondly, it seems that interrupted speakers do not break off at random

in their verbal output. A sample of just over 1,000 words of continuous

speech, produced by a total of six speakers, was assigned, word by word,

to the twelve syntactic categories used in Table 4'x. (Fries, 1952,

states that function words made up approximately a third of his material

and, excluding fillers as Tries does, about 3& of the remaining words

in the present sample consisted of function words.) Jhree, separate

chi square tests were performed on this data and the sets of data from

the interruptions. All the results were significant beyond the .001
2 2

level of probability (continuous speech + Is X w 89.82} + 311j X m 74*12}

+81j X s 160.04. Df » 11 in all cases). Simple interruptions

break off on more fillers, butting-in interruptions on more verbs and

auxiliaries, and silent interruptions on more fillers and conjunctions,

* Details of the resultant percentages will be found in the Appendix,

P. 198.
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whan compared with the various word frequencies in continuous speech,

Henoe, the relative frequencies of certain syntactic classes differ,

when the final words of interrupted utterances are compared with words

in continuous speech and with the final words of completed utterances.

The various types of interrupted utterance also appear to differ among

themselves, in this respect, as illustrated by the table on the follow¬

ing page,

A chi square test, for three independent samples, was carried out on

the raw data, A value of 110,28 was obtained. This is significant

beyond the ,001 level of probability (22 df). Therefore, it seems

unlikely that the syntactic function of the final word of an interrup¬

ted utterance is independent of nonfluency type,

liese particular dissimilarities appear to be mainly in terras of nouns,

verbs, conjunctions and fillers. Butting-in interruptions finish on

a higher number of verbs and auxiliaries and a lover number of conjunc¬

tions and fillers, than expected, by chance. Silent interruptions, on

the other hand, break off on more conjunctions and fillers, and fewer

verbs and nouns than expected, finally, simple interruptions seem to

fall between the other two nonfluency types, in respect of the syntactic

function of their last words, since, although obtained frequencies do

not differ so markedly from the expected frequencies in their case,

there is a tendency for there to be more verbs, nouns and fillers.

In the most general terms, it might be said that the three types of

interrupted utterances are distinguished from each other by bhe varying

proportions of fillers, conjunctions and verbs as final words.
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TABLE 4

Syntactic I unction of Pinal .ords
of Simple. rmttinA'-in and Silent Interruptions

Class 1(a) ("nouns") •• ••

Class 2 ("verbs") •• ••

Class 3 ("adj.") •• • •

Class 4 ("adv.") • • ••

Class 1(b) ("s.p.p.") ••

Group A ("det,") •• ••

Group B ("nod. & aux.") ••

Groups E & J ("conj. & incl.")

Group P ("prep,") •• ••

Group I (when, why etc.) ••

Groups K A L ("utt. openers")
Fillers .. •• •• ••

1 311 31

10.51 7' 10.65 % 2.89

23.25 20.7 8.67

4,46 4.17 1.73

3.5 4.63 3.47

6.69 11.11 4.62

1.91 0.93 4.05

7.01 13.43 8.09

14.01 7.87 21.15

4.14 3.24 4.62

1.27 2.32 0.56

5.5 7.41 4.62

19.75 5.56 . 20.9

II = 314 K = 216 K = 175

■V'lLlo .1 ciii square tests were carried out on the dictii'. v tion
raw scores, across the three nonfluency types, in those particular
categories Wheri comparisons of obtained arid expected frequencies, in
the original chi square test, indicated that the dissimilarities
i.ctwoeii i.Oiuluency types were rcatect ^see p. . . jn each case the
det&.trfse .classified into two categories: the particular syntactic
class under scrutiny (see below) and "all other final words"*. The
follovin results • ere obtained ;,df - 2, in all cases; • = p.< .01,
** m p» < ,001)» class la i X ■* 9.7*1 Glass 2 t 24*2©4**|
Groups SU'i 29«9J*fi fillers : 37 • 774**.
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1.

Nearly 29/ of silent interruptions and 20: of simple interruptions finish

on fil^e^s, vhile the corresponding figure for butting-in interruptions

is only about 69, illed pauses are among the most commonly investigated

speech errors, "here appears to be some general agreement, which

occasionally fosters unwarranted assumptions, that the presence of

filled pauses indicates hesitanc; , and that this hesitancy is, in some

way, connected with the cognitive and linguistic planning of utterances.

It has been reported that filled pauses tend to precede lexical, rather

than function, words and that they frequently coincide with, or appear

near, clause boundaries (see, for instance, : aclay and sgood, 1959»

and (>inting,1971J Cook, 1971 and Boomer,1965). In the present

conversations, over of a sample of 444 filled pauses (of the type

studied by I aclay and Csgood) preceded lexical items and approximately

50}' either coincided with clause boundaries or appeared between a

conjunction and the first word of a clause. It is usually proposed

that lexical items and the beginnings of clauses require more planning

by speakers than function words and tie ends of clauses, and that this

increase in cognitive effort is correlated with various "hesitant"

features, including filled pauses.

'onpared with continuous speech (see pp. 87 & 88 ), the final words of

simple and silent interruptions include abnormally large proportions of

fillers. If fillers are indeed indicators of hesitancy and planning in

3peech, then it appears that speakers quite often lose their claim to

the floor when they are hesitantly planning their utterances. Dhis

would not seem to be an unreasonable description of some interrupted

utterances.
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Fillers may be rare, as final words, in butting-in utterances partly

because, with this nonfluency, the break in continuity occurs in the

interrupter's not the defender's utterance. The interrupter is

apparently unsuccessful and most biitting-in utterances are very short;

most are between one and four syllables long. It might be argued that,

in most of these cases, not enough speech has been produced for

hesitant features to appear in dd—utterance.

here has been aorae debate about whether filled pauses are produced as

attempts to hold the conversational floor while verbal planning is taking

piece (see Boomer, 19^5, Lall.jee and Tool:, 1969, and a preliminary,

unpublished papei by Ball, 1975)* T"rom the present data, it vould seem

that fillers may be attempts to keep the floor, but that these attempts

are not always successful. Presumably, if the production of a filled

pause ensured that a speaker-switch did not take place, fillers vould

not be so common as final vords in simple and silent interruptions.

Participants in conversations speak and listen; if, as speakers, they

use filled pauses to try to hold the floor, as listeners they probably

recognize such attempts in another speaker. Listeners may, therefore,

perceive fillers as indicators of an insecure hold upon the floor;

from the previous part of this chapter, there is evidence to suggest

that, in general, overlappers and interrupters initiate simultaneous

speech on a number of hesitant features, in the other person's speech,

including filled and unfilled pauses, which can occur singly, in

groups or together. If a particular examination is made of the 62

simple interrupted utterances which break off on fillers, it is found

that, in those cases, simultaneous speech is most frequently initiated,

by the other speaker, on fillers and conjunctions (in about 44, and

13: of the interruptions, respectively)*,

* For further, tabulated details see p. 102.
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During verbal planning, filled pauses may sometimes be used as "don't

interrupt" signals. The success of such a strategy may, however, vary.

Moreover, the purpose of fillers may alter according to different

situations. For instance, filled pauses are produced during some

monologues, such as formal lectures, when the likelihood of interruption

by another speaker is minimal. In those cases, the primary function

of fillers may be to enable a speaker to pane his thoughts; long,

unfilled silences may be as disruptive to the production of monologues

as they are to conversations, although perhaps for different reasons.

On the other hand, during dialogues the primary functior of fillers

may be floor apportionment. However, it is likely that, in both types

of speech, fillers are produced for several reasons; during monologues

some dialogue habits, including filled pauses, may emerge and dialogues,

presumably, do not eliminate the necessity for verbal planning.

A further complicating factor in the issue of fillers and their relation

to floor apportionment is the possibility that some filled pauses, either

by themselves or in combination with conjunctions (/but urn/, /and ah/,

etc.), may be means of giving up, rather than holding, the floor.

Duncan (1972), has referred to a number of stereotyped expressions,

including /but urn/, /y'know/ and /or something/ as "sociocentric

sequences". Apparently, these sequences are often produced with a

marked paralinguistic "trailing off", and accompanied by visual turn-

yielding cues. Duncan suggests that, under such conditions, these

sequences are signals which indicate that the speaker is giving the floor

to his conversational partner.

In the present conversations, some of these expressions, particularly

/but vim/, /and ah/ and various conjunction-filler combinations, appeared

at the end of interrupted utterances. (They were classified as fillers,
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since the final word was a filler.) Over 12; of all silent interrup¬

tions, 6; of all simple interruptions and tinder 2 of all butting-in

interruptions broke off on these conjunction-filler combinations.

During simple and butting-in interruptions the expressions are often

partially or completely overlaid with simultaneous speechj they are

usually produced with a continuing or rising intonation and are

abruptly terminated. The "trailing off", which Duncan notes, is most

frequent and noticeable when sociocentric sequences occur at the end

of silent interruptions.

Therefore, like fillers in general, sociocentric sequences may vary in

function according to the situation, floor-giving may be their primary

use, only when they appear at the end of silent interruptions. If they

appear in aid-utterance they may be functioning either as invitations

to take the floor (invitations which have been ignored or refused by

the listener), or as aids to verbal planning. In any case, their

production may become interrupted, either intentionally or because of

mistiming in speaker-switching, and they may appear as final words in

simple and butting-in interruptions,

2.

The three varieties of interruption differ in terms of the proportions

of fillers (including sociocentric sequences) as final words. They also

differ if the proportions of conjunctions, as final words, are compared.

Only 8/ of butting-in interruptions finish with a conjunction, while

the figures for simple and silent interruptions are 145' and nearly 2%f

respectively. In this case, the shortness of most butting-in utterances,

mentioned above, usually ensures that only part of a clause is produced;

therefore, the need to join whole clauses, by conjunctions or any other
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means, does not arise, The majority of conjunctions in this

nonfluency are /but/, in which case the interruption generally takes

the following form:

(But-)
A. •••• Goodness so you don't get much sleep, d'you not need much?

Boomer (1965) reports that unfilled pauses are most likely to occur

after the first word of a phonemic clause. From his example of a

five-word clause (p. 151)» it appears that conjunctions were treated

as first words of clauses*. Conjunctions were common first words (as

defined by Boomer) in the present corpus of data, since there was a

narked tendency, in medium-length and long utterances, to join simple

clauses together by use of these words. It seems probable that many

of Boomer's first words iaay have been conjunctions. Participants in

dialogues may therefore become interrupted on conjunctions quite

frequently because these words are often followed by on unfilled pause,

Chis pause may enable the second speaker in a silent interruption to

take the floor without any simultaneous speech being produced. During

a simple interruption, simultaneous speech on, or immediately before,

a conjunction may be particularly disruptive, since this word may often

be followed by an unfilled pause.

If an interruption type ends frequently on fillers, it also tends to

end frequently on conjunctions. There are some indications that these

two classes of words may, at times, be functionally equivalent. Partial

(1971), in a study of certain aspects of spontaneous monologue, notes
that some conjunctions appear more frequently than others in hesitant

* I am indebted to P L Brotherton (University of Kelbourne) for drawing

my attention to this fact.
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speech. He mentions /if/, /and/, /but/ and /so/ in particular, and

suggests that these conjunctions may act as "hen and haw" words.

Bowman (1966), in her study of spontaneous, informal conversation,

surmises that some conjunctions "function merely as 'don't interrupt'

signals" (p. 28). In the present dialogues, it seemed probable that

the common conjunctions were sometimes being used as fillers, either

as "hem and haw" or "don't interrupt" words. ccasionally, as

mentioned above, these conjunctions appeared together with fillers,

producing sociocentric sequences. More often, however, conjunctions

are produced by themselves and immediately after those points where

full-stops, semi-colonB and commas occur in written language. Long

or medium-1ength utteranoes frequently consist of a number of clauses

joined together, in a fairly simple manner, by common conjunctions

(/and/, /but/ etc.). Crystal and Davy (1969) have also noted this

phenomenon in conversational language, and have referred to the

resultant conglomerations as "clause complexes", 'Ahe following extract,

from one of the present conversations, includes several /and/a which

string clauses together:

(Yeah)
A. •••• Robert had him as a tutor you see for a term for "Surope

since 1850" and Robert thought he looked so much like a bird and

once he vent into his room and he was writing up some notes and

he got one of those little editor's peaks on, nothing else but
(Oh. Yeah)

the little editor's peak and he thought he looked just like a
(Yeah) (uhm)
bird and the bird's beak and his funny little face.

..hen conjunctions are used in this way they appear at clause boundaries.

As mentioned above, according to some research, fillers also coincide

with, or appear near, clause boundaries. Speakers quite frequently

lose their claim to the floor when they are producing either fillers
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or conjunctions, (although the frequencies vary with the interruption

type). In both cases, speakers may be at a point in their utterance

which requires some planning; the period just before the opening of a

clause may be one which is particularly susceptible to disruption in

speech production. Such a view is supported by the results of an

experimental investigation, by Ladefoged et al (1971)» into the

interruptibility of speech.

During simple interruptions, the initiation of simultaneous speech on,

or shortly before, pre-clause words may disrupt a speaker's output and,

at the first hesitant or "planning" point, he breaks off in mid-utterance.

As mentioned previously, when simple interruptions break off on fillers,

simultaneous speech is initiated most frequently on fillers. A similar

pattern occurs with simple interruptions which finish on a conjunction;

in 6T/- of those cases, simultaneous speech is initiated on a conjunc¬

tion*. The initiators of simultaneous speech may, in both cases, be

using preceding pauses and repetitions as indicators of hesitancy.

Alternatively, when initiation of simultaneous speech and interruption

take place on the seme word (either a filler or a conjunction), the

interrupting speakers may be mistiming a speakers-switch. This may be

the case in the examples below:

1. A. .... Robert's father will, is going to be a convalescent.

(Uhxnhum) Dm -

He'll v/ant to be quite near.

2. B. ... So I thought that would be quite interesting 'coz the

Tolstoy, reading through all that, and -

A. Il-Iiobert think he might do that ....

* For further, tabulated details see p. 102.
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During silent interruptions, a speaker may lose his claim to the floor

because his conversational partner initiates speech very shortly after

the production of "hemming and having" or "don't interrupt" words, such

as fillers and perhaps some conjunctions. It may be difficult to

continue speaking if, at these particular points, another speaker takes

the floor. On the other hand, some of these words, like Duncan's

"sociocentric sequences", may be produced as invitations to take the

floor, rather than attempts to continue talking.

From the listener's point of view - and sometimes the listener may

disregard the speaker's intentions - a variety of vocal features,

including filled and unfilled pauses, repetitions and perhaps the

commoner conjunctions, may be used as means of effecting a speaker-

switch in one way or another,

3.

Finally the three interruption types axe also distinguished in terms

of the proportions of verbs as final words. Simple and butting-in

interruptions break off on verbs in 2%. and 29% of cases, respectively,

while the corresponding figure for silent interruptions is only about

9/'. Approximately 17% of words in the sample of continuous speech,

drawn from these conversations, were verbs. 'Iherefore, the first two

types of interruption finish more frequently, and silent interruptions

less frequently, on verbs, than expected by chance.

Verbs are final words most often in butting-in interruptions. This is

the only nonfluency type in which the initiator of simultaneous speech

and the producer of the interruption are the same person. Typically,

the utterances are interrupted quickly; in the majority of instances,

less than five syllables have been produced. The length of butting-in
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utterances may, in part at least, account for the frequency with which

verbs are the final words. It has already been noted that there was

a marked tendency, in these conversations, for speakers to produce

S-V-C (subject-verb-object) sequences. Hie extract of speech on p. 95

includes a number of such sequences, linked, in a simple manner, by

conjunctions. Perhaps many butting-in interruptions break off on a

main verb because, given an interrupted utterance length of less than

five syllables, breaks in verbal continuity often take place in the

middle of a clause and the main verb tends to occupy a old-clause

position in spontaneous speech.
*

She notion of clausal position has also been used in discussing the

frequency with which simple and silent interruptions end on fillers

and conjunctions, words which have a tendency to occupy a pre-, rather

than mid-, clausal position. Consideration of the form whloh

interrupted utterances might take in languages other than iiiglish,

suggests that clausal position may be on important factor in this

context.

Interrupted utterances are, by definition, incomplete utterances. In

the data analyzed here, the main verb appeared to be a relatively

frequent final word in two types of interruption, particularly the

butting-in interruption. There are some languages, however, in which

the verb is often placed at the end of a clause or sentence. Presumably,

in those cases, utterances which finished with a verb would most

commonly be complete, rather than interrupted. In the present corpus

of data, nearly 4^ of completed utterances ended on a nounj on average,

only &/ of interrupted utterances had nouns as their final words. lor

similar reasons of clausal position, verbs may be frequent last words

in some types of interrupted utterances. 3-7-0 appears to be a cocmon
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clause structure in spontaneous speech, and butting-in Interruptions

tend to be between one and four syllables long? perhaps this combination

of features ensures that the break in verbal continuity in butting-in

interruptions quite often coincides with the main verb-".

However, utterance length and word order within clauses may not be the

only variables which make verbs comparatively frequent final words in

interrupted utterances. Utterance length, for instance, is usually

much greater and more variable in simple, rather than butting-in

interrupted utterances. Yet, these interruptions also end relatively

often on verbs, l/hile fillers are generally recognized as being

correlated in some way with hesitancy, and occasional references are

made to conjunctions and hesitancy, main verbs are not usually disctissed

in terms of cognitive and linguistic uncertainty. However, it is

possible that, like fillers and conjunctions, verbs precede a syntactic

unit which involves additional planning.

Hannah and Gardner (1968), in a discussion of the location of stuttering

dysfluencies, suggest that the nature of the English language is such

that, during spontaneous discourse in general, pre-verbal units of

* In butting-in utterances, main verbs are preceded by a variety of

words, either singly or together, Nearly 36; of butting-in utterances

begin with an "utterance opener", such as /we11/, /Yes/ or an

exclamation, 25/ begin with a subject personal pronoun and 14/ with a

noun or noun substitute.
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clauses tend to be simple in structure*. The structuring of verbal

and post-verbal units is usually more complex. There are, however,

restrictions upon the form of verbal units and they may become well

learnt, and therefore relatively fluent, by adulthood. In contrast,

post-verbal units can be expanded in a large variety of ways, and they

may never become as familiar and unhesitant production sequences as

pre-verbal and verbal segments of clauses. Hannah and Gardner suggest

that post-verbal units may therefore be particularly susceptible to

dysfluency.

The application of this postulate to other research is somewhat

difficult, because of the employment of an unusual classificatory

system, based upon the clausal position of verbs and verb phrases.

Nevertheless such considerations, and the general concept of syntactic

position, should perhaps be kept in mind in this context. Butting-h

and, to a lesser extent, simple interruptions appear to break off

quite frequently upon verbs; that is, before the post-verbal unit. If

this unit does require additional cognitive and linguistic planning,

the initiation of simultaneous speech just before its production may

disrupt further output. (The simultaneous speech may be initiated

either by the producer of an interrupted utterance or an interrupter.)

Indeed, simultaneous speech seems to bo a concomitant of breaking off

on a verb: verbs are rare as final words in silent interruptions.

Perhaps the post-verbal unit is a segment of language which is "liable

to disruption", rather than "hesitant" as fillers and some conjunctions

* In the present conversations, pre-verbal units tended to be subject

personal pronouns, rather than more complex noun phrases. Crystal and

Davy (1969) assert that this infrequent use of nominal groups as subjects

is a distinctive feature of conversational language.
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appear to be. Speakers may not pause after verbs to the same extent

as they pause after conjunctions and fillers (hence, presumably, the lack

of simultaneous speech in many silent interruptions, which so often end

on one of these last two types of words). However, simultaneous speech

during the verbal unit rnay disrupt the production of the post-verbal

segment, in approximately the same way, perhaps, as simultaneous speech

during conjunctions and fillers appears to disrupt the production of a

new clause,

nevertheless, although syntactic position may be an important factor

in determining the point at which a speaker becomes interrupted, it tends

to concentrate attention upon the behaviour of one speaker. %e actions

of the other speaker nay be an equally important consideration in

discussing nonfluent speakers-switches, which are the product of inter¬

action.

The simple interruption, where one speaker initiates simultaneous

speech and the other speaker becomes interrupted, will be used to

illustrate the value of an interactive approach. Simple interruptions

break off most frequently on one of three types of words: verbs,

fillers and conjunctions. Hie points at which simultaneous speech

was initiated, during 3imple interruptions, regardless of the final

words of those interrupted utterances, are illustrated in Table 3 (see

p. 72). If three, separate classes of"onset of simultaneous speech"

figures are prepared, according to whether the final words were verbs,

fillers or conjunctions, the interaction between individual performances

is clearly Illustrated (see following page).

For statistical reasons, infrequently occurring words were combined

into an "Others" category. Class 2 (verbs) and Croup B (modals and
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T a B L .5 5

Points at which Simultaneous Speech was Initiated
in Is ending in Verbs. Fillers and Conjunctions

Simultaneous Speech
Initiated ons-

I"in.al Word =

Verb
Final Word »

Filler
Final Word «

Conjunction

Class 2 (verbs) &
Group 3 (mod, & aux. ) ,, 26.05 % 4.84 % 4.55 %

Class 1(b) (s.p.p,) •• •• 24.66 . -

Groups E & J (conj, & incl.) 9.59 17.74 65.91

Fillers •• • • ,, •• 2.74 43.55 2.27

16.44 16.13 4.55

Others •• • « •• •• 20.54 17.74 22.72

H = 75 H = 62 K - 44

In the table a >ovet both the final words and the points at which

simultaneous speech is initi ted are produced by the interruptee.

0emetines, the interruptee will break off on the word or sound upon

which simultaneous sueech was initi od; tills occurs most frequently

with fillers and conjunctions (for ex. , les, see extracts 1 and 2,

P. '/•
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auxiliaries) were combined, into a single category; their syntactic

position is similar, and both types of words appear frequently in the

case of simple interruptions ending with a verb, The syntactic function

of all words was certain in every case. -he original frequencies are

presented in percentage terms to aid comparison of figures.

A chi square test for three independent samples was carried out on the

raw data. A value of 120,93 was obtained; this is significant beyond

the .001 level of probability (df = 10). Therefore, it was unlikely

that the points at which simultaneous speech is initiated are independent

of the syntactic function of the final words of simple interrupted

utterances.

with particular reference to verbs as final words, it appears that, in

simple interruptions which break off on that syntactic unit, simultaneous

speech is initiated on verbs, modals and auxiliaries, and subject

personal pronouns. This is only very rarely the case, if at all, in

simple interruptions which break off on either fillers or conjunctions.

Therefore, whether the final word of a simple interruption is a verb

may be, at least partly, determined by the interaction between indivi¬

dual speakers. However, considerations of word order and the clausal

position of various syntactic units, including the verb, may also be

important, and such considerations may, in their turn, be related to

variations in cognitive and linguistic planning in different syntactic

positions.

In butting-in interruptions, the initiator of simultaneous speech and

the producer of the interrupted utterance are the same person. This

pattern of behaviour appears to be correlated with a very limited

utterance length. In this case, the variables of word order and clausal
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position of certain syntactic units may be particularly influential

in determining the final word of the interrupted utterance, while the

point of initiation of simultaneous speech (in the other speaker's

utterance) may be more closely related to the outcome of the attempt

to take the floor.

Finally, the normal, apparently limited length of periods of simultaneous

speech (which was discussed in the second section of this chapter), may

be an additional factor which influences the type of word on which an

interruption breaks off, both in butting-in and in simple interruptions.

If, for instance, the onset of simultaneous speech coincides with a

subject personal pronoun (either at the beginning of a butting-in

utterance or within a simple interrupted utterance), and some hypothetical

inhibitory mechanism "obliges" one speaker to stop talking after a

certain period of time, that period of time may be such that the break

in verbal continuity generally takes place upon a verb.

However, it seems probable that limitations in the length of periods

of simultaneous speech would be only one of several interacting

variables. For example, many simple interruptions which break off on

fillers and conjunctions involve a single syllable of simultaneous speech,

while the average length of simultaneous speech, in all simple interrup¬

tions, is nearly three syllables. Fillers and conjunctions may represent

points of uncertainty and planning in speech. Simultaneous speech which

is initiated at these points may be particularly disruptive, and verbal

output may cease almost immediately.
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In summary, simple, buttine-in and silent interrupted utterances appear

to be distinguished from each other in terms of the syntactic function

of their final words. That is, speakers break off at different points

in their utterances, according to how interruptions have been effected

behaviourally. Fillers, conjunctions and verbs seem to be particularly

important classes of words in this context. There is some evidence to

suggest that all these words may precede points, in clauses and

utterances, which require considerable planning. The production of

speech after these words may therefore be liable to disruption. How¬

ever, a number of other factors have to be considered in accounting

for the syntactic points at which interruptions tend to occur, These

factors include the behaviour of the conversational -artner and the

clausal positions of various syntactic units in spontaneous speech.

In addition, social and psychological variables of a broader nature

may also be important since, for instance, the relationship between

speakers may influence certain aspects of speech, including hesitancy

which, in its turn, may affect the relative frequency of the various

interruption types.

In the first section of this chapter, nonfluent speaker-switches were

distinguished from each other in behavioural terms, hen a closer

examination is made of two of the moct prominent features of nonfluent

changes in speaker - simultaneous speech and breaks in verbal

continuity - these original distinctions would appear to be supported.

The point at which simultaneous speech is initiated in the other

speaker's utterance varies with statistical significance (probability

<.001) between overlaps, simple and butting-in interruptions. The

syntactic point at which interrupted speakers break off in mid-

utterance also varies with statistical significance (again, probability

<«001) between simple, butting-in and silent interruptions.
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In addition to these overall differences, other chi square tests

(see pp. 72 and 39) indicated that there were significant differences

between nonfluencv types at the level of individual syntactic classes

and groups of words or sounds, hese differences are discussed in

detail in the appropriate sections of this chapter: differences in

the points at which simultaneous speech was initiated ware

interpreted in terms of what Sacks et al (1974) have called points

of transition relevance, while differences in the final words' of

interrupted utterances were explained in terms of verbal planning

and clausal position.

In the following chapters, additional data will be used to examine

the four types of nonfluent speaker-switch from a number cf different

viewpoints, "'he basic dissimilarities, in terms .of language, will be

referred to, when appropriate, throughout subsequent discussions.
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CHAPTER 4

THE RECEPTION OF SPEAZER-S.ITCH KGirTLUE&CIES

Speech is both spoken and heard during conversations# In the previous

chapter, the production of speakers-switch nonfluencies was emphasized.

In this chapter, the reception of speaker-switch nonfluencies will be

concentrated upon.

While transcribing the fifteen conversations of the initial observat¬

ions, the present investigator noted that, unless the recordings

were played slowly and repeatedly, many speaker-switch nonfluencies

were not detected, Clanoy (1972) states that she did not mark any

overlaps in the original transcript of her conversation, as she "auto¬

matically heard them as the first speaker finishing and then the next

beginning with no overlap. Other people who listened to the tape also

did not hear any overlapping at first. It took much practice to detect

this surprisingly frequent occurrence ...." (p. 33). These subjective

observations suggest that at least some instances of speaker-switch

nonfluency may not be consciously attended to by non-participating

listeners. An experimental evaluation of this suggestion will be

discussed in the first section of this chapter.

The possibility that participants in conversations also overlook these

nonfluencies v/ill be explored in the second section of the chapter.

In the course of the fifteen conversations which provided material

for the initial observations, a total of 1,452 speaker-switch
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nor:fluencies were produced. rn only five occasions did a participant

make a remark which suggested that she was aware of a speaker-switch

nonfluency having taken place. : est of these remarks were of a some¬

what indirect nature. They usually took the following form:

A. .... hid, so vhen's he going to tell? Goz he knows she*3

going to he upset. "Jell her -

13, ell, wait a minute, T-, Tony's wearing it on his little

finger,

and:
('hy-? J (ahha)

A. 1 .just didn't - sorry,

B. Yeah, no, it's all right,

A, :o you go on; honestly I'm doing all the talking.

The small number of these types of remark's precludes any generalisations

about the conditions governing their production. In addition, it must

obviously be remembered that the speaker-switch nonfluencies which

were not accompanied by such remarks may, nevertheless, have been

perceived by the participants, Cvert, if indirect, references to non-

fluent speaker-switching may disrupt the flow of a conversation;

Goffman (1957) has made a similar suggestion in more general terms.

In the second extract above, it appears that A's initial /Sorry/ leads
to some confusion over which speaker should take the floor, Many non-

fluent speaker-switches may therefore be perceived by participating

speakers but, in order to avoid disruption of the interaction, they

are not remarked upon, nevertheless, the very large difference between

the number of non-fluencies and the number of references to those non-

fluencies, in these conversations, suggests that sor.e "mistakes" in

speaker-switching may not be noticed by those who are involved in their

production.
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Reception of speaker-switch nonfluencies by
non-participating listeners

Introduction

Subjects in this experiment were "non-participating listeners"; that

is, they listened to a conversation in which they took no part.

.1though, in many everyday conversations, listeners are also speakers,

and therefore active participants, the role of non-participating

listener is not a particularly unusual one. Tor instance, in some

three-person conversations, most of the speech is produced by two of

the speakers, while the third, person listens.

the experiment was designed to evaluate the suggestion, made in the

introductory section of this chapter, that non-participating listeners

may not consciously attend to all speaker-switch nonfluencies during

conversations. From the data collected in the initial observations,

it seemed possible that some types of speaker-svitch nonfluency would

be more readily detected than others. In order to formulate more

specific hypotheses, it was assumed that the two most prominent

features of nonfluent speaker-switching - simultaneous speech and the

interruption of verbal continuity - had an additive effect upon the

detectability of the various nonfluency types. 'Iherefore, butting-in

and simple interruptions, during which both features are present, may¬

be more frequently detected than overlaps and silent interruptions,

during which, in each case, only one of the two features occurs.

Furthermore, since butting-in interruptions are accompanied by a marked

cessation in speech, they may be the most frequently detected of all

the nonfluency types.
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ethod

(a) Subjects: Twelve female and three male subjects were employed.

Host subjects were aged between 20 and 22 years oldj their average age

was 21,8 years, \11 the subjects were reading psychology as their

main subject and were in their third year at university, They were

all unpaid volunteers.

All the subjects spoke English as their first language, and stated that,

as far as they knew, their hearing was normal, twelve of the subjects

wore right-handed, in the case of the three (female) left-handed

subjects a slight modification was made in the positioning of one piece

of apparatus. This alteration will be described later.

(^) Apparatus: The experimenter and subject sat opposite each other

on either side of a table. On the table there was a tape recorder,

a metal box (4;:'' x 2|" x 1") with two buttons, in front of the subject,

and a similar box with two differently coloured limits, in front of

the experimenter. The apparatus was arranged as illustrated on the

following page.

The two metal boxes were connected to each other in such a way that,

when the subject pressed the right-hand button, a yellow light was

illuminated on the experimenter1s box and, when the left-hand button

was pressed, a red light became illuminated. This system of buttons

and lights had advantages for both the subject and the experimenter.

Prom the subject's point of view, a manual response, such as pressing

a button, was less likely to interfere with listening to a tape

recording than an auditory response was. Prom the experimenter's

point of view, two intermittently illuminated lights, of different
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DIAGRAM 2

Arrangement of apparatus in reception experiment

Subject

Box with buttons

Tape recorder
•Table

Box with lights

Experimenter

i
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colours and in different positions on a metal box, were easy to attend

to and did not mask any auditory output. The lights were bright enough

to enable the experimenter to follow and mark transcripts of c tape

recording, which was played to the subjects, without looking up from

those transcripts,

ihe tape recorder was 14" high and was placed between the subject and

the experimenter, in the centre of the table. Subjects faced the back

of the tape recorder. 'Ihese arrai demerits ensured that the experimenter1 s

face, the lights on the experimenter's box and the movement of the tape,

\»'hen the record! was being played, were not visible to the subjects,

and so were unlikely to be distracting visual stimuli.

An excerpt of conversation was vised as stimulus material, in this

experiment| it consisted of approximately ten minutes of one of the

dialogues recorded for the initial observations. The recording was

played, in stereo, and the tape recorder was positioned to enable the

two outputs to be an equal distance from the subject's head. During

the conversation 51 speaker-switches took place, including 22 overlaps,

7 simple interruptions, 3 butting-in interruptions and 5 silent interrup¬

tions. In addition, there were 197 interjections which involved

simultaneous speech.

Ihe experimenter had transcripts of the stimulus material; all periods

of simultaneous speech and all speaker-switch nonfluencies were marked

upon them.

(°) Ipooeclure: Each subject was given the following instructions;

"I want you to listen to this tape recording of tv/o friends talking

together about their families, what they like doing in their spare
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tine, and so on. As yon listen, you'll hear that sometimes the two

people talk at once, and you'll also hoar that they sometimes

interrupt each other, -hen an interruption occurs you will notice that

the sentence being spoken is left unfinished, and that often a certain

intonation pattern stands out, (.demonstration given with /i think-/,

finishing abruptly on a rising intonation,)

"I'd like you to put the forefinger of your right hui d on the right-

hand button in front of you, and the forefinger of your left hand on

the left-hand button, whenever you hear the two people talking at once,

I'd like you to press the right-hand button and if you hear an interrup¬

tion, press the left-hand button. So, it's the ri#$it-hand button for

when they both talk at once, and the left-hand button for when you

hear an interruption. Try the buttons, 0,".?

■'I'll start the tape now and you'll hear the conversation begin in a

few seconds,"

If necessary, clarifications and repetitions of these instructions

were given to the subjects.

As periods of simultaneous speech are more common than interruptions,

most subjects used the right-hand button more often than the left-hand

button. Some left-handed colleagues suggested that they would prefer

to use their dominant hand in responding to periods of simultaneous

speech, wherefore, in the case of left-handed subjects the box was

reversed, This allowed the left-hand button to be pressed in response

to simultaneous speech, without affecting the colour coding of responses

on the experimenter's box, ..here appropriate, alterations 'ore made

in the instructions when the subjects were left-handed.
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lie experimenter marked subjects' responses on transcripts of the

conversation. Subjects* reaction times were fast, and there was

little difficulty in deciding which period of simultaneous speech or

which interruption a particular response was meant to correspond to.

Subjects were told to respond to only two features: simultaneous speech

and interruptions, These features of conversation are rarely discussed

in detail either by academics or by laymen. Therefore, it was felt

that any differentiations between simultaneous interjections and other

periods of simultaneous speech, or between different types of speaker-

switch nonfluenc , would merely confuse the subjects.

esults and Hiscussion

,s a general, preliminary point it should be noted that subjects'

responses were of a somewhat complex nature. Upon occasion, the

participants in this experiment pressed the "interruption" and

"simultaneous speech" buttons when neither of these features was

present; they pressed each of the buttons in response tc a wide variety

of stimuli, not only those with the appropriate features; finally,

they appeared to vary their definitions of "interruption" and "simul¬

taneous speech" during the course of the experimental period (this led,

for example, to some simple Interruptions being responded to as

interruptions, some being counted as instances of simultaneous speech,

and some evoking no response, during a single presentation of the

stimulus material).

It appears, therefore, that, placed in this particular experimental

setting, and asked to respond to interruptions and periods of

simultaneous speech, the ordinary listener does not employ a stable
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classiflcatcry system. Moreover, there are considerable inter-

individual differences in this respect. For instance, two subjects

responded to 7 of the 8 butting in interruptions in the extract of

conversation. One of these subjects classified all seven nonfluencies

as •♦interruptions", while the other subject responded to 4 of them as

"interruptions" and 3 of them as "instances of simultaneous speech".

In addition, the response rates, for the various nonfluenoies, varied
b) correcl !y

quite considerably among- the fifteen subjects, who all listened to the

same piece of conversation. Although, on average, approximately 31?'

of silent interruptions, for example, were responded to in some way,

seven subjects did not respond to any, and two subjects responded to

all instances of tliis nonfluency.

It should be remembered that, in this task, subjects were required to

respond to formal aspects of verbal interaction. Five of the subjects

spontaneously said that they found the experiment difficult because

they ,fkept listening to the conversation". After elaborations of this

point, it became clear that "the conversation" referred to what the

people in the dialogue were saying, as opposed to how they were saying
T i |gS3 \

it. Selective attention to formal features of conversation may be a
i i lvv'r

formidable task, without previous experience or special training,
&&T&2L.——L.fSSk: :L— -1-

O"5 J v Q-
The main purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the suggestion that

non-participating listeners may not consciously attend to all

instances of speaker-switch nonfluency, With this specific purpose

in mind, an attempt was made to simplify the results obtained.

Responses of the "false alarm" type were disregarded; in general they

were less common than errors of classification. The table on the

following page shows the averaged response rate, by the 15 subjects,

to the four types of speaker-switch nonfluency and to interjections
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T ASLii 6

Percentages of nonfluencies responded to

a) in either way

b) correctly □
(Averaged response rate of 15 subjects)
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N = 22

I

N = 7

BII

N = 8

SI Sim. interj.
N = 3 N = 197
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Involving simultaneous speech. In the plain columns, only ' correct"

responses are noted, .he correct r-esponse to simple, butting-in and

silont Interruptions was pressure of the "interruption" button, since

a break in verbal continuity is the distinguishing feature of those

nonfluency types, .he correct response to overlaps and. simultaneous

interjections was pressure of the "simultaneous speech" button. The

striped columns take into account any response to a stimulus; that is,

the number of responses was counted, and the type of those responses

was disregarded. Simple and butting-in interruptions involve both

simultaneous speech and incomplete utterances; the counting of either

of the possible responses to these two nonfluencies may give a more

accurate picture of their detection by subjects. In any case, comparison

of the two types of column gives some indication of the variety of

responses given to individual nonfluencies,

throughout this discussion, it must be remembered that subjects may

not have responded to all the stimuli which they detected. However,

it is hoped that the instructions to participants ensured that, when

they heard a stimulus, subjects produced some response to it, and that,

therefore, the response rates give an adequate indication of the

detection of nonfluencies.

From the results in Fable 6 it appears first, that not all instances of

speaker-switch nonfluency and simultaneous interjection were responded

to. In most cases, subjects gave responses to some instances of a

nonfluency type, while apparently ignoring others. No particular

examples of any nonfluency type were systematically "overlooked".

Instead, there was a tendency for different subjects to ignore different

stimuli within a nonfluency type. 'Ihis pattern of responding suggests

that most nonfluencies were audible, but that mechanisms of selective
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attention interfered with this audibility.

The results in Table 6 indicate secondly, that some nonfluenoy types

were responded to more often than others. It was suggested, in the

introduction to this section, that butting-in and simple interruptions

might be detected more frequently than overlaps and silent interruptions,

hen only the "correct" responses are considered, this suggestion

receives some support. However, if all responses are counted, then the

following pattern emerges: butting-in interruptions are responded to

most often and silent interruptions least often, vhile the response

rates for over., ps and simple interruptions were very similar, and

fell somewhere in between these two extremes. Simultaneous inter¬

jections were the least frequently responded to of all the "nonfTaancias",

Although there were large variations in the absolute levels of response

by individual subjects, to the various stimuli, the hierarchy of

response rates, described above, appears to hold for the raw, as well

as the averaged data. Bach subject's overall response rates for the five

nonfluencies were ranked from 1 (for the highest response rate) to 5«

Kendall's coefficient of concordance was computed for the 15 sets of

ranks, 'the same procedure was carried out using four response rates

for each subject? in this ca.se, simultaneous interjections were omitted

from the calculations. In both instances, the results were significant

beyond the .01 level of probability (in the former case, s = 1,224; in

the latter case, s = 459) • "Therefore, it is unlikely that a response

rate hierarchy of butting-in interruptions, overlaps, simple interruptions

and silent interruptions (and, finally, simultaneous interjections, if

they are included), varied greatly among individual subjects in this

experiment. It is also unlikely that the differences in response rates
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for the various nor.fluencies t shown in Table 6, are merely the result

of averaged data.

f'eturning to that averaged data, it appears that there is no clear-cut

and systematic relationship between the commonness of a nonfluoncy

(either in this extract of conversation or in the 15 conversations in

general, see p. 52), and Tie frequency with which thai; nonfluency

evokes a response. However, the various nonfluencies differ from one

another, not only in terms of their relative commonness, but also with

respect to their behavioural characteristics. These characteristics

may, at least partly, account for the differences in response rates

for the five nonfluent features.

It was noted previously that butting-in utterances are short, and tend

to finish with remarkable abruptness. The abrupt ending of most

butting-in interruptions may, in itself, account for the frequency

with which this nonfluency type evoked a response. However, it should

also be noted that the loudness of any speech, produced at the point

of interruption, is probably accentuated by this sudden "breakin.p-off"

which, on most occasions, is preceded by a large intake of breath, at

the beginning of the utterance.

In contrast, the break in verbal continuity at the end of simple

interruptions is often much less abrupt, and the response rate for this

nonfluency type was considerably lower than in the case of butting-in

interruptions. Then the break itself is not prominent, simple

interruptions nay resemble overlaps. For this reason perhaps, the

overall response rates for overlaps and 3imple interruptions were very

similar. However, different proportions of these two nonfluency types

were classified as "interruptions" and"lnstances of simultaneous speech".
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For instance, nearly 42% of simple interruptions were responded to as

"interruptions", while the corresponding figure for overlaps was

approximately 25? • 'Hie similarity in the overall response rates may,

therefore, be the result of two different response strategies.

It was suggested, in the introduction to this section, that the two

main features of speaker-switch nonfluency - simultaneous speech arid

interruption - might have an additive effect upon the detectability of

nonfluencies. That is, nonfluencies, such as simple interruptions,

which have both these features, might be heard more easily than those,

like overlaps, which have only one of the features. The similarity in

the overall response rates for overlaps and simple interruptions suggests

that the detection of nonfluencies has a more complex basis.

Hie break in verbal continuity at the end of silent interruptions is

on?v infrequently of an abrupt nature. Indeed, some of the last words

of these utterances are drawled. On average, subjects responded least

often to this particular type of speaker-switch nonfluency. The lack

of simultaneous speech and any marked break in verbal continuity may

account for the results obtained. However, it should be noted that,

while every subject responded to at least some instances of the other

nonfluencies, seven subjects gave no response to any of the silent

interruptions. The low response rate to silent interruptions seems to

be due mainly to this lack of response from some subjects. The mean

response rate of those who did respond in some way was approximately

58%. This is slightly higher than the response rates associated with

overlaps and simple interruptions (about 55% and 54/ » respectively).

It seems probable that at least some subjects were defining interruptions

as "successful or attempted speaker-switches involving simultaneous
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eoch". freaks in verbal continuity may have been regarded as

relatively unimportant, unless they had Borne features which made them

particularly prominent, as is the case with most butting-in

interruptions and some simple interruptions. Silent interruptions

do not correspond to the definition of interruption,given above, for

this reason they may not Ixave been responded to by almost half the

subjects*.

inally, of all the stimuli, interjections involving simultaneous speech

were responded to least often, The periods of simultaneous speech are

typically very short in these cases, and no breaks in verbal

continuity take place. In addition, simultaneous interjections are

usually produced in a few stereotyped forms and with a low vocal

amplitude. The combination of these features may make these stimuli

particularly easy to overlook. It should also be remembered, perhaps,

that simultaneous interjections are unlikely to correspond to the

definition of interruptions, in the paragraph above; it seems

improbable that they would be often regarded as either attempted or

successful speakers-switches, finally, simultaneous interjections are

an extremely common feature of spontaneous conversation. In this

extract, there were nearly five times as many simultaneous interjections

as all the other nonfluencies combined. In an everyday situation,

conscious attention to all interjections would probably interfere v/ith

Overlaps do correspond to the definition of interruption, given above,

'huts may account for the fact that almost half the overlaps which

evoked a response were classified as "interruptions", even though

overlaps do not, in fact, involve any break in verbal continuity.
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listening to the main utterances of a conversation. Subjects in this

experiment nay have "overlooked" many simultaneous interjections because

they were attending to the stimuli 3 material in accordance with some

of the habits learnt in the normal, non-experimental setting, eiaarks

made by five of the participants (see p. 115) lend some support to this

view.

In summary, it appears that subjects do not respond to all instances

of speaker-svitoh nonfluency and simultaneous interjection. The way

in which subjects fail to respond suggests that they are not consistently

paying consoious attention to these features. \Jhen responses are

given, it does not seem as if any stable and regular method of

classification is being employed.

Behavioural and linguistic dissimilarities among speaker-switch non-

fluencies have already been noted in the previous chapter. The results

of this experiment suggest that an additional set of dissimilarities

may exist. Subjects responded to some stimuli, including the various

speaker-switch nonfluencies, more often than others. Differences in

response rates were quite marked in some cases.

Butting-in interruptions were responded to most frequently; it seems

probable that the abrupt cessation of speech, associated with this

nonfluency type, made it particularly prominent for listeners. This

abruptness of interruption is either absent or not so frequently

present in the other nonfluencies.

Among the speaker-switch nonfluencies, silent interruptions were

associated with the lowest average response rate. Certain behavioural

characteristics, including the lack of simultaneous speech in this

nonfluency, may account for this result. If a nonfluency does not
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contain any simultaneous speech, it nay not be regarded as an

interruption, at least by some subjects.

Simple interruptions and overlaps were both responded to with moderate

frequency, "either nonfluenoy involves a marked break in verbal

continuity, which night make it particularly prominent, or lacks

simultaneous speech, which :aight result in its being ignored by some

subjects, he fact that simple interruptions consist of incomplete

utterances, as well as simultaneous speech, did not seen to make then

more frequently responded to than overlaps, during which only simul¬

taneous speech is present,

linally, of all the stimuli, simultaneous interjections were responded

to least often. A number of the behavioural characteristics of these

very common instances of simultaneous speech may make then particularly

easy to overlook.

It is hoped, that the results of this experiment give some indication

of the extent to which non-participating listeners detect various

types of speaker-switch nonfluency. However, it must be remembered

that subjects had no visual record of the conversation in which these

nonfluencies were produced. Preliminary observations of a thirty-

minute, videotaped dialogue suggest that there nay be some movements of

the body which are associated with speaker-switch nonfluency, Pliese

movements may vary among individuals, and they nay not be produced

during every nonfluency, nevertheless, they may provide information,

to listeners, which would aid the detection of certain features, such

as interruptions and simultaneous speech. It is hoped, that, in

future, experiments of this nature will be based upon both visual and
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verbal records of dialogues. Gone interesting comparisons might be

made between, the results of tlose experiments, and the results of

investigations using only verbal records,

irevious experimental studies of the reception of normal nonfluencies

have used monologue material (see, for instance, Williams and Lent,

195C, and bartin, 1971)* this experiment is concerned with dialogue

nonfluencies, and there are sorae considerable methodological differences

between it ana the monologue studies. lor this reason, no attempt is

made to compare the present findings with the results of those

experiments.

Che broader implications of the results of this experiment will be

discussed at the end of the chapter.
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IHCIICIT 2

deception of speaker-sviteh nonfluencies
by dialogue participants

Introduction

I rom the results presented in the first section of chapter 3» it

appears that all four types of speaker-switch nonfluency occur

frequently enough to be regarded as normal features of spontaneous

conversation. However, during conversations, references to nonfluent

changes in speaker are rare, and for this and related reasons it seems

possible that dialogue participants may have only a minimal awareness

of most of the interruptions and periods of simultaneous speech which

they produce. To investigate this possibility, pairs of subjects were

asked to have conversations without interrupting one another or speaking

at the same time as one another. It was hypothesized first, that sub¬

jects would not perform this task perfectly and secondly, that they

would not notice many of the nonfluencies which did occur.

In order to use previous conversations as control data, the main

subject and two of her conversational partners, from the initial

observations, were used in this investigation. The number of conversa¬

tions was limited to two, since one might reasonably expect a main

subject, who participates in all dialogues, to make substantial

adaptations in her behaviour, over a larger number of trials. Of

course, one might wish to make a separate study of such adaptations.

However, that was not the aim of this particular exercise. The limited

amount of data, obtained in this investigation, should obviously be

treated as material of a preliminary nature.
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Ilethod and ' rocedure

Each conversation lasted 10 minutes, loth recording sessions were held,

one immediately after the other, when all the other dialogues (including

seven which will be described in the next chapter) had been completed.

The setting and procedure were the same as those used during the initial

observations (see chapter 2), Subjects were told thai^ once again, they

could talk to each other about anything. However, the following,

additional instructions were given:

"I would like you to talk for 10 minutes, 'without interrupting each

other, or speaking at the sane time as each other, although you may go

/ra-hm/, /yes/, /oh really?/ and so on, briefly, while the other person

is speaking."

Clarification of the term "interruption" was given by mentioning "the

presence of simultaneous speech" and "an abrupt breaking off, before

you've finished your sentence"*, This definition excludes silent

interruptions. However, it appears, from the results of the previous

section, that many subjects may regard simultaneous speech as an

essential feature of interruptions. "Interruption" was defined in

the way described above in order to simplify instructions, and thereby

avoid possible confusion.

* The experimental procedure used here could be systematically altered

in order to investigate other aspects of sneaker-switch nonfluency. For

instance, subjects could be told that it did not matter if they interrupted

each other or spoke simultaneously, or that they should interrupt each

other as frequently as possible. Alternatively, one subject could be

instructed to interrupt frequently, while the other subject could be

told not to interrupt at all.
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"ubjects were told that they could produce simultaneous interjections.

"The results of the previous section indicate that at least some

simultaneous interjections are responded to, mainly as instances of

simultaneous speech, by all subjects, Oince this study is concerned

with nonfluencies in speaker-switching, an attempt was made to give

instructions which night concentrate subjects' attention on those

features in particular, rather than any related phenomenon, such as

simultaneous interjections,

"he two subjects who were chosen as partners for the main subject had

participated in previous conversations. One of the subjects had taken

part in the conversation with the highest percentage of speaker-switch

nonfluencies, while the other subject had participated in the conver¬

sation with the lowest such proportion,

'

esults and Discussion

In the table on the following page, speaker-switch nonfluencies in these

two, ten-minute conversations ("experimental" dialogues) are compared

with the nonfluencies, produced by the sane pairs of subjects during

the first ten minutes of their conversations in the initial observations

("control" dialogues), The results for each conversational pair are

presented separately.

It was hypothesised above that, in this experimental situation, subjects

would not refrain completely from producing various speaker-switch
'

i

nonfluencies, The' results in Table 7 suggest that such a hypothesis

should be accepted, itovever, while it is clear that speaker-switch

nonfluency was not eliminated' from subjects' conversations, comparison

of the experimental and control data indicates that some reduction in

nonfluency took place. Overall, and in the case of most individual
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TABLE 7

Comparison of speaker-switch nonfluencies under control

conditionsand experimental:
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nouxiueucy types, the proportions ox nonxluencies are smaller in the

experimental dialogues, xliis is true ior ooth conversational pairs,

.he only speaker-awi tch nonx'luency which did not show a marked

reduction, in at least one ox the experimental dialogues, was the

silent interruption. It will be remembered that subjects in this

experiment were given a definition of the terra "interruption11 which

excluded silent interruptions. It is possible that the lack of any

substantial reduction in the percentage of silent interruptions, in

either dialogue, is due to the instructions which subjects received.

However, an additional factor.may be that, according to the results

obtained from non-participating listeners, many subjects do not regard

this nonfluency type as an instance of interruption, even when

"interruption" is defined in such a way that silent interruptions are

included.

It is of some interest to note that there was a marked difference in

the interactional style of the two experimental dialogues. An

indication of this difference is given by the relative numbers of

speaker-switches in each pair of experimental and control dialogues

(see ..'able 7)• hereas the second pair of subjects produced almost the

same number ox speakers-switches in the two conditions, the first pair

of subjects produced notably fever speaker-svitches in the experimental

condition. he second experimental dialogue gave an overall impression

of nervous volatility; the utterances were short, and both participants

spent some considerable time laughing and giggling. (Krause and

Pilisuk, 1961, have suggested that "intrusions" in speech, such as

laughs, coughs and clearings of the throat, indicate transitory anxiety.)

In contrast, the interaction during the first experimental dialogue

was conducted in a cautious manner and at a comparatively slow pace.
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' "ith United erider.ee, it is impossible to say which of these dialogue

styles weald generally be nost successful in bringing about a reduction

in speaker-switch nor.fluency.

loth experimental dialogues did, of course, have the main subject as a

participant, and this variation in interactional style nay be an

interesting example of the flexibility of some aspects of an individual's

verbal behaviour. On each occasion, the main subject apparently matched

her behaviour to that of her conversational partner: she produced long

utterances in a controlled and deliberate style in the first dialogue;

in the second dialogue, she engaged in rapid speaker-switching with

short utterances.

Neither of the dialogue styles described above appeared to ensure that

subjects eliminated all speaker-switch ncnfluencies from their conver¬

sations. However, the elimination of speaker-switch nonfluencies may

be a formidable task, and for at least two reasons. First, speaker-

switching involves interaction between individuals. Secondly, there

is evidence to suggest that the subjects in this experiment were

unaware of most of the nonfluencies which remained in their conversations.

Speaker-switching is an interactive process. Hierefore, if alterations

in speaker-switching are to take place, individual subjects have not

only to control their own behaviour, but also to fit it in with the

behaviour of their conversational partners. This may be a very complex

exorcise. The task mi^ht be made easier by the employment of a special

system of either vocal or visual Bignals, in conjunction with the

initiation and completion of speaking turns. When asked, the subjects

here said that they had used no such signals in any systematic way,

Nevertheless, all three subjects made remarks which indicated that
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they had used 3one visual signals, at least occasionally, Perhaps

additional experience in this experimental situation would have resulted

in subjects developing a signalling system, and eventually producing a

continuous series of perfect speaker-switches.

However, it is unlikely that such a system would be fully developed

until participants became conscious of most of the nonfluencies \diich

the-r produced. It seems probable that the subjects who took part in

this experiment were not consciously aware of at least some of their

nonfluent speaker-switches. total of 43 nonfluencies were produced

during the two experimental dialogues, ("-his total excludes silent

interruptions, since they may not be regarded as interruptions by

most subjects.) Only four "references'', of various kinds, were made

by the subjects to these nonfluencies. Of course, many more may have

been heard but not referred to. As suggested previously, references

to nonfluencies in speaker-switching nay be avoided, because they can

disrupt the flow of a conversation. However, the explicit apologies

and the laughter, after some instances of simultaneous speech, were in

marked contrast to the lank of response to other, similar nonfluencies

which apparently did not cause even the slightest hesitation by their

producers.

It is interesting that, in reply to a question concerning the ease of

conducting a conversation within the restrictions imposed., subjects

told the experimenter that they did not find the task particularly

difficult. Cne might suggest that subjects answered in thi3 way

because they were largely unaware of the imperfections in their

performance.

Cne reason for this possible lack of awareness nay be that, in very
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,eneral terras, the semantic content of the experimental dialogues

appeared to be as high as that of the control dialogues. On both

occasions, subjects carried out fairly complex discussions of various

topics, exchanging information, questioning one .'.mother and giving

relevant, or at least related, replies to previous remarks, therefore,

it seems that subjects made little or no effort to reduce the contsnt

of their conversation, in order to concentrate upon its form, the present

investigator has found, from personal experience, that attempts to listen

to speaker-switch nonfluencies (which are formal features of dialogue),
while participating in a conversation, nearly always result in losing

the semantic thread of that conversation. Clancy (1972) makes a

somewhat similar observation about overlaps in particular ".... in my

own conversations it was impossible for me to try to refrain from

making overlapping interruptions since the effort required made me

too tense to continue a normal relaxed conversation" (p.8j). It may

be very difficult to attend consciously to both the form and the

content of verbal interaction, for any considerable length of time,

he subjects here made no noticeable attempt to lessen their concentration

upon the content of their conversations, and this may have resulted in

Insufficient attention to formal features, including nonfluent speaker-

switches,

revious inves ';igations of the reception of nonfluencies by speakers

differ methodologically from the present study. lore importantly

perhaps, they deal only with monologue nonfluencies, such, as repetitions

of syllables and words. Typically, subjects are asked to read a passage

(Uveslage and krookshire, 1972) or to produce either a spontaneous

monologue (Siegal and Kartin, 19^0, and Siegal and Hanson, 1972) or
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a prepared speech (rJLller et alt 1561). ■'i.-uniehing" or'highlighting"

stimuli, such as tones, electric shocks and Hashing lights, are

delivered during the monologue, either randomly or after each nonfluency

in the subject's speech. It is obviously somewhat difficult to compare

the findings of such experiments with the results of the present

investigation.

In the introduction to this second section, it was hypothesized first,

that subjects would not perform the experimental task perfectly, and

secondly, that they would not notice many of the nonfluencies which

did occur during their dialogues. On the basis of the results obtained,

the firBt hypothesis can be accepted, and there is considerable support

for the second hypothesis.

lie results of both investigations of the reception of nonfluent

speaker-switches suggest that not all instances of interruption and

simultaneous speech are consciously attended to, either by dialogue

participants or by non-participating listeners. eraarks made by

subjects in the first experiment, and the behaviour of participants

in the second experiment, indicate that conscious attention tends to

be reserved for the content of a conversation. This tendency may

interfere with any attempt to attend consciously to the formal features

of a dialogue, such as speaker-switch nonfluencies, for more than a

few seconds at a time, therefore, there appears to be an interesting

and customary division of conscious and unconscious attention, between

the content and the form of verbal interaction. However, during

conversations, form and content interact, and a concomitant interaction

between the two types of attention should perhaps be considered in any

broad theory of the perception of language.
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..t a less general level, the results of both experiments, and the

first experiment in particular, cast doubt on the veracity 01 a

popular- notion, that all so-called interruptions are dominance attempts,

dn the whole, different response rates were associated with different

nonfluency types, in the first experiment; moreover, a substantial

proportion of some nonfluencies failed to evoke responses. If all

interruptions were the result of aggressive competition for the floor,

one ni^it reasonably expeot that, ,s a whole, they would be more

readily perceived. It seems much more likely that speaker-switch

nonfluencies have a variety of causes: some of them may indeed be

dominance attempts, but others may be the result of verbal interaction

per se. the latter types of nonfluencies may be such normal features

of spontaneous conversation that they arc both prodi ;ed and perceived

unconsciously.
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C H A P T S R 5

Smm-SWITOH HONPLUKICI3S ISIDER "HO VISIOI?" CONDITIONS

Introduction

In the previous chapters, discussion has concentrated upon the

production and the reception of vocal features of speaker-switch

nonfluency, In this chapter, an attempt will be made to assess the

role of vision in nonfluent speaker-switching.

Preliminary examination of a videotaped dialogue suggests that several

pattens of eye and body movements may be associated with each type

of nonfluency. Unfortunately, data of this type require very detailed

analysis, which can prove extremely „ime-consuming. In order to obtain

a reasonable sample of behaviour, from several pairs of subjects, it

was decided that the problem should be approached indirectly. In the

initial observations, participants could see one another while they

conversed. In the dialogues to be discussed here, conversational

partners were unable to see each other; this will be referred to as the

"No Vision" condition.

Ihere is a growing literature on visual behaviour during social, and

particularly verbal, interaction; some behavioural patterns, such as

body movements, can be seen and others, such as eye contact and gaze
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direction, involve seeing (for reviews of this literature see, for

instance, Argyle, 1969, and Butter, 1973)* A feu investigators have

examined these types of visual behaviour in connection with utterance

occurrence and speaker-switching. For example, Fendon (1967) has

noted that, at the beginning of long utterances (those lasting 5 or

more seconds), speakers tend to look away, whereas at the end of such

utterances, and at the end of phrases within utterances, they tend to

look back at their conversational partners. It is suggested that this

behavioural pattern helps speakers to plan their verbal output, and to

check their partners* reactions to their utterances. In addition, it

may have signal value for listeners and, with head nods, it may-

assist the "meshing" or "synchronization" of different speakers'

contributions to a conversation,

Argyle et al (1968) report that this synchronization of speech

deteriorates when vision is reduced, They conducted a number of

experiments in which one or both members of a conversational pair

were wholly or partly invisible, Iheir results indicate that pauses

and interruptions are more frequent in conditions of reduced vision,

than in normal, face to face conditions. Unfortunately, no definition

of the term "interruption" is given, although it may refer (as it

appears to, in Fendon's writings) to all periods of simultaneous speech.

Although they give no indication of alterations in frequency, Jaffe

and Feldstein (1970) maintain that periods of simultaneous speech are

shorter in their reduced vision condition, than in a normal vision

condition, xhey also report that "switching pauses" (which come

between different speakers' utterances) and within-utterance pauses

are relatively short in the reduced viBion condition.
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Finally, Crystal and Davy (1969) have compared a telephone conversation

with face to face dialogues. Like Jaffe and Feldstein, they note that

pausing is reduced when conversationalists cannot see one another. In

addition, they point out that filled pauses are very common in this

situation. There is a brief discussion of the interactional consequences

of these alterations in conversational style.

The studies above differ from one another in terms of methods employed

and results obtained. Various features of speaker-switch nonfluency

are either ignored or not defined. In addition, some features are

given such broad definitions that several items are treated as a unitary

phenomenon. However, all three studies indicate that conversations in

conditions of reduced or no vision differ from face to face interactions,

and that lack of vision may alter speaker-switching. It is hoped that,

by employing precise definitions of a number of different speaker-

switch phenomena, the present study of "Ho Vision" conversations can

give a clearer indication of the nature of such alterations.

Ilethod and Procedure

In Argyle et al*s (op. cit.) "Ho Vision" condition, auditory communi¬

cation was "mainly via the intercom system" (p. 7)• Although good

telephone and intercom systems exist, they always entail some reduction

in the quality of auditory signals. In order to eliminate degraded

signal quality as a possible contaminating variable in these observations,

the present investigator placed a wooden screen between speakers. This

arrangement also ensured that subjects could hear non-vocal sounds,

such as those which are produced by movements of the body. These

sounds are usually absent from telephone and intercom conversations,
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and their absence may contribute to the uncomfortable impression of

talking: to a disembodied voice, an impression which is often experienced

during such dialogues.

The physical conditions, under which subjects conversed during these

observations, are somewhat similar to those employed by Jaffe and

Feldstein (op, cit.). In their case, conversationalists were prevented

from seeing one another by the presence of an opaque screen which, it

is reported, eliminated visual-gestural communication.

while the wooden screen used here caused a minimal reduction in the

amplitude and quality of speech, it made any visual interaction

impossible. It should perhaps be noted that this lack of vision is

unlikely to have affected the intelligibility of speech. Sumby and

Pollock (1954) employed both "Vision" and "Ho Vision" conditions in an

investigation of the contribution of vision to speech intelligibility.

Then verbal stimuli were produced in a noise-free environment, there

was little difference in the intelligibility scores obtained under

the two conditions. Although the "Ho Vision" condition in the present

investigation was not noise-free, the speech to background noise ratio

was very high, and any non-vocal sounds were intermittent. It is

therefore unlikely that participants, because of their not being able

to see their conversational partners, found any difficulty in hearing

them.

Subjects were questioned in this matter after recording sessions,

ihey expressed surprise at the suggestion that they should have found

speech other than normally intelligible.
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These "So Vision" conversations were recorded after all the conver¬

sations in the initial observations had. been completed. Once again,

the main sxibject participated in every dialogue. Her conversational

partners were seven of the fifteen subjects who had taken part in the

initial observations. Subjects were told that, as before, they were

to talk for half an hour, about anything they liked, only this time

they would not be able to see one another because of the wooden screen.

They were instructed not to look around the screen or to move from

their chairs, until the end of the recording session.

The conversations were held in the same room as before, and the

same apparatus was used, with the addition of the wooden screen. This

screen was 5* high, 2' 6" wide and f" thick. As illustrated in the

diagram on the following page, it was placed on a table, between the

two speakers. The main subject always sat on the chair nearest the

window. (For measurements of the room, the table and the tape

recorder see Diagram 1, Chapter 2, p. 29).

Results and Discussion

All instances of speaker-switch nonfluency were noted in the seven,

half-hour conversations. According to Argyle et al's (1968) results,

the synchronization of speech deteriorates in conditions of reduced

or no vision, and interruptions are more frequent. In order to

determine whether a similar alteration had taken place during the present

conversations, a comparison was made between the speaker-switch non-

fluency in these conversations and, as control data, the speaker-

switch nonfluency of the same, seven conversational pairs, when they

took part in the "Vision" dialogues of the initial observations.
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D I A G R A K 3

Room arrangements during "No Vision" conversations

Window

Door

i
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he i'our nonfluenoy types were treated separately# -.'he table on the

following page shows the average percentages of speaker-sv/itches and -

In the case of butting-in interruptions - utterances which were non-

fluent, in the two conditions, (he percentages for individual

conversational pairs are to be found in the Appendix; see pp. 193-196.)

.11 nonfluencies increased, at least to some extent, in the "no Vision"

condition, '.therefore, in general terras, Vrgyle et al's results would

seem to have been replicated, However, it will be noted that some

nonfluency types increased nore than other-s. "his can perhaps be lost

clearly illustrated by expressing the increase in each nonfluency as

a percentage of the amount of thai nonfluency in the "Vision" condition,

or instance, on average, about 12.5/ of speaker-switches in the

"Vision" conversations involved, a simple interruption; the corresponding

figure for the "l.o Vision" conversations was nearly 14, « Therefore,

the e was en increase of 1.5; , w. ich, when expressed as a percentage

of the "Vision" conversations' 12.5, , gives a "percentage increase"

figure of 12?-'. 'he table on page 143 shows the percentage increases

in the four nonfluency types.

. one-saraple chi square test, carried out on the data .illustrated in

that table, yields a value of 63*64 ipdf;r.<.00l). It is therefore

unlikely that the differences in percentage increases arose by chance.

In view of these results, it would seem that, while a statement of he

type "speaker-switch nonfluency Increases when subjects cannot see one

another" is accurate, it fails to take into account what may be a

considerable difference between nonfluency types, he reasons why

silent interruptions increased nore than the other nonfluencies will

be discussed in a later section of this chapter, when additional
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TABLE 8

Speaker-switch nonfluencies in Vision:□ and No Vision:
conditions (7 conversations in each condition)
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In order to assess the statistical significance of interaction
between production of the various interruption types and visibility
of the conversational partner, a two-way analysis of variance was
carried out on the data which is summarised in Table 8, The F ratio
obtained for interaction between these two variables was not
significant at either the ,01 or .05 levels of probability (F = 0.14j
df 5,48), Therefore, as suggested by the results of the four,
separate Vilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests (see pp, 144 - 145),
lack of vision had no significant differential effect upon the
relative frequency with which the four types of speaker-svdtch non-
fluency were produced under the two conditions.
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TABLE 3

Percentage increases of speaker-switch nonfluencies in
"No Vision" conversations
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(*5f 0.56 % increase)
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alterations in conversational style have been noted.

The data illustrated in Table 9 indicate that, although there are

differences among the various nonfluencies, there is, on average, an

increase in speaker-switch nonfluency in the "No Vision" condition.

However, if a closer inspection is made of the behaviour of individual

pairs of subjects in the two conditions, it is evident that some

decreases in nonfluency take place when speakers cannot see one

another. For instance, four of the seven conversational pairs produced

somewhat smaller proportions of overlaps in the "No Vision" condition.

In order to determine whether the increases were of a significantly

greater size and number than the decreases, ',/ilcoxon matched-pairs

signed-ranks tests were carried out. This statistical procedure takes

account of both the direction and the magnitude of differences within

pairs. The four nonfluency types were treated separately and, in each

case, the "Vision" and "No Vision" nonfluency percentages were compared

for the seven pairs of subjects. (The data, upon which these calcu¬

lations are based, may be found in the Appendix? see pp. 193-196.)

;JL1 the results were statistically nonsignificant (level of

significancej .01 or ,025). In a one-tailed test, where N = 7» T must

equal only 2 to be significant at the .025 level of probability; the

following values were obtained; overlaps, T = 15*; simple and butting-in

* As mentioned above, decreases were more common than increases in the

case of overlaps. In all other cases, the reverse was true. To make the

four values of 'T comparable, ranks associated with decreases were summed

for overlaps, even though these were not, in fact, the less common ranks,

as the statistical procedure normally demands. If the less common ranks -

the increases - are summed, then T equals 13 and is, once again,

statistically nonsignificant.
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interruptions, T = 9, in both cases} silent interruptions, T == 4#

Therefore, although there are differences among the nonfluency types,

the "No Vision" condition does not appear to bring about any significant

increases in the amount of nonfluent speaker-switching.

Incidentally, when T was computed for the numbers of speaker-switches

(fluent and nonfluent) during the conversations in the two conditions,

the value obtained was nonsignificant (*? » 14). On average, there

were about 226 speaker-switches in the "Vision" conversations, and 224

in the "lo vision" conversations# Therefore, the overall amount of

speaker-svritohing does not appear to alter greatly when subjects

cannot see one another#

The results concerning nonfluent speaker-switches are perhaps some¬

what unexpected, since vision is generally supposed to play an important

part in spoken interaction in general, and in speaker-switching in

particular. Argyle et al express surprise that their subjects did

not find the synchronisation of speech more difficult in "bo Vision"

conditions# However, auditory information alone may be sufficient to

ensure adequate synchronisation of speech,

Duncan (1972) lists six "turn-yielding signals" which occur, either

singly or together, then one speaker gives the floor to another#

Although no indication is given of the relative importance of the six

signals, it is interesting to note that five of thera are auditory and

involve the production of particular patterns of, for instance,

intonation, pitch and loudness, and syntax# i.he only visual signal

consists of alterations in body motion. From Duncan's analyses, it would

appear that there is a large enough number of auditory turn-yielding

signals for snooth speaker-switching to take place, without the speakers

being able to see one another.
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It may "be of additional interest that Zendon (1970) has observed a

precise synchronination of speakers' and listeners* body movements, even

when those speakers and listeners are not looking at one another, It

seems thai, for this synchrony to occur, speech is sufficient. Hhe

results of the present investi£a:ion suggest that it may also be

sufficient for the synchronization of verbal behaviour to take place.

However, the situation may be more complex. Speech may only be

sufficient if some adaptations in behaviour are made during "ho Vision"

conversations, Crgyle et al suggest that familiarity with the

telephone may produce alternative techniques of interaction, for use

when the other speaker cannot be seen. No specification of these

alternative techniques is given} however, the present investigator

noted a number of phenomena which may elucidate their nature.

First, at a general level, it seems likely that "Ho Vision" conditions

increase the importance of auditory cues for dialogue participants,

- his view is supported by remarks from the participants in these

conversations. For instance, one of the subjects noted that she had

to be more explicit when the other speaker was not visible, since there

were no facial expressions to resolve ambiguities. A remark of this

nature suggests that, not only may auditory cues be all-important in

these situations, as Crystal and Davy (op. cit.) have also asserted,

but subjects may be consciously avare of their importance.

Another subject opened a brief discussion which is of particular

interest here, since it concerns speaker-switching:

B« ..... Chat J, what I imagined would happen would be, like, one

of us would talk and then there*d be a silence and then the next

person would talk you know what I mean?
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A. Yes but It's not like that is it?

B. Tore like on a, like on a telephone call perhaps a bit.

These remarks were made at the beginning of a conversation, before

many nonfluencies had been produced. Periods of greater nonfluency

were not followed by similar remarks. It is therefore unlikely that

a particularly high rate of nonfluent speaker-switching prompted their

production. To discussion of this particular nature took place during

the "Vision" conversations. Hence, it is possible that it was the

lack of visual cues which drew subjects' attention to a formal, aspect
1

of verbal interaction which, according to the results of the previous

chapter, may not be consciously attended to in more normal circumstances.

A number of investigators have noted another change in verbal

behaviour during "To Vision" conversations. Crystal and Davy, for

instance, mention that, during their extract of a telephone conversation,

pausing was reduced to a minimum. Any pauses which did occur were either

filled, or inserted at points of obvious grammatical incompleteness.

Similarly, asl and liahl (1965) note that there was a substantial

increase in the "ah" ratio in subjects' speech, when interviews were

carried out in a "telephone-like", rather than a face to face,

situation. This change in pausing would appear to be related to the

alteration discussed in the paragraph above; in the absence of visual

cues, verbal si nals probably become more important, and subjects may

use signs cuch as filled pauses, rather than body movements and facial

expressions, to indicate that they have not yet completed an utterance.

An increase in filled pauses or "fillers" was evident in the present

"Ho Vision" conversations, Moreover, this increase occurred at some

points of speaker-switch nonfluency in particular, as well as throughout
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the conversations in general. A greater incidence of fillers at these

points of nonfluency is of interest in the context of the present

investigation.

In order to assess the extent of this increase, the final words of the

three nonfluencies involving interruption were compared when they were

produced in the seven "No 7ision" conversations, and when they occurred

in the seven, corresponding "Vision" conversations. Final words were

planed in two categories: "fillers" and "other words". The filler

category contained the same sounds, words and phrases as it did when

used in Chapter 3 (see page 69). With the "Vision" and "Ho Vision"

conditions and the two final word categories, a 2 x 2 contingency

table was prepared for each of the three interruption types. Chi square

tests were then carried out on the basis of this data, which was in the

form of frequencies. The following values were obtained,(df » 1, in

all oases):

p *
Gilent interruptions : X = 9«329 (p. <«01)

Simple interruptions ; X'" « 8.639 (p. <»01)

Hutting-in interruptions : X" = 1.652 (p. <.20)

In all instances, there were larger proportions of fillers as last

words in the "No Vision" conditions. The percentage of silent

interruptions which ended with fillers increased by over 25'-' in the

"No Vision" condition. The corresponding figures for simple and

butting-in interruptions are approximately 15 and 6v, respectively,

"hen subjects could not see one another, nearly 45- of silent

interruptions ended on a filler? 3QT of simple interruptions and M.%

of butting-in interruptions finished in this way.

The difference, in terms of fillers as final words in the two conditions,
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is greatest for silent interruptions, then simple and, finally, butting-

in interruptions, lie "final word" data obtained from the fifteen

"Vision" conversations (see page 89) indicate that silent

interruptions are the nonfluency type most likely to end on a filler

with simple and butting-in interruptions following, in that order. It

would appear therefore, that those nonfluencies which normally break

off on a relatively large proportion of fillers, also tend to be the

nonfluencies which are most affected by the increase in fillers during

•bio Vision" conversations.

It was suggested, in Oliapter 3# that, at times, fillers and conjunctions

may b© functionally equivalent. However, while there were more fillers

at the end of interruptions in the "Ho Vision" conversations, there was

no comparable increase in conjunctions at those points. Indeed, there

were fewer conjunctions at the end of simple and silent interruptions,

when speakers could not see one another# Although these variations

"ere present, in no case did the number of conjunctions differ

significantly (-n. <.01 or ,05) when data from the two conditions were

compared, therefore, it should be emphasised that if conjunctions and

fillers are functionally equivalent, they are so, only upon some

occasions. It is possible, for instance, that while both these types

of words may allow speakers to "hem and haw", only fillers have the

additional function of indicating that a speaker wishes to continue

talking. Hence, when verbal "don't interrupt" signals are of

particular importance (during "bo vision" conversations, for example),

fillers are employed with considerable frequency, but there is no marked

variation in the number of conjunctions.

"lie suggestion was put forward above that certain adaptations in

behaviour may take place in "Ho Vision" conversations. These
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adaptations may include* first, an enhancement of auditory, as opposed

to visual, cues and secondly, an increase in the incidence of filled

pauses. The present investigator noted another alteration in behaviour,

•which appears to be at least indirectly related to both these adaptations:

compared with the face to face conversations, the "Ho Vision" dialogues

were characterized by a ,general uncertainty, There is some evidence,

from remarks made by subjects during their conversations, that this

"Ho Vision" condition seemed strange to most of the participants, even

though many of them were presumably used to talking on the telephone,

lor instance, two of the subjects mentioned that being unable to see

the other speaker was "weird", and that it was "funny talking and not

seeing", The discussion about speaker-switc' ing, which was quoted

previously (see pp. 146 - 147), also indicates that the participants

found this situation unusual. Given that the conversational setting

seemed strange to the subjects, it is perhaps not surprising that their

interaction in that setting was characterized by uncertainty.

hrtong the particular features of these "Ho Vision" conversations, which

nay have contributed to that impression of uncertainty, was the

increased incidence of fillers, discussed above. From, for instance,

Coldnan-gisler's (1968) work, there are indications that hesitancy in

speech is related to "uncertainty of prediction" (p. 48)* \1though

the reference is to uncertainty of linguistic output in particular,

it seems probable that some situations, including those where one is

unable to see the other speaker, might encourage a general lack of

assurance over the predictability of events. Some of those events may

be of a specifically linguistic nature, but others may have a broader

psychological basis. In any case, one of the outward manifestations of

that ■uncertainty may be the frequent use of filled pauses.
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'mother feature of the "To Vision" conversations, which may have

contributed to the impression of uncertainty, is the increase in silent

interruptions. It will be remembered that thiE is the speaker-switch

nonfluency which is most likely to become more frequent if speakers

cannot see one another, '.hen the main subject ranked her fifteen

conversational partners in terns of how dominant she thought they were,

that set of ranks correlated negatively (p, <,05) with another set of

ranks, based upon the frequency with which those pcentners produced

silent interruptions (see Chapter 6). Ahat is, those subjects who

produced relatively large numbers of silent interruptions tended to

be ranked low, in terns of dominance, by the main subject. Perhaps

silent interruptions occur frequently in a variety of situations where

speakers feel uncertain, and where their ability to dominate is

presumably restricted; "No Vision" conversations may be one of those

situations.

However, an additional, related point should be noted. Silent

interruptions often finish with fillers, particularly in ""To Vision"

conditions, X considerable proportion of those fillers (between 4Q

and 45 » in both conditions) are produced with a conjunction, in

combinations such as /and ah/ and /but urn/. According" to Duncan's

(1972) work, these combinations, rmd similar words and phrases, are

one of several types of auditory turn-yielding; signals, Since auditory,

rather than visual, cues are probably of particular importance in

"No Vision" conversations, silent interruptions may become unusually

numerous in such dialogues because they frequently contain auditory

turn-yielding signals, he increase in such interruptions may, there¬

fore, be evidence of not only uncertainty in "No ision" cc .versations,

but also the enhancement of auditory cues under those conditions.
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In summary, the results of the present investigation provide some

indirect evidence about the role of vision in nonfluent speaker-

switching. Lack of vision does not appear to lead, to any statistically

significant (p. <,01 or ,05) increases in speaker-switch nonfluency.

However, this nay be so because subjects seem to make several, related

adaptations to the "ho Vision" situation, lor instance, they increase

the number of filled pauses in their speech, they may employ vocal

turn-yielding sisals more frequently than normal and, in general,

they appear to pay particular attention to the vocal cues of conver¬

sation.

Despite, or perhaps because of, these adaptations, subjects appear

to find "To Vision" conditions unusual, and their conversations have

en uncertain quality. It should be remembered that, in order to

converse without visual cues, participants must adapt their behaviour

in relation to other speakers* behaviour; that is, they must take part

in interactional changes, Is sugges ed previously this is probably

a much more complex task than altering behaviours which can be

performed by one individual in isolation.

Both the adaptations and the uncertainty suggest that vision is an

integral part of speaker-switching. In normal circumstances, vision

and sound are probably two dependent parts of a single system. Tor

this reason perhaps, visual information apparently cannot be removed.,

without affecting the vocal cues which govern interaction in general,

and speaker-switching in particular.

However, this is not to suggest that vision plays the same role in all

four types of speaker-switch nonfluency. There was a significant

difference in the amount by which each nonfluency increased in the "Ho
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Vision" condition, moreover, the greater incidence of filled pauses

appeared to have a different effect upon the three interruption types.

In general terms, -these may be additional pieces of evidence to support

the notion that the four nonfluencies should be treated separately, and

not as a single behavioural phenomenon.

In particular, this separate treatment may be appropriate when con¬

sidering the role of vision in nonfluent speaker-switching, 2he silent
«

interruption was the nonfluency type most likely to increase during the

"Uo Vision" conversations. It would seem that, at least upon some

occasions, these interruptions are, in effect, productions of and

responses to explicit, turn-yielding signals. As such, an increase in

silent interruptions probably indicates a successful adaptation to the

lack of visual information. As speaker-switches of a predominantly

vocal nature, vision may play only a minor role in their production

under normal circumstances.

Overlaps may also be speaker-switches of a mainly vocal nature

although, in their case, the increase, under "Ho Vision" conditions

was negligible, the removal of visual information did not appear to

alter the proportion of speaker-switches which involved overlaps.

Such information may, therefore, play a minima! part in the production

of this nonfluency.

Alternatively, vision may be important in overlaps and, when visual

cues are absent, overlaps may be mistimed. Hie result of this mis¬

timing may be an increase in the amount of butting-in and simple

interruptions, since mistiming appears to be an important feature of

these two nonfluencies (see Chapter 3, section2).

oth butting?~in. and simple interruptions did increase, moderately, in
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the T o Vision" conversations. It was suggested previously (see pp. 77-

79 ), that the language of spontaneous conversation includes a number

of features which make mistimed speaker-switching probable. In face

to face interaction, visual cues may mitigate the confusion sometimes

caused by speech, without those cues, mistimings may become more

likely , and there may be an increase in butting-In and simple interrup¬

tions, However, adaptations in behaviour, under "Ho Vision" conditions,

probably ensure that nistimings do not become significantly more numerous

when speakers cannot see one another. The filling of pauses, for

instance, may help to keep unintentionally mistimed speaker-switches

to a minimum, by diminishing the number of confusing silences vd.th.in

utterances.

It should be remembered, of course, that none of the increases in the

speaker-switch nonfluencies was statistically significant (p. <.01 or

.05). n1he increase Mch most nearly approached statistical significance

v/as associated with silent interruptions, and this indicated an

adaptive improvement, and not a deterioration, in speaker-switching.

Although vision may indeed be on integral and important part of speaker-

sv.dtching in normal conversations, the unexpectedly smooth synchronisation

of speech in these dialogues suggests that the whole system of cues,

upon which speaker-switching is based, is a flexible and adaptive one.
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CHAPTER 6

SPBAICER-SivlTCH KOIvTLUH-igiBS AND IKDSXICAL INFORMATION

Introduction

Up to this point, speaker-switch nonflvency has been dealt v/ith in

terms of its production and reception, in a variety of conditions,

'his approach helped to delineate the essential characteristics of the

four nonfluency types. It also suggested how some basic psychological

and psycholinguistic skills may be employed during periods of speaker-

switch nonfluency. It did not, however, include any attempt to outline

what might be called the indexical properties of speaker-switch non-

fluency - properties which provide information about the speakers

themselves.

Abercroabie (1967) lias noted that speech has a number of features

which carry indices of the regional origins, the characteristics (such

as age, sex and personality) and the moods of speakers. A/pically,

these features are described in terms of accent, tempo, voice quality

and so ons all features of speech which are present during monologues.

However, it seems probable that indexical information may also be

carried by some characteristics of vocal behaviour which necessitate

two speakers for their production, and are therefore peculiar to

dialogues, uhese features will include the various types of speaker-

switch nonfluency. In these cases,aspects of the interaction itself,

rather than of the speech used during that interaction, are probably of

primary importance.
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Information a"bout the indexical properties of speaker-switch nonfluency

is of interest for both a general and a particular reason. It a general

level, such information may lead to fuller and more accurate descriptions

of the four types of nonfluency. ! "ore specifically, it may allow

assessment of one of the commonest assumptions about so-called

interruptions, namely, that they are an index of one speaker* s ability

or willingness to dominate another. In the concluding chapter, all the

findings reported here, including those connected with the indexical

properties of speaker-switch nonfluency, will be drawn together, in

order to present an account of each nonfluenoy type. In this chapter,

an examination will be made of the relationship between interruptions

and dominance or, more precisely, speaker-switch nonfluencies and

dominance, ''"Dominance" here refers to one of the "dimensions of [a]

relationship" between two people (Argyle, 1969)J a dominant person

wants to control or influence the behaviour of others when interacting

vjith them.

C.f course, these nonfluencies may be indices of personality character¬

istics other than dominance. In addition, they may indicate how well

dialogue partners know one another, what mood they are in, what type

of topic they are discussing and so on. However, probably the most

widely held idea about interruptions, and one which is common among

both laymen and academics, is that they are closely related to dominance,

For this reason, dominance will be the personality characteristic

concentrated upon .in this discussion. It must, of course, be regarded

as only one example of a certain type of indexical information which

conversationalists might draw from speaker—switch nonfluency. The

various nonfluencies may, in fact, be indices of characteristics of

sn apparently much less complex nature. Frequent overlapping and
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interrupting nay, for instance, indicate that a speaker is capable

of quick verbal responses, and this capability nay be unrelated to

more complex variables, such as dominance. he possibility that the

various nonfluencios are connected to a speaker*s latency of verbal

response, will be considered after an examination has beer, made of the

relationship between speaker-switch nonfluency and dominance.

In both cases, the nonfluency data is drawn from the original, "Vision"

dialogues, during which fifteen speakers conversed with the main

subject. Speaker-switch nonfluency was estimated by noting the total

number of any one nonfluency in a conversation, taking the number

contributed by the main subject's partner, and expressing that as

a percentage of the total. For instance, in a conversation where ten

overlaps took place and four of these were brought about by the main

subject's partner, 409' of the overlaps would have been cause 1 by the

partner (that is, simultaneous speech would have been initiated by the

partner). r1his "percentage of total" figure emphasises the relative

performance of the two participants, and allows comparison between

nversations. "lie previously-employed figures, based upon the total

number of speaker-switches in a dialogue, were unsuitable since they

are connected with conversations, and the measures of dominance and

latency of verbal response, to be described below, refer to individuals.

SECTIG" 1

Speaker-switch nonfluencies and dominance

. number of investigators appear to assume that interruptions are

closely related to dominance, lor instance, Chappie (1953) 3tates that

the purpose of the interruption period in his Standard Interview is to
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determine subjects' persistence, ability to dominate or submissiveness;

.rgyle (1969) refers to "attempted interruptions, in which there is a

struggle for the floor" (p. 261; my underlining) and Leighton et al

(1971) claim that data on interruptions in normal and clinic families

"give ,,,, an indication of how the two groups accept the prevailing

conditions of dominance and submission" (p, 225)•

Other investigators have been more cautious in stating their cases

Keltzer et al (197*1) maintain that it is a mistake bo infer that every

interruption is a "miniature battle for ascendance", and they suggest

that some periods of simultaneous speech may be the result of mistimings

or mistakes in turn-taking, Evidence from the present study lends

some support to that notion, since it seems possible that at least

some simple and butting-in interruptions are caused by aistimings,

rather than attempts by one speaker to wrench the floor from another,

lthough it is not always clear, most investigators seem to define

interruptions as "all periods of simultaneous speech", (see, for

instance, Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970} Matarazzo and Wiene, 1972; heltzer

et al,op, cit,). In the classificatory system used here, three types

of simultaneous speech are distinguished (overlaps, simple and butting-

in interruptions). As Keltzer et al suggest, only some instances of

joint talking may be dominance attempts. Perhaps the present

classificatory system is one basis upon which those instances can be

distinguished from others which may be more closely connected to

different variables, including perhaps, mistiming.
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I'ethod

In this study a subject's tendency to dominate - to influence or

control the behaviour of others when interacting with them - was

estimated in two waysj first, all subjects completed a self-rating

personality questionnaire which contained items from Cattell's 16PF Form,

dominance scale (Cattell and Stice, 1962)} secondly, the main subject

ranked her fifteen conversational partners according to how dominant

she thought they were. These observations, where one subject inter¬

acted with a number of different subjects, make information of the

latter type particularly useful.

Each subject completed the self-rating personality questionnaire by

herself, after having had the accompanying instructions explained to

her by the experimenter. Subjects were instructed to ask for any

clarification they might need, The tests were then analyzed, and the

main subject's partners were ranked, from 1 to 15» in terms of their

scores on the dominance scale: rank number one was assigned to the

most dominant partner.

Dominance scores on this personality test ranged from 9 to nought

(maximum score: 12) and averaged 4«75» It is suggested that the

"average British male or female" will score approximately 4,5 on this

scale, The main subject's score was 5«

.hen the main subject was asked to rank her friends according to how

dominant she thought they were, she was given the following instructions:

"In some conversations there is one person who disrupts the conversation

by being dominant, bossy and aggressive. Here is an alphabetical list

of all the people with whom you have had recorded conversations. Could
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you please rank them from the most dominant, bossy and aggressive to

the least, numbering them 1 to 15«"

The words "bossy" and "aggressive" were included in the instructions,

since these traits tend to be positively correlated with dominance

(see Cattell, 1944 and 1965)• They might, therefore, give the subject

a fuller idea of the personality characteristic she was being asked

to concentrate upon, while performing this task, irora the instructions

it will be obvious that this measure of dominance is probably more

circumscribed than that obtained from the personality test, since

this measure deals with dominance during conversations in particular.

As described above, speaker-switch nonfluency data were in the form

of "percentage of total" figures for the main subject's fifteen dialogue

partners. Since each nonfluency type was treated separately, there

were four sets of these figures. ithin any one type of nonfluency the

"percentage of total." figures were ranked from 1 to 15; that is, the

conversational partner who had brought about the highest percentage of,

say, overlaps in a conversation was ranked number 1, while the partner

who had brought about the lowest such percentage was ranked number 15»

These speakezvswitch nonfluency ranks were correlated with the rank

from the personality questionnaire and the main subject's dominance

rank, is the information from the main subject was in the form of

ranks, other data were ranked in order to make them comparable for

statistical purposes.

Results and discussion

In the table on the following page CI, !_ and BIT refer to the initiator

of simultaneous speech in overlaps, simple interruption and butting-in
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interruptions, respectively. SIrefers to the producer of the incomplete

utterance in a silent interruption, Joa. P. 3. -x is the personality

questionnaire measure of dominance, while Lorn. I'.3. refers to the main

subject's dominance ranking. Spearman's rank correlational method

was employed. L = 15, in all cases; = significant beyond the .05

level of probability.

T A 3 I E 10

Sneaker-switch L'onfluencies and Dominance

(K =15)

>om. i .3. .. + Dora, I*.3, : p » .1353
P ~

Dora, P.S.C;. + % total 0L ) .4662*
Lorn, P.3.<4. + % total I ) by .1632
Pom. P.3.Q. + % total 3X1) partner -.0613
Lorn. P.S#Q. + ^ total SI ) -.1037

Tt appears that the self-rated dominance rank (Lorn. p.S.Q.) and the

rank obtained from the main subject are positively although only weakly

correlated. As 'irgyle (1969) emphasises, there is a difference between

wanting to control or dominate other people and being able to do so.

It is probable that a desire to dominate played at least some part in

subjects* responses to the questionnaire, while the main subject's

I'.S.Q. : Personal Style Questionnaire; C« Brand (1972), unpublished

preliminary paper.

Dom» I ,S. + ) total CL )
Don, ,S, + total I ) by
Dora. K.S. + % total 311) partner
Lorn. K.S. + P total 31 )

P =

.2009

-.0384

.2821

-.4628*
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rank is more likely to have been based upon experience of successful

dominance.

It is also evident that not all nonfluencies axe positively and

significantly (p.<.01 or .05) correlated with either of the measures

of dominance. Indeed, only the percentage of total overlaps brought

about by the partner is significantly related to self-rated dominance

and the silent interruption - which involves no simultaneous speech -

to perceived dominance (i.e. the main subject's rankings). A

statement of the kind "all interruptions are dominance attempts" would

seem to be unwarranted on the basis of this data. It may be appropriate

to think of only overlaps and silent interruptions in terms of dominance

and submission and therv of course, only related to, rather than caused

by this personality factor.

Subjects 'who brought about relatively large percentage of the total

overlaps in any conversation tended to rate themselves as highly

dominant. It was suggested, in Chapter 5 (see p.78), that speakers

who bring' about overlaps may be anticipating either possible completion

points within utterances or the ends of utterances. As Annett and

ay (1956) have noted, anticipation is one of the features of skilled

performance. Skill usually implies control, both of one's own and,

under certain circumstances, other people's behaviour. Che anticipation

which is probably involved in some overlapping may normally be

associated with only self-control (although, in speaker-switching,

that self-control will be related to another speaker's behaviour).

However, when a dialogue participant engages in relatively frequent

overlapping, this self-control may be accompanied by a desire to control

or dominate the conversational partner's behaviour.
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Subjects who produced comparatively large percentages of silent

interruptions in aiy conversation were usually ranked low in dominance

by the main subject. It will be remembered that a substantial pro¬

portion (29/ ) of the final words of these incomplete utterances were

fillers, many of which appeared in stex-eotyped phrases such as /but urn/,

/and ah/t /y'know/ and /sort of/, ./urican (1972) claims that these

so-called "sociocentric sequences" are turn-yielding signals. In this

respect, it is of some interest to note that silent interruptions were

the nonfluency type most likely to increase under the "ko Vision"

condition, Jince auditory, rather than visual, cues are probably of

particular importance in such circumstances, silent interruptions may

become particularly numerous because they frequently contain auditory

turn yielding cues. However, fox* a silent interxnxption to take place

such cues must be not only produced, but also responded to; indeed the

response is obviously a vital feature of this nonfluency. lor this

reason, perhaps, silent interruptions are more hi^xly correlated with

perceived, rather than self-rated, dominance, although the turn-

yielding features of the nonfluency probably account for the negative

correlations in both cases.

Simple and butting-in interruptions may be more appropriately thought

of as related to variables other than dominance. Examination of the

linguistic form of these two speaker-switch nonfluencies suggests that

many of them may be mistimed or misjudged attempts to take the floor,

he language of spontaneous conversation includes a number of features

which makemistimings probable. In particular, the loosely co-ordinated

nature of clauses within utterances, and the presence of what Quirk

(1955) has referred to as "lean-to structures" (see Chapter 3, p. 75) »

may make it difficult for a listener to tell when a speaker has
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completed ail utterance, "lie variability in the length of speaking

turns in informal dialogue, from one word to several hundred words,

is probably an additional factor which encourages mistiming.

However, it should be remembered that, although in these particular

conversations many simple and butting-in interruptions may have been

the result of mistiming (which night be unrelated to any attempt to

dominate), this may not be true of conversations in general, 'arguments

were extremely rare during these dialogues, and the overall impression

was one of friendly concurrence amongst speakers. It may be of some

relevance that there were only tiro participants in each dialogue, and

that all the speakers were friends of the main subject. Other conver¬

sational settings might encourage different types of interaction and

more numerous dominance attempts. Some of these attempts .could take

the form of simple and butting-in interruptions, which, under such

circumstances, might be more highly correlated with various measures

of dominance.

"

rom the results above it appears that not all speaker-switch non-

fluencies may be closely related to dominance. On the other hand, the

fact that some nonfluencies do seen to be significantly correlated with

certain measures of dominance does not imply that these are the only

aspects of speaker-switching with which dominance may be connected.

In order to illustrate this point, the fifteen "Vision" conversations

were ranked according to the number of speaker-switches, both fluent

and nonfluent, which took place in each one, This set of ranks was

then correlated with those obtained from the main subject and the

personality questionnaire. In the latter case, the coefficient obtained
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was not statistically significant ( p = .0757» .3. .01 or ,05 levels

of probability! : = 15)• However, the correlation between the set of

ranks from the .main subject and the set of ranks based on the number of

speaker-switches in each conversation was significant beyond the ,025

level of probability ( p = .5741; ' = 15). That is, the subjects
ranked highest by the main subject tended to take part in the conver¬

sations with relatively large numbers of speaker-switches. Indeed, the

two variables are correlated to such an extent that the number of

speaker-switches in a conversation would appear to be a better predictor

of perceived dominance than any of the speakers-switch nonfluency

measures which were used in Table 10.

Since all the conversations lasted the same length of time, those which

had large numbers of speaker-switches also had comparatively few long

utterances. Goldraan-Sieler (1554) has suggested that long utterances,

(which she defines v.a those over 100 syllables) depend, to some extent,

upon the passivity of the other speaker. If this is so, frequent changes

in speaker may indicate some competition for the floor, and one might

therefore expect such speaker-switching to be positively correlated

with some measures of dominance. In the present investigation the

correlation was highest in the case of perceived, rather than self-

rated, dominance, s mentioned previously, the former measure was

concerned with dominance during conversations in particular, while the

self-rated measure was of a more general nature. Since the frequency

of speaker-switching is obviously an aspect of conversation, perhaps

the correlation was highest with perceived dominance because that

measure was specific in a particularly relevant way.
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The findings above suggest that some speaker-switch nonflueneies are

related to dominance. However, the various nonfluancies may be more

closely associated with personal characteristics of an apparently much

less complex nature. In the folic ;ing section, an examination will be

made of one such variable - latency of verbal response - in relation

to speaker-switch nonfluency.

etc tip:; 2

Speaker-switch nonfluencies and latency of verbal response

Intuitively, it seems probable that the production of some speaker-

switch nonfluencies is related to the speed with which individual

dialogue participants give verbal responses to the speech of their

conversational partners. In particular, overlapping and simple

interrupting utterances may be associated with quick verbal responses

by the initiators of simultaneous speech. This latency of verbal response

(IT:) appears to be a relatively stable personal characteristic (see

Jaffe and eldstein, 1970)*

The method and procedure used to measure the present subjects' LYRs

are similar to those employed by illard and Gtrodttoeck (1972) in an

investigation of the relationship between LVR and participation in

small groups, briefly, subjects were individually presented with

twenty sentence stubhs, and asked to give a vocal completion of each

one. The period between the end of each sentence stubb and the

beginning of a subject's completion of that stubb was timed. This

period constituted the 1VR. f fuller description of the method and

procedure appears below.
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Kethod

In their LVR task, Villard and Strodtbeck used eighteen incomplete

sentences, which they chose from those devised by Loevinger anu .easier

(1970) in order to test ego development. Some of the sentence stubbs

in Loevinger and lessler's lists (for instance, "I'y main problem is ..."

and "The thing I like about myself are of an awkwardly personal

nature. iuch stimulus material may be suitable for an ego development

test. However, it was felt that, if it was used in the present

experimental task, it night encourage unusually long LVHs. The results

of a stud;,'- by Schulz and Barefoot (1974) lend some support to this

view, since they suggest that the more intimate a personal question is,

the longer subjects will take to respond to it. Of course, intimate

personal matters are sometimes discussed in everyday conversations,

but the present investigator considered that, if they were raised in

an experimental setting, they would produce LVHa which were unrealistic

in terms of normal behaviour. he twenty sentence stubbs used here

will be found in the Tppendix (see p. 199); none of them requires

subjects to respond with very intimate, personal information or

opinions.

1erhaps the most intimately personal item in the list of sentence

stubbs is "Sometimes I wish ,... " (number 18), It is of some

interest that, when the two longest LVRs were noted for each subject,

this stubb had the largest number of slow responses. In contrast,

a very similarly worded item, "Sometimes she wished that ..«."

(sentence stubb number 6), was never responded to particularly slowly

by any of the subjects.

Sentence stubbs v,-ere used to estimate LVE since they limit the number
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of possiblo responses from subjects, and so introduce some control

into the experimental task; at the suae time, they are stimuli which

are probably complex enough io give a realistic indication of the speed

with which subjects produce verbal responses during conversation. If

LVk had been estimated by asking subjects to give replies to complete

sentences, the variability of possible responses would have been much

greater than hi the present case. If, on the other hand, subjects had

had merely to repeat words or phrases, only minimal planning of response

would have been necessary. It is hoped that the use of sentence stubbs

provides a productive compromise between these two extremes.

Procedure

Altogether 14 subjects took part in this experiment; they had all

previously completed the self-rating personality questionnaire, the

results of which were discussed above, in connection with speaker-

switch nonfluencies and dominance. Unfortunately, two of the main

subject's partners ere unavailable by this stage in the investigation.

Each subject was tested individually in a small sound-proofed room.

'.Che experimenter sat on one side of a table on which two tape recorders

and a microphone were placed. Subjects sat opposite the experimenter

and they were given the following instructions:

"You will hear a tape recording of 20 incomplete sentences 10 seconds

after the word "ONE" has been said, I'd like you to complete the

sentences briefly and with the first thing that comes into your head,

.here is a 10-second interval between the end of one incomplete

sentence and the beginning of another. Please speak into the

microphone in front of you."
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IVo examples of sentence stubbs, with a 10-second interval between

them, were read out to each subject. Finally, each subject was asked

whether she understood the instructions and the nature of the task,

ihe tape-recorded sentence stubbs were spoken by the experimenter,

Since all the subjects had met the experimenter at least twice before,

this was a voice with which -they were reasonably familiar.

Sentence stubbs and subjects' responses to them wore simultaneously

recorded in oach trial, Ihe period between the end of each incomplete

sentence and the beginning of a subject's response to it was timed,

"ihis period constituted the LVR, In .illard and dtrodtbeck's (op, oit,)

study, a "LVT index" was prepared, for every subject, by averaging the

five fastest response times in each individual case, ihe same

procedure was carried out hero, Jhe indices obtained ranged from 0,35

to 1,43 seconds, and averaged 0,95 of a second} the main subject's

LVR index was 0,55 of a second, .he LVR indices from the main subject's

conversational partners were ranked from 1 to 13» from the shortest to

the longest latency, .his rank was then correlated with the speaker-

switch nonfluency ranks, the rank from the personality questionnaire

and the main subject's dominance rank. Is mentioned previously, tvo of

the main subject's partners could not take part in the ITS test} their

speaker-sv/itch nonfluency end dominance data were omitted from these

calculations,

"esults and discussion

In the table on the following page CI, !_ and .511 refer, as before, to

the initiator of simultaneous speech in overlaps, simple interruptions
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and buttir-in interruptions, respectively. refers to the producer

of the incomplete utterance in a silent interruption. Bon. .3.1,. is

the personality questionnaire measure of dominance, while 3on,

refers to the main subject's dominance ranking. Spearman's rank

correlation method was employed once again. II = 13, in all c .sess

= significant beyond the .05 level of probability.

T A 3 L 2 11

Speaker-switch Honfluencies and Latency of Verbal 'espouse (LYlO

(N » 13)

It appears that L'B is positively correlated with both measures of

dominance; the correlation is statistically significant (p. <.05) in

the case of perceived, as opposed to self-rated, dominance. Therefore,

those subjects who had short LvP.s tended to rate themselves and, in

particular, to be rated as comparatively dominant.

illard -and Strodtbeclc also appear to have found an association between

abort LVHs and high dominance, although they express it in terms of a

negative correlation. Perhaps short LVR should be thought of merely

as a feature of dominant behaviour during conversations. However,

it may be a feature which is more immediately relevant to considerations

of nonfluent changes in speaker, than the broader concept of dominance.

In this respect, it is interesting to note that LVR appears to be a

L .t + Bom. P,3.(u

LVR 4- Bom. l-'.S,

.4143

♦5165*

LVR + % total CL )
m + f' total I ) :y

LVP •+ % total BIX) partner
LVJi + % total SI )

.5041•

-.4109

.0439

-.0673
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better predictor of two of the nonfluencies - overlaps and simple

interruptions - than either of the measures of dominance discussed

above.

.J.though, in the tablo above, overlaps, simple and butting-in

interruptions all involve the initiation of simultaneous speech, they

are not all similarly related to L7R. the coefficients obtained

indicate first, that subjects who brought about relatively large

percentages of total overlaps tended to have short LTus; secondly,

that subjects who brought about the larger percentages of total simple

interruptions were apt to have comparatively long LYRs; finally, LYR

appears to be unrelated to the percentages of total butting-in inter¬

ruptions produced by the main subject's partners. Only in the case of

overlaps is the coefficient of correlation statistically significant

(p. <»05).

Jhese correlational differences are perhaps most interesting when they

are considered in conjunction with another set of differences. In

Chapter 3 it was reported that the points, in the other speaker's

utterance, at which simultaneous speech is initiated, differ

significantly (t>. <,001) between overlapping, simple interrupting

and butting-in interrupting utterances. Overlapping utterances are

most likely to be initiated on nouns, simple interrupting utterances

tend to coincide most frequently with pauses, while butting-in inter¬

ruptions seem to resemble both simple interruptions and overlaps In this

respect, since, in their case, simultaneous speech is initiated moat

frequently, and to an almost equal extent, both on nouns and during

pauses (see "fable 3, p. 72). On the basis of this information it was

suggested that, when speakers overlap the utterances of their conver¬

sational partners, they may often be initiating speech Just before
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what Sacks et al (1974) have called "transition relevance places".

During simple interruptions, on the other hand, the initiation of

simultaneous speech probably takes place more frequently Just after

such places. Although, in both cases, initiators of simultaneous

speech may be orientating themselves towards places of transition

relevance, there appears to be a difference in timing between the two

nonfluencies. If this difference is related to the speed vith which

individual speakers give verbal responses, then one might expect to

find that (as the data in Table 11 indicate) relatively frequent over¬

lapping is associated with short LYE, while relatively frequent simple

interrupting is correlated vith longer LVR.

The correlation between butting-in interruptions and LYE may be very

low because, as the data on the initiation of simultaneous speech

suggest, butting-in interrupters may be attempting to take the floor,

sometimes Just before and sometimes Just after transition relevance

places. When treated as a single phenomenon, these two differently

timed responses may, in effect, cancel each other out as far as a

possible relationship, either positive or negative, with LVR is

concerned.

The correlation between silent interruptions and LYE is also very low.

It should be remembered that, in Table 11. SI refers to the producer

of the incomplete utterance, rather than the speaker who takes the floor.

One should not, perhaps, expect to find that LYE is particularly closely

related to the relinquishing of speaking turns. However, even if the

of total" figures are based upon the relative frequency with which the

main subject's partners take the floor, during silent interruptions,

the correlation with LYE is still low (p= .0783). It may be of some

relevance that no simultaneous speech takes place during this nonfluency
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and that, at least upon some occasions, the first speaker may be

inviting his or her conversational partner to take the floor (by

producing stereotyped phrases such as /but urn/ and /or something/; see

Chapter 3, p, 92)« These two features may make silent interruptions

somewhat different from the other speaker-switch nonfluencies, and it

may be inappropriate to think of them either in terms of competition

for the floor, or as mistimed and misjudged changes of speaker. Ierhaps

speaker-switches which take the form of silent interruptions should be

regarded as acceptances of invitations; when this process takes place

smoothly, particularly long and particularly short LVRb may be of little

significance. Indeed, a long LVR., after an invitation to take the

floor, might encourage the producer of that invitation to begin speaking

again. In such circumstances, simultaneous speech would probably take

place, either in the form of a butting-in interruption or as a simple

interruption. This suggests that, while there may be differences in

the outcomes of the three types of interruption, common factors may

sometimes underlie the initial stages of their production.

Perhaps the most unexpected correlation in Table 11 is the one between

simple interruptions and LVR. One might suppose that those speakers

who relatively often succeed in taking the floor by interrupting their

conversational partners, would tend to give quick verbal responses.

However, the correlation coefficient obtained suggests that just the

opposite may be true. In conjunction with information of a linguistic

nature, this correlation is at least plausible; without such information

it would probably have been a puzzling anomaly. This would seem to be

an excellent illustration of the way in which the specification of

linguistic characteristics can make an important contribution to the

understanding of phenomena like speaker-switch nonfluencies, which are

often examined only from a sociopsychological point of view.
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Until now, this discussion of LVR and speaker-switch nonfluency has

concentrated upon the behaviour of the main subject's partners. However,

it nay also be inportant to consider the main subject'3 behaviour and

the effects that her LVR nay have had upon nonfluent speaker-switching

throughout these conversations.

It will be remembered that, according to the results of the sentence

completion task, the main subject had a shorter than average LVR,

More specifically, only two subjects had LVHs shorter than hers, The

data in Table 11 suggest that short LVR is associated with relatively

frequent overlapping, while longer LVR is correlated with relatively

frequent simple interrupting. If the main subject's tendency to give

quick verbal responses remained fairly stable throughout the conver¬

sations, one might expect to find that, on average, she brought about

a higher percentage of total overlaps than total simple interruptions.

This expectation is confirmed since, on average, during the fifteen

"Vision" conversations, approximately 54/' of "the total overlaps and only

41/j of the total simple interruptions were brought about by the main

subject, (it should be emphasized, however, that this finding does

not imply that the main subject's LVR was stable throughout the conver¬

sations, )

As the main subject participated in all conversations, this propensity,

to bring about more overlaps and fewer simple interruptions than other

speakers, may have affected the final totals of these two nonfluency

types. That is, it may have inflated the number of overlaps and

attenuated the number of simple interruptions in these conversations.

This possibility should obviously be borne in mind when extrapolating

some of the results of these investigations to conversations in general.
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To summarisei speakers-switch nonfluency may carry indexioal

information about participants in dialogues; in particular, according

to a common assumption, all so-called interruptions may be an index of

one speaker's ability or willingness to dominate another. However,

the data above suggest that it may be appropriate to think of only

certain types of speaker-switch nonfluency - overlaps and silent

interruptions - in terms of dominance.

Speaker-switch nonfluency may, of course, be an index of personal

characteristics much less complex (or, at least apparently much less

complex) than dominance. One such characteristic - latency of verbal

response - was considered here. Not all speaker-switch nonfluencies

appeared to be similarly related, to LVR; indeed, only relatively

frequent overlapping was significantly (p. <.05) and positively

correlated with this variable.

As a general point, the two sets of correlations (between speaker-

switch nonfluencies and dominance, and speaker-switch nonfluencies and

LTO) appear to support the notion, mentioned previously on several

occasions, that there are considerable differences between the four

types of nonfluent speaker-switch. These differences will be

summarised in the following chapter, which will also include some

general conclusions and suggestions for possible areas of future

research.
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CHAPTER 7

SPMKAflY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the introductory chapter, it was noted that comparatively little

attention has been paid to both the linguistic form and the inter¬

actional significance of two-person nonfluencies in speech, 'Typically,

these so-called "interruptions" have been treated as a unitary

phenomenon; they are often defined as "all periods of simultaneous

speech", and any details of their behavioural and linguistic form are

disregarded. This approach would appear to be questionable, according

to the present findings.

In this study, four different kinds of speaker-switch nonfluency were

distinguished, each in contrast to the notion of the perfect speaker-

switch, Initially, the distinctions were drawn in terras of behavioural

differences. Subsequent examination of the linguistic concomitants of

the four nonfluencies appeared to vindicate these initial distinctions,

Further support for treating speaker—switch nonfluency as a number of

different phenomena came from a variety of sources: an assessment was

made of the reception (rather than the production) of the various

nonfluencies; conversations where the speakers could not see one

another were examinee in terms of alterations in nonfluent speaker-

switching; finally, speaker-switch nonfluencies were correlated with

individual differences in dominance and latency of verbal response.
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If all the data obtained in this investigation are drawn together, it

is possible to set forward tentative descriptions of the four types

of speaker-sv/itch nonfluency:

Overlaps are the most commonly produced nonfluency, the initiator of

simultaneous speech takes the floor, and there is no apparent break in

continuity in the first speaker's utterance,

'..lie syntactic points at which simultaneous speech is most often

initiated, in the other speaker's utterance, during this nonfluency,

suggest that overlappers may be monitoring the speech of their conver¬

sational partners very closelv and perhaps even predictively. On the

basis of this monitoring, overlapping speakers may time the initiation

of simultaneous speech with some precision.

It seems probable that participants in dialogues are indeed capable

of such precise timing, A number of workers, including Bowman (1966),
Jefferson (1973) aid Speier (1972), have noted the production of several

kinds of collaborative or Jointly produced utterances during conversations.

In these cases, two speakers make separate, but precisely timed and

appropriately synchronized, contributions to one semantic whole; the

synchronization may or may not involve simultaneous speech, the

examples below are drawn from the conversations recorded for the present

investigation;

1. B, I love, I love Scotland because -

A, You're born ah here.
(Cch. yeah)

2. ., it's very verdant and it's got masses of trees and things and -

B. ' d cuckoos.

3. U • ••• we'd probably have to be in London anyway from, f-, from
(Point of view, yeah)

a job point of view, ....
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Hie last example illustrates a type of jointly produced utterance which

is of particular interest in terms of predictive monitoring* by the

initiator of simultaneous speech, Since B is producing the same

phrase as A, and at almost exactly the sane time as A (by the tine

/view/ is reached, the speech of both participants is precisely

synchronised and the word is produced "in tandem"), it seems highly

probable that she was anticipating what A was going to say.

This particular type of collaboratively produced speech would seem to

indicate that listeners are at least capable of predictive monitoring

of their conversational partners' utterances. This does not, of course,

imply that such monitoring is a significant feature of overlapping

during changes in speaker. However, it is of some interest to note

that when speakers say the same thing at exactly or almost exactly the

same time, they nearly always do so either at the ends of utterances

or at points of possible completion within utterances, ?o use Sacks

et al's (1974) phrase, these instances of jointly produced speech tend

to occur just before "transition relevance places". As suggested in

Chapter 3 (see pp, 78 and 79)» the anticipation of these places

probably plays some part in the production of overlapping utterances.

If such anticipation is indeed taking place during overlaps, various

types of verbal and visual information are likely to form the bases

upon which predictions are made. The lack of any significant change in

* The idea that listeners construct a "running hypothesis" (Tendon, 1970,

p, 122) about what their conversational partners are going to say, has

been put forward by a number of writers (in addition to Tendon, 1970,

see also Hruce, 1957» Jefferson, 1973» and Duncan, 1974» )
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the amount of overlapping, under "No Vision" conditions, may give some

indication of the relative importance of these tv/o types of information.

If visual ones were paramount, one might expect that their removal would

result in large alterations in overlapping. However, the fact that

the amount of overlapping appeared to be unaffected by lack of visual

information, does not necessarily imply that verbal cues are of primary

importance during overlapping} as suggested in Chapter 5, the situation

may be more complex.

Subjects who produced relatively large percentages of the total over¬

laps in any conversation tended to have comparatively short latencies

of verbal response. If anticipatory responses play some part in over¬

lapping, it is perhaps not surprising that those speakers who overlap

their conversational partners quite often, characteristically produce

quick verbal responses.

These relatively frequent overlappers also tended to rate themselves

as dominant. It is interesting that V.lllard and Strodtbeck's (1972)

short LVB subjects tended to be among the more active participants in

small-group discussions. There is the possibility that overlapping is

one of the means whereby subjects who wish to participate actively in

conversations, can do so. One should perhaps expect such subjects to

score quite highly on a self-rating dominance scale.

However, this is not to suggest that all overlaps are dominance

attempts. The results of the reception experiment indicated that suT>-

jects responded to only about half of the instances of this nonfluency.

As suggested in more general terms in Chapter 4t this low response

rate would seem to cast some doubt upon the validity of the assumption

that all such examples of simultaneous speech involve aggressive
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competition for the floor. It may he more appropriate to think of at

least some overlaps as, for instance, means whereby a speaker can comment

upon a topic, before a change in subject matter results in that comment

either being forgotten or becoming irrelevant. In such instances,

dominance may be a variable of limited importance,

Whether overlaps are related to dominance or to some less aggressive

desire to participate in a conversation, it seems that it may be mis¬

leading to characterise all of them in terms of a lack of synchronization

between the utterances of individual speakers, ■ irst, at a general

level, overlapping may aid synchronization by eliminating some periods

of potentially awkward silence from conversations. As Hayakawa (1952)

emphasises, "the prevention of 3ilence is in itself an important

function of speech" (p, 72), 3ince silence can have a disruptive and

disturbing effect upon many interactions. Secondly, some overlaps

may involve precisely timed initiations of simultaneous speech, based

upon the predictive monitoring of othersspeakers* utterances; it may be

quite erroneous to regard such overlaps as "mistakes" in Bpeaker-

switching.

In the case of simple interruptions, however, the notion of mistimed

or misjudged speaker-switching may not be wholly inappropriate.

Simple interruptions are the second most common type of speaker-switch

nonfluency, like overlaps, they involve periods of simultaneous speech,

and the initiator of simultaneous speech takes the floor; unlike over¬

laps, there is an interruption in the continuity of the first

speaker's utterance.

Hie syntactic points at which simultaneous speech is most often
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initiated, in the other speaker's utterance, during this nonfluericy,

suggest that the interrupters are responding to, rather than antici¬

pating, possible completion points within the utterances of their

conversational partners. In this respect, it is interesting to note

that, although the correlation is not statistically significant, speakers

who brought about comparatively large percentages of the total simple

interruptions in any conversation, tended to have long LYRs.

It seems that, in many cases, the interrupter is attempting to take

the floor after a possible completion place, only to find that the

other speaker had. not, in fact, finished; simultaneous speech and an

interruption then occur. As mentioned previously, the fragmentary and

loosely coordinated nature of spontaneous, informal speech, and the

variability in the size of speaking-turns in casual conversations,

make such mistimings likely. The results in Chapter 6 suggest that

these mistimings, in the form of simple interruptions, may be unrelated

to any attempt to dominate. However, if this speaker-switch nonfluency

is indeed the result of mistiming, either deliberate or unintentional,

it must be emphasized that all niistimings at speaker-switches are the

product of the behaviour of two speakers.

Under "No Vision" conditions there is a small, statistically non¬

significant (p. >.01 or .05) increase in the percentage of speaker-

switches which involve simple interruptions. During face to face

conversations, visual cues may minimize confusion over speakingsturns

at possible completion points; without these cues such confusion may-

increase, However, that increase is probably limited by the adaptations

in behaviour which take place when conversationalists cannot see one

another.
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Like the initiation of simultaneous speech, the break in continuity

during many simple interruptions appears to be related to possible

completion points. It seems that, from the interruptee's point of view,

such places may be liable to disruption because they involve considerable

linguistic and cognitive planning. In all cases, however, the

interrupter's behaviour is probably an important factor in determining

the syntactic points at which the interruptee will break off.

Although these breaks in continuity may contribute to the impression

that there is a lack of synchrony during simple interruptions, it should

be remembered that, without the breaks, that lack of synchrony would

probably be very much greater. As Sacks at al (1974) point out, the

interruption of talk before a possible completion point is one of the

"repair mechanisms" for handling errors and violations in turn-taking.

T;'rom the evidence regarding the initiation of simultaneous speech and

the breaks in verbal continuity, it would 3een that the reparation

takes place in an organized manner during this nonfluency. Hence, if

simple interruptions are to be characterized as "mistakes" in speaker-

switching, it is important to remember that they are systematic mistakes

with several regular features.

Butting-in interruptions might also be described as organized mistakes.

This nonfluency type is less common than either overlaps or simple

interruptions. Simultaneous speech is present} in this case, it is the

initiator of simultaneous speech who breaks off in mid-utterance.

'The syntactic points at which simultaneous speech is most often

initiated, in the other speaker's utterance, during this particular

nonfluency, suggest that, once again, the interrupter's attention is

directed towards possible completion points. Sometimes simultaneous
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speech is initiated just before, and somiimes just after, these

transition relevance places. The combination of these two differently

timed responses in a single category - "butting-in interruptions" ~

may partly account for the lack of any strong relationship between

frequent production of this nonfluenoy and particularly long or

particularly short LVR,

Despite the fact that butting-in interrupters often use some of the

same points, as overlappers and simple interrupters, at which to

initiate simultaneous speech, their attempts to take the floor are

apparently unsuccessful. This suggests that the presence or absence

of transition relevance places and certain syntactic structures, in

the other speaker's utterance, are not the only variables affecting

the success of such attempts. Other factors, probably of a broader

psychological nature, may also have to be considered. However, the

evidence presented in Chapter 6 does not lend any strong support to

the notion that one of these factors may be dominance.

Under "Ko Vision" conditions there is a statistically nonsignificant

( p. >.01 or .05) increase in the percentage of utterances containing

a butting-in interruption, This increase may take place for reasons

similar to those mentioned above, in connection with simple

interruptions.

Butting-in interruptions are the speaker-switch nonfluencies most

frequently responded to by non-participating listeners. It seems

likely that the particularly abrupt cessation in speech which typically

accompanies this nonfluency type, may, at least partly, account for this

observation. However, the fact that butting-in interrupters .attempt

to take the floor, and then almost immediately cease talking, may, in
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itself, draw attention to this type of speaker-switch nonfluency.

The close temporal proximity between the beginning and the end of

butting-in utterances may also be an important factor in any considera¬

tion of the syntactic points at which breaks in verbal continuity take

place, during instances of this nonfluency. Verbs, and their modals

and auxiliaries, may be particularly frequent final words of butting-in

utterances, because they normally occupy a clausal position which

coincides with the ends of interrupted utterances of this length.

However, the presence of these types of words at the end of a sub¬

stantial proportion of simple interrupted utterances (which tend to be

much more variable in length), suggests that the situation may be more

complex than this. It is possible that verbs are often final words

of both butting-in and simple interrupted utterances because they

precede a syntactic unit which involves considerable linguistic and

cognitive planning.

Altogether, butting-in interruptions seem to be misjudged attempts to

take the floor. However, these "mistakes" in speaker-switching do

not appear to take place in a haphazard fashion, and they are rectified

quickly before they lead to any serious disruption in the give and

take of dialogue.

Despite the fact that, like simple and butting-in interruptions, silent

interruptions involve a break in verbal continuity, the notion of

mistimed or misjudged speaker-switching may not be entirely appropriate

in their case.

Silent interruptions are the least common of all the nonfluenoy types.

As mentioned above, the first speakers' utterances are incompletej in
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addition, and unlike any of the other nonfluency types, no simultaneous

speech is present.

1Mb lack of simultaneous speech may account for the absence of response,

from some non-participating listeners, to any instances of this

particular speaker-switch nonfluency. It seems probable that one every¬

day definition of the term interruption is "a successful or attempted

speaker-switch involving simultaneous speech". Silent interruptions

do not, of course, correspond to this definition, and for this reason

they may often fail to evoke a response.

The final words of silent interrupted utterances are most often con¬

junctions or fillers. Both these types of words tend to occur quite

frequently at clause boundaries. From the speaker's point of view the

period just before the opening of a clause may be one which is particularly

prone to disruption in speech production. As far as the listener is

concerned, clause boundaries may be points of possible completion and

therefore "transition relevance places"} in addition, fillers may

indicate that a speaker has what might be described as an insecure hold

upon the conversational floor. With these considerations in mind, it

is perhaps lot surprising that a number of speaker-switches take place

after the production of fillers and conjunctions. However, as an

additional point, it should be remembered that some silent interruptions

end with stereotyped conjunction-filler combinations and filler phrases,

which Duncan (1972) claims are turn-yielding signals. If this is the

case, then it may be more appropriate to think of some of these speaker-

switches as the acceptances of invitations, rather than the grasping of

possible opportunities.

Subjects who produced a relatively large proportion of silent
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interruptions in any conversation were usually ranked low in terms of

dominance, by the main subject. In certain circumstances, conjunctions

and fillers in general may be pro uced and interpreted as turn-yielding

signals, and silent interruptions may be negatively correlated with

perceived dominance for this or a related reason.

he possible turn-yielding properties of some of the final words of

these incomplete utterances may also account for the fact that silent

interruptions were the nonfluency type most likely to increase in the

"Z:o "ision" condition. In such circumstances visual turn-yielding

signals are ineffectual, and there may be a compensatory increase in

the frequency with which vocal signals are employed, The production

and reception of some of these vocal signals may take the form of 3ilent

interruptions.

Finally, the results reported in the second part of Chapter 6 suggest

that IiTPv and silent interruptions are not closely related. If a

substantial proportion of silent interruptions can be appropriately

described in terms of the acceptances of invitations, then it is

perhaps not unexpected to find that LVR is a factor of limited

relevance. Particularly long and particularly short LVRe may play

little part in the production of responses to explicit turn-yielding

signals, especially as those responses do not seen either to

anticipate the signals, or to follow them after prolonged pauses.

It was suggested above that it may be erroneous to regard all overlaps

as "mistakes" in speaker-switching, A similar suggestion might be

made in connection with silent interruptions. Although, in their case,

the first utterances are incomplete, this incompleteness may

encourage, rather than disrupt, synchrony between the utterances of
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individual speakers. Indeed both overlaps and silent interruptions may

make positive contributions to the flow of conversation between speakers.

Perhaps the term "speaker-switch nonfluency" is best reserved for

simple and butting-in interruptions, since only in their case is there

evidence to suggest that tne synchrony of dialogue has been ternpor ily

disrupted. If overlaps and the three types of interruption are all to

be regarded as instances of nonfluency, it must be remembered first,

that they are so, only in contrast to perfect speaker-switches, and

secondly, that norfluency can have positive as well as negative

features.

Pour types of speaker-switch nonfluency were distinguished in this

investigation. It is hoped that this classification of "interruptions"

has led, and will lead, to more produotive research and analysis than

might be possible with previous, general descriptions of the phenomena.

However, it should be emphasized that this is a preliminary system of

classification, and one which may need some considerable modification.

Data from other souroes may indicate that both the number and nature

of the categories should be revised. For instance, a better under¬

standing of the nature of butting-in interruptions may come from

consideration of the content, rather than the form, of language, at

these particular points of speaker-switch nonfluency. Some speakers

may be unwilling to give up the floor when their conversational

partners butt in, because they wish to finish what they are saying. In

such cases, the content of an utterance (what is being said) may be

more important than its form (how it is being said), although content

and form are probably related. Similarly, the exact nature of overlaps

may become clearer if certain aspects of intonation are examined in
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relation to this type of speaker-switch nonfluency. It was suggested

above that speakers nay sometimes monitor the utterances of their conver-

saiional partners predictively, and then overlap those utterances on

the basis of such monitoring; perhaps so -e particularly prominent

features of intonation, such as the tonic syllables in tone-groups

(see Laver, 1970; p. 60), are of major significance in assisting over-

lappers to anticipate either possible completion points within other

speakers' utterances, or the ends of those utterances.

Given the preliminary state of the present classificatory system, it

xaay be most suitable to put forward the conclusions of this study in

terms of nonfluent speaker-switching in general, and to refrain from

mentioning any particular nonfluency types. The present investigation

was, of course, based upon a limited sample of conversation. However,

it is hoped that, expressed these very general terms, the conclusions

will be of some relevance to investigations of other kinds of spon¬

taneous , informal conversation.

First, it appears that speaker-sv/itches are frequently other than

perfect, (a perfect speakers-switch takes place when a change in

speaker is ffected in such a way that (a) there is no simultaneous

speech and (b) the first speaker's utterance appears to be complete in

every way.)

Secondly, it seems probable that nonfluent speaker-switches are normal

and acceptable features of spontaneous, informal conversation. Even

when dialogue participants were given explicit instructions not to

interrupt each other nnd not to speak at the same time as each other,

they continued to produce speaker-switches which were other than perfect;

moreover, there is sorae evidence to suggest that they were unaware of at

least some of these remaining instances of nonfluency.
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Thirdly, there appears to be a number of different types of nonfluent

speaker-switch; the distinctions were based upon both linguistic and

psychological data, which are described and. discussed at various points

in tMs thesis.

finally, none of the types of nonfluent speaker-switch takes place in

a haphazard way; in general, nonfluent speaker-si/itelling appears to

be a highly organised phenomenon and, as such, it may be a valuable

source of information about various aspects of human behaviour.

In order to illustrate the way in which nonfluent speaker-switching

may elucidate the nature of some types of behaviour, the organization

of speech production and the ontogenetic development of certain

communicative skills will both be considered briefly, in connection

with nonfluent changes in speaker.

first, nonfluent speaker-switches may be a supply of interesting data

about the size and nature of hypothetical units of speech production.

A number of writers have proposed that series of complex muscular

movements are prepared and than " 'triggered off' as a whole', to use

Crailc's (1947) expression; this concept hag been applied specifically

to the production of speech by Lashley (1951) and Laver (1970)* In

the context of this theoretical concept, the two or three syllables

of simultaneous speech, which precede the break in verbal continuity

in many simple and butting>-in interruptions, are of some interest; if

groups of syllables or words are indeed prepared in advance and then

"triggered off" as units, one might perhaps expect to find that, at

some points, the flow of speech did not cease immediately, after being

intercepted by another speaker's utterance, (this is not to suggest

that these periods of simultaneous speech axe related only to certain
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featms of speech production.) lso of interest is the fact that v.hen

the final words of interrupted, rather than overlapped, utterances

are compared with a sample of continuous speech, statistically

significant ( p. <»001) differences are obtained (see Chapter P»

87). These differences suggest that speakers are more likely to bre;'

off at some points in an utterance than at others.* This evidence

night also be regarded as support for the notion of a pre-planned unit

of speech production.

Secondly, nonfluent speaker-switches say be a source of interesting

information about the acquisition, by children, of certain communicative

skills. Until recently, attention has been focused almost exclusively

upon phonological, syntactic and semantic development, and comparatively

few studies have dealt with the development of those skills which are

* The interruptlbiiity of speech has been experimentally examined by

Ladefoged et al (1970). There are, however, a number of features of

the design of their experiment which make it difficult to interpret

the results in terns of speech production under more natural conditions,

The present investigator attempted to conduct a somewhat similar

experiment, the design of which more closely approximated a conver¬

sational setting. Unfortunately, this arrangement presented some

practical difficulties. There was also the problem that, although

the situation was intended to resemble a dialogue, the experimental

constraints may have made it implausible as a dialogue to the

subjects, (bor a discussion of this general problem, see Urause,

1970)* If was the case, then the results of the experiment were

probably of limited generality*
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involved in what Lavex- and Hutcheson (197?) have called "interaction-

management " (by which they mean the organization of the temporal

progress of conversations, by the participants in those conversations).

tapers by do Long (1974) and keenan (1974) have rectified this

imbalance to some extent, since they both consider aspects of turn-

taking in dialogues, in which the speakers are pre-school children.

The subject of nonfluent speakers-switching is not discussed in detail

in either paper. However, a remark by de Long is of some interest in

this context; he asserts that children seldom interrupt one another.

If, as the results of this investigation suggest, nonfluent speaker-

ewitches take place systematically and involve certain skills, then

their infrequent occurrence in children's conversations nay indicate

a lack, rather* than a presence, of proficiency in turn-taking, 'he

development of the various types of nonfluency may therefore be of

some interest in any investigation of the ontogenetic development of

verbal conmunciation in general, and interaction-management in

particular.

Finally, speaker-switch nonfluencies are one source of information

about a vei common behaviour - spontaneous conversation - that is

all too often ignored by psychologists and linguists.
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orrelations between main subject's and partners' speaker-switch
nonfluencies

(oee p. 23)

,7 employing one main subject throughout the conversations discussed

in this thesis, there is the possibility that the scope of the study

was unduly United. However, variations in the main subject's

nonfluent spealcer^-avitqhing do not appear to have been : ...tohed by her

partners, to any significant extent. he percentages of nonfluont

speaker-switches - of the four different types - ere r nked from

1 to 15, from the highest to the lowest, for both the rutin subject (

and her partners (ft), in the fifteen " ision" conversations, "hese

ranks ere then correlated (Spearman's ran!- correlational method)

.ud the following results were obtained:

PB

s-switches - 01 by /ditto by -.0107

\ s-svitchea = I by '/ditto by .353"

; utterances = j: by /ditto by .1893

©-switches = ,;I by ./ditto by -.1071

he raw data upon which these calculations are based appear on

. 'i p cally r:i, \ 1. .1 "

(p. <! ,01 or .05). .hese results suggest that the main subject had.

a restricted influence upon nonfluent speaker-switching in these

conversations, and that therefore the enerality of the study is

unlikely to have been seriousl; i: paired.
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DETAILS OF PERCENTAGES OF
SPEAKER—SWITCH NOHFLUENCIES

(Figures in brackets refer to
the results obtained under "No

Vision" conditions, see Chapter 5)

OVERLAPS
' * "

% S-S* % s-s = % s-s =

involving CLs Main Subject Other
Overlapping Overlapping

22.97 (22.34) • 9.89 13.07

28.48 14.56 13.93

24 (26.07) 12 12

17.53 12.34 5.2

36.71 (34.71) 23.94 12.77

31.98 (29.1 ) 18.78 13.2

22.76 (23.28) 7.09 15.67
20.32 (19.64) 4.28 16.04
14.22 (18.81) 5.17 9.05

19.3 9.65 9.65
16.89 5.2 11.69
20 6.5 13.5

14.4 6.44 7.96
12.32 7.39 4.93

21.64 8.21 13.43

Means:
21.56 (24.85) 10.09 11.47

* S-S = speaker-switch
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SIMPLE INTERRUPTIONS

% S—S % S—5 ss % s»»s «

Involving Is Main Subject Other
____________ Interrupting Intexyuy. bing

9.54 (14.09) 5.10 6.36
15.95 5.8 10.13

16.45 (23.25) 11.56 4.89
5.20 1.95 3.25

14.37 (14.70) 7.45 6.92
18.27 ( 8,99) 8.12 10.15
14.92 (13.36) 5.22 9.7
7.49 (16.52) 4.28 3.21
6.9 ( 6.93) 0.86 6.04
8.49 2.7 5.79

6,06 2.6 3,46
6 3 3

8.72 4.17 4.55

8.38 2.96 5.42

10.08 4.48 5.6

Means:

10.32 (13.99) 4.42 5.9
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BUTTING-IK INTEiS':OPTIONS

% Utterances % Utterances
with BIIs « BIIs by

lialn S-ub.ject

4.58 ( 5.5 ) 2.47

7.55 4.4

3.98 ( 6.23) 1.77

5.16 1.29

12.17 (18.82) 8.99

14.14 (10.58) 10,1

3.35 ( 5.6 ) 1.86

6.42 ( 3.13) 4.28

2.15 ( 8.91) 1.72

5 3.46
M3 4.31

5.97 2.49

6.05 2.26

11.27 2.45

10.78 2.97

leans •
•

7.06 ( 8.4 ) 3.66

% Utterances
a BIIs by
Other

2.11

3.15

2.21

3.87

3.18

4.04

1.49

2.14

0.43

1.54

3.02

3.48

3.77

8,82

7.81

3.4
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SILSRT INTERRUPTIONS

% s-s *
involving Sis

% S-S a*
Sis by

Main Subject

% S-S -*
Sis by
Cther

Conversation
Humber

Number of

Speaker-
Switches

3.39 ( 5.16) 2.83 1.06 1 283 (291)
4.44 3.17 1.27 2 158

5.78 ( 9.73) 2.67 3.11 3 225 (257)
14.29 3.25 11.04 4 154

3.72 ( 1.77) 3.19 0.53 5 188 (170)
6.1 (12.69) 3.05 3.05 6 197 (189)
5.22 ( 9.43) 1.49 3.73 7 268 (232)
4.27 ( 3.57) 1.6 2.67 8 187 (224)
3.45 ( 6.44) 2.16 1.29 9 232 (202)
2.7 1.54 1.16 10 259

3.9 2.6 1.3 11 231

8.5 4.5 4 12 200

6.82 2.27 4.55 13 264

4.93 3.94 0.99 14 205

4.85 2.24 2.61 15 268

Means:

5.52 ( 6.98) 2.7 2.82 221.13
(223.57)

* Incomplete utterance produced by main subject and other
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SYNTACTIC FUNCTION OF FINAL WORDS

01 COMPLETED UTTERANCES

(N B 360)

Class 1(a) ("nouns") 45»55 %

Class 2 ("verbs") .. •• •• •• 13.88

Class 3 ("adj.") 12.22

Class 4 ("adv.") •• •• •• .. 11.94

Class 1(b) ("s.p.p.") .. .. .. 2.5

Group A ("det.") .. •• •• •• -

Group B ("mod. & aux.") •• •• •• 1.11

Groups E & J ("conj, & incl.") .. 0.28

Group F ("prep.") 3,33

Group I (when, why etc.) •• •• 0.28

Groups K & L ("utt, openers") •• 3»06

Fillers .. .. .. .. .. .. 5*83

Definitions of the syntactic categories will be found on pp. 69-71
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SYNTACTIC FUNCTION 01 v/CRDS

IN A SAI-TPLE OF CONTINUOUS SPEECH

(N » 1002)

Class 1(a) ("nouns") •• •• •• 20*36 %

Class 2 ("verbs") ** .. •* *• 16,77

Class 5 ("adj.") 8.78

Class 4 ("adv.") .. •• •• .. 4*39

Class 1(b) ("s.p.p.") .. .. •• 9«58

Group A ("det,") .. .. .. .. 6.29

Group B ("mod, & aux.") •• •• •• 5*99

Groups 3 & J ("conj. & incl.") .. 8.88

Group F ("prep.") ., .. •• •• 8,68

Group I (when, why etc.) •• •• 0.7

Groups K & L ("utt. openers") .. 2,69

Fillers .. .. ,« .. ., .. 6.89

Definitions of the syntactic categories will be found on pp. 69-71
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Genteric a atubba used in Latency of Verbal Response task

1. Being with other people -

2. The thing I like about university -

3. At tines she worried about -

4. Raising a family -

5. !•;y favourite pastime -

6. Sometimes she wished that -

7. lost children enjoy -

8# When he hit her -

9. Ky father -

10. £he house was -

11. Her conscience bothers her if -

12. His political views are -

13. She didn't like the painting because -

14. When I go to the theatre -

15. Shopping is -

16. He won a prize for -

17. Ky new shoes -

18. Sometimes I wish -

19« The family doctor -

20. I feel sorry for -

(Sentence stubbs number 1, 3, 4, 6 and 9 axe drawn from Loevinger and
V/essler (1970))
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DEFINITIONS "J TP EX MUTS OF THE I'ODB KOCTLUHTCY TYPES

OVltLAP : "OL"

Simultaneous speech is present. Hie initiator of simultaneous speech

takes the floor. There is no apparent "break in continuity in the

first speaker's utterance.

Example

B, But anybody who's a bit lazy I suppose, is it, that he used

to picks on?

A. A bit weak I'd say,

GUTTLE niTEimPPTIOh : "I"

Simultaneous speech is present. The initiator of simultaneous

speech takes the floor. There is an interruption in the continuity

of the first speaker's utterance so that that utterance is

semantically, syntactically, intonationally, and sometimes

phonologically, incomplete,

Example

B other people had gone to see their directors of studies
(uhm)
later than I had (uhm) and got in because they'd just, he'd,

they had said that the -

A. 'Fhon-, he'd 'phoned up at the time probably.



DEFINITIONS AND EX A! PIES 01 THE FOUR KOKPLUEFCY TYPES (continued)

3. BUTTING—II! IKTEnRIiPTICH : "P-II"

Simultaneous speech is present. The initiator of simultaneous

speech breaks off in mid-utterance.

Example

(Sr)
A. He dislikes anybody who's *, you've got to put on the

appearance of being quite a resilient, thick-skinned person,

(* m nonlinguistic, vocal sound)

4. SILEIT INPETI.RPPTIQN : "SI"

Simultaneous speech is not present. The first speaker's utterance

is incomplete.

Example

A, It wasn't in ours actually it was a bloke, (yes) and um —

B, But anybody who's a bit lazy I suppose, .,,,


